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PREFACE

A old fable relates that Jupiter once came

down from Heaven to take a look about

and note the progress of arts and civi

lisation. A terrestrial guide who attended him

pointed out the kingdoms of this lower world.

&quot;That, Sire, is France, and that is England,&quot;

said the guide, whereupon Jupiter expressed his

astonishment at the progress made. uAnd please

Your Majesty, this is Spain,&quot; continued the guide.

&quot;You need not have told me,&quot; said the Roman

god, &quot;I knew it at once. It remains exactly the

same as when I created it 1&quot;

This is still somewhat the impression people
have of present-day Spain, unless they have vis

ited the country recently and witnessed the grad
ual but certain awakening to new life and activity

along varied lines. While in a sense every hour

Is a transition hour In the life of nations and in

dividuals, there are certain periods that are

marked with quite a definite cleavage between

yesterday and today. In such a period Spain is
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now found It has been my object to show the

outstanding features of this change in Spanish

life and civilisation iaJixe ieijrns of the people

themselves rather than by means of the many an

cient monuments and works of art and architec

ture, all of which have been treated at length In

many books* Contrasts with modern men and

methods, as they exist in Europe and America,

have been pointed out at times, and the country s

requirements as her most intelligent sons see them,

and as they appear to an outsider, are outlined.

The author would express his sincere thanks

for favours rendered by a wide circle of friends

and acquaintances in Spain, all of whom share

with the author the belief that this old and his

toric country is now moving out towards a new

place in the family of nations.

\*** k)* \*

Miami Beach,

May i, 1928
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UNDERSTANDING
SPAIN

i

THE CHARM OF SPAIN

All sunny land of love when I

forget you may I fail

To-say my prayers-

SPAIN!

The very word is musical and

bewitching. Andalusia Valencia Bar
celona Seville Granada words that

carry in their very cadence poetic charm and

music and emotional significance. Like India,

Ceylon and Italy Spanish names cast a spell.

They induce the spirit of romance and they trans

port the mind and imagination into realms quite

dissimilar to those of the accustomed Anglo-Saxon
routine,

The mention of Spain in almost any company
brings a pause. Every one has built his castles

3
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there*
t(
I have always wanted to go to

Spain,&quot;

is the usual much-worn phrase. Men will go to

London and Berlin on business, women will visit

Paris for clothes and fashion, but the whole world

goes to Spain for romantic reasons, drawn there

by some invisible thread of historic charm, capti

vated by the sense of beauty, lured as was Ulysses

by siren singing,

, The Spanish people suggest by their ancient

customs, by the grandeur of a day that is dead,

by their dignity seen even in the humblest peasant,

something different from that discoverable in any

other part of Europe. Some one has said that

every man has his own country and Italy. It is

also true that every one who visits Spain with a

sympathetic imagination feels forever afterwards

a peculiar sense of possession in this land of an

cient chivalry and endless historic association. It

is a land where climate and custom seem to be a

ipart of the people s art and ever-present charm.

Spanish women! Their characteristic beauty,

their inimitable grace of movement, dress and de

portment I The women of Spain have long borne

the reputation of being the fairest of the fair,

No women whom I have ever seen in any country
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are exactly comparable to them. The women of

Chile are quite as beautiful and with something
of the same type of beauty, though with an Anglo-
Saxon and Auricanian amalgam. Spanish women
are not all beautiful, of course, but nearly all pos

sess an inexpressible attraction.

The fascinating head-dress ! Making a cameo

frame of the face the contrast of the black veils

and the radiant expression of oval countenances

not to dwell upon the &quot;sidelong look of love&quot;

from black Spanish eyes 1 Such things are to be

seen and remembered.

&quot;the veil

Thrown back a moment with the glancing hand,

While the o erpowering eye that turns you pale

Flashes into the heart.&quot;

No women in all the world are more generally

beautiful and vital than American women, but the

women of Spain, with their vivacity, coupled

often with sad and sotnbr^ high

degree of feiaimSty and the fascinating handling

of their bodies, their hands and their eyes, are

potent factors in Spanish charm. All of these*

are brought into play in the traditional Spanish
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, than which there are few things more cap

tivating to be found In any land

The palaces and ancient fortresses, the ruins of

great civilisations beautiful even in death these

also exert their Influence upon visitors to Spain.

Age speaks in a compelling voice at every turn.

One feels himself amidst the records and monu
ments of a great Past No person of sensitive

feeling and imaginative nature ever visits the Old

World, whether Europe or Asia, without being

struck silent and thoughtful by the sense of age.

These ancient monuments of a crowded past in

duce to silence and thoughtfulness such as one

feels upon looking at the light upon the mountains

w the sunshine on the sea. As Keats would say,

.&quot;Thou foster child of silence and slow time/

This alluring influence of age-long beauty Is

met frequently in Spain* At the Alhambra one s

spirit is easily caught up in a vision of distant

days and heroic times* Even to him who knows

but little history the very corridors of this great-

palace of other days seem filled with the emana

tions of Moorish chieftains and of Christian

knights. One does not need to see the Crescent

of the East or the Banner of the Cross to sense
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the fact that in these sombre and beautiful en

virons was waged tremendous conflicts, decisive

of the historical currents of mankind. In these

gilded, palatial rooms one can almost hear again

the laughter of Moorish maidens. One can see

again the handsome Moor, sweeping through

these halls and patios in his radiant, flowing

robes. From these towers and minarets some of

the greatest spirits of many centuries have looked

out upon the winding silver of the Darro while

in their ears have rung the music of a hundred

temple bells and the cry of the Muezzin from

lofty minarets.

It is a place to dream, to live In memory, to

get the past into one s pulses, as Longfellow once

wrote to a friend of Spain, a place to lay up
&quot;those precious associations which are youth s

best preparation for age.&quot; By night the Al-

hambra is unforgettable. No one has seen the

mouldering turrets rising against the moonlight
or painted upon the sky filled with a shower of

stars, without realising a shadow of that departed

glory which made possible so wonderful a thing

as this great palace of the Moors. Here iS&quot;

melancholy and historic beauty, here is the breath^
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of mankind in every mood of his fighting and

playful and sensitive spirit. Here is tragedy and

.^defeat and death of human hopes. As Long
fellow sang when he was held spellbound by this

scene :

&quot;No longer where the Moslem s grave

Overlooks the Darro s silver wave

The crescent banner flouts the wall,

Nor rings the sounding atabal.&quot;

It is in such environment that one gives himself

up to wonder. Throughout the generations men
have said, as they have stood before the relics of

ancient grandeur in Spain, &quot;This place holds

one.&quot; The charm is as subtle as it is irresistible.

The human mind and heart get most from the

things it is impossible to describe or put into

words. The wonderful rules us. &quot;Silent as our

wonder,&quot; says Shelley. He is fortunate who has

not solved all of the riddles of the universe; he

still has something to admire, to mystify him, to

worship. In Spain the quiet imaginative visitor

finds himself in a land of dreams. It is a country
where wonder sometimes melts into faith and men
call it religion; again it becomes the handmaid of

beauty and we call it art.
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Spain, and particularly Andalusian Spain, pos
sesses the sensuous charm of the Orient the

glowing sun, the rich overhanging gardens, the

always-summer nights, the soft music of the ever-

present fountains with their tinkling waters to

which in the summery heat,

&quot;The zephyr stoops to freshen its wings.&quot;

There is the rhythmic and plaintive singing, with

that peculiar lilt that is found only in the East,

the sensuous dance and the shady patios; there

is also the heavily scented air filled with the per

fume of jasmine and orange blossoms, the abun

dance of flowers with their tropic faces, the luxury

of the siesta, the solemn bells of evening, the

carefree people and happy children, the dark eyes

flashing through the mashrebeeyah of the bal

conies all this is Eastern, it is also Andalusian

Spain. Perhaps the charm is partially in the semi-

tropical air where one is awakened by the singing

of birds or is wooed to sleep by the sound of the

Castanet and guitar. It is a far-away slumber

land, mystical, unfathomable and with a message
for the hidden life of the spirit. It is so different

from our strident, rushing business existence of
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the West. For this reason people travel for

difference, for peculiarities, for change, in order

to break out new windows in the souL

Spain is full of form and colour and charac

teristic attitude* It has not become modernised

or stereotyped. With the exception of Barcelona

and Madrid, which are more nearly counterparts
of European cities, the towns and cities of Spain
are not as our American cities, all just alike.

There is still individuality and decided differences.

The lines and colours of the picture are not

blurred or confused by standardised progress.

In every town one gets a distinct sensation of

definite characteristics. Seville is still ancient,

Moorish and fascinating, with her narrow,

crooked streets and luxurious gardens. Barcelona

is modern and industrial and socialistic. Toledo

is historic and remindful of &quot;Spanish Rome.&quot;

Cadiz, still rich in palaces, is significant of past

splendours of trade and ships. San Sebastian,

home of fashion and brilliance, is built about the

blue waters of her bay, with her wide beaches

ringed with silvery foam, the spell of Massanet s

Cid still upon her. Cordova is unique in her

Moorish Cathedral antique and curious, with
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mountains on one side, and on the other the

limpid waters of the Guadalquiver, sweeping

through a soft, lowland landscape. Ronda is

picturesquely beautiful and there one follows the

footsteps of Caesar and Scipio. Madrid is Spain s

geographical centre and metropolis, where the

people sing, &quot;Long live the King I&quot; Valencia,

colourful and pleasure-loving, looks out with ro

mantic eyes across the celestial blue of the sea.

People tire of travelling in countries of sheer

uniformity. Nothing is more disenchanting to

the world wanderer than to hear it said of a

country, &quot;See one town and you see them all.&quot;

In Spain one must see many cities and towns

and visit widely the country districts, to get a

complete picture. The French Theophile Gau-

tier felt the fascinating surprises of Spain when

he wrote in 1840, contrasting Spain with his own

land: &quot;It is a grievous spectacle for the poet,

the artist and the philosopher to see ... a

most disheartening uniformity invading the uni

verse under some vague pretext of progress.&quot;

Spain is a land of paradox, a country of aston

ishing, rapid changes. In Seville the religious

ecstasy of Semana Santa (Holy Week) is fol-
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lowed quickly with a joyous Feria, that hilarious

festival when the inhabitants put on the garments

of beauty, gaiety, dancing and song. In the latter

spectacle one is in the midst of a phantasmagoria
of sparkling lights by night, fashionably dressed

women, merry-go-rounds and circus tents in the

Prado de San Sebastian, picturesque gipsies in

brilliant shawls, peasants dancing in festive cos

tume and a general pandemonium of hilarious

merrymaking* The marvellous parade in Seville

during a Feria, when the universal cry is &quot;Viva

la Gracial&quot; (Long live Beauty 1) is as full of

charm aS it is of unforgettable memory*

Spain is advancing toward modernity, the

northern sections particularly, but like Japan she

claims her inalienable right to be characteristic in

her onward march.

The very perfumes of the Moorish, southern

Spanish towns are Oriental and remind one of

India or Algiers, or the spice-laden atmosphere
of Ceylon. They belong to the languor and in

dolence of a people who have never lived to work,
but have rather worked simply to live and enjoy
and to laugh and to cater to the senses in every
form. The mysterious, cloying odours of Spanish
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gardens with trailing flowers over century-old

walls, are a part of the enchantment. We recall

how perfumes have their place in the Moslem s

jheaven, how the true follower of the Prophet is

promised palaces of gold and silver, rich foods,

fare wines, cooling streams, perfumes, luscious

fruits and beautiful houris to wait upon him.

f

There is a charm also in the Spanish peasantry

(

and even the vagabonds, who treat one another

with &quot;exquisite urbanity/ reveal new possibilities

in the relationship of human beings. The great

threshing floors of trodden earth are still seen

through the rural districts in Biblical and primi

tive simplicity. The square church-towers rise

over all in every town and in every dusty chalk-

coloured village, reminding one constantly of the

fact that Spain, though once Roman, once Moor
ish, is still Catholic Spain, the country of King
Ferdinand and Queen Isabella. Spain has inher

ited the religious Crusader spirit from a period

when the Cross was the national standard, when
all men were zealots, when Bishops rode at the

head of the armies and religion was the dominant

tiote of the nation. In no country in Europe did

the ecclesiastic mount to such eminence as in Spain.
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The Catholic sovereigns indeed, with their Inqui

sition and their fanaticism, culminating in the

reigns of Charles I and Philip II, sounded the

death-knell of this country and her world power.

The expulsion of the Jews and the persecution of

the Moors, together with seven centuries of reli

gious warfare, brought that religious hardening of

heart, than which, naught on earth is more cruel

or more disintegrating to a large and noble

progress.

Still, this country with such a colourful past,

the country with such valiant and heroic per

sonalities, the country that sent Columbus to dis

cover a new world, is still rich in her music,

artistry, literature and the potential wealth of her

land. She has not yet fully become awake in her

vast reaches of level plains and picturesque pas

toral life to the advance of the modern world.

She still &quot;lets the legions thunder
past.&quot; She is

always charming, cultured, religious, reserved and

rich in passionate and childish enthusiasms*

Spain is the land of romance and legend, a hero-

worshipping country, the lover of music and

imagination, the paradise of unfulfilled dreams.

The old Spanish heroes and artists still live in
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the people s imagination. Don Juan, Cervantes
1

Don Quixote, El Cid the Campeador, Velasquez
and Murillo these still exert their magic on the

mind of the people. While the westerner revels

in his industrial successes, in mass production and

rapid transportation, the Spaniard lives in hero

worship of his romantic leaders and his speech
is filled with proverbs passed down from his

heroic forefathers. The Spanish Carmen, with

the red, red rose, &quot;glowing in the midnight of

her hair,&quot; still sings and sways across the theatre

stage, luring her torero lover. The guitar of

the young Spaniard still twangs beneath the iron-

grilled window of his senorita. The cowled monk
still strides in dignity through the vine-laden

cloisters of the Spanish monastery, the Don
Quixote still rides majestically the proverbial

donkey over the winding, dusty country roads.

For such reasons, if for no other, Spain has drawn

and will continue to draw the peoples of less ro

mantle lands
; for, as long as the human heart and

imagination respond to sentiment and love and

heroic aspirations, this old and belated country
have its message to mankind.

We shall never regret that we entered Spain
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by the northern door of the Basque country and

we shall remember as indelibly as the scenes of

childhood our wanderings through the mountain

villages, snugly lodged In the valleys by rushing

streams and hemmed in by rich, green, wooded
mountains.

To many the heart of Spanish charm lies in

these isolated regions* Here is a strange race of

men, not like Europeans, not like Orientals, but

sui generis, running true to form throughout cen

turies of racial and traditional experience. The

Basque peasantry are fiery and passionate, hard

working and frugal, intensely national, holding to

their traditions regardless of the inrush of mo
dernity into the larger cities, or the visitors pass

ing their doors in high-powered automobiles. One
is reminded of Japan by the prodigious industry

that pushes the small farms half-way up the ver

dant mountainsides. On the distant summits also,

one hears of a still ruder race of men, up there

in the Aragon Pyrenees, brave and hardy peasants
to whom French and Spaniards are alike hateful,

a strong and prejudiced and Intensely obdurate

race, of whom the legend runs, &quot;They drive nails

with their heads,&quot;
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If the traveller is looking for adventure, here

it is in these sequestered mountains, as far from

civilisation as the heart of Africa, the land of

the wild goat and the brown bear. One will hear

the shepherd s pipe reminding him of Palestine.

Here the mountain brigand will look upon one

with suspicious and baleful glance, as fierce in his

warfare as the desert Bedouin in the vast spaces

of Trans-Jordania.

Cervantes once said, &quot;Each of us is as God

made him, and frequently much worse.&quot; But if

the traveller journeys with the spirit that is &quot;sirn-

patico,&quot;
he will find even among these fierce and

hardy peasants of the Basque and Aragon coun

try, hearts that are responsive to every human

passion and hospitality as generous and wide as

the great spaces of nature in which these rude but

child-like people dwell.

Some time in the not too distant years Spain,

with her smiling tropical welcome, fringed by her

opalescent sea, will become like the French and

Italian Riviera, the happy playground of the

world. Here, increasingly, men and women of

the rushing, money-loving West will seek rest

and peace and beauty in charming villas on the
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sides of the mountain or in larger palaces over

looking the Mediterranean Sea. Spain, southern

Spain at least, has tropical charm and that peace

of mood which modern men, tired of a world that

is too much with us, are bound to see as a retreat

and a sanctuary for their souls.

For many weeks we lived in the gardens of

that historic hotel in Algeciras, looking over the

varicoloured waters of the bay that separates

Spain from the great British rock of Gibraltar.

The charm did not exist in the fact that here the

celebrated Moroccan Conference of 1906 was

held, when the ex-Kaiser of Germany rattled

vainly his sword against the decision of the

nations. The charm of this place lay in the fact

that the gods of beauty and imagination seem to

dwell in the background of all this historic and

balmy country. We watched the great ships

passing through the Gates of Hercules which

were once the ancient limits of the world. The

dim, shadowy line of Africa was in our eyes and

we thought of the hordes of Moors, Berbers,

Arabs and Carthaginians who had crossed and

re-crossed these narrow straits In other years,
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dominated by all those human ambitions which

have made mankind interesting to itself. We felt

the breath of the trade-winds blowing gently upon
our faces from the South Atlantic and the murmur
of the sea came softly like a distant dream. Gar

lands of lights from great ships passing recalled

the times when the Phoenicians, first traders of

those distant days, brought the treasures of the

East to Cadiz, the Biblical TarshisL The scent

of magnolia and jasmine and the heavy-laden

atmosphere of tropic luxuriance is as isolating

here as in the Island of Ceylon. A shining blaze

of moonlight lies in a white track across the

waters from the great Rock. A slight damp of

dew and the odour of soft sea air, the hidden

things of memory rising and flooding the heart;

the sense of tremendous events in the background,

the realisation of ocean bigness and distance

across unmeasured waters and over endless Afri

can deserts, reminding of life beyond life. The

tinkling of church-bells faintly heard from vil

lages across the bay, the faint strains of a Spanish

guitar borne on the night winds. The inner king

ship of man with the warm heart of tropical
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nature, than which nothing save God is stronger

in Its hold upon the heart and the imagination.

If there be gods of beauty, charm and romance,

it is here in southern Spain they must find sanc

tuary.
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TENDENCIES

The tendencies of a nation are all that count.

Elihu Root

SPAIN

S natural resources are tremendous,

but as yet undeveloped. Her potential

natural riches exceed all other lands we

have visited save perhaps the Republic of Brazil.
uWhile one half of this beautiful country lies

fallow,&quot; says Laborde of Spain, &quot;the productive

ness of the other half proves what it might be

made to yield.&quot;

Few countries are so favourably placed cli

matically. Spain stretches in amazing diversity

between her bleak Galicia in the north and her

tropical Andalusia in the south, running the

gamut of the zones. She has fertile lands and

sunny skies, vast mountain ranges and noble

rivers. Her mines of silver and gold, and lead

and iron, have attracted the envious eyes of many
nations. The ancients placed the Elysian Fields

among the orange groves of Andalusia.

23
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Of all the provinces ever incorporated in the

Empire of Rome, there were none productive of

so great treasure none in which such fabulous

sources of wealth were discovered as in this

Pyrenean peninsula. The rich mines of Spain
satisfied the Roman craving for gold, helping to

bring in that epicurean period of luxurious living,

under the relaxing influence of which Rome finally

went down. The Phoenicians came to Spain for

copper three thousand years ago, long before the

country s gold and silver were known- Polyblus
narrates that in his day the Spanish silver mines

of one district alone, New Carthage, yielded

25,000 drachms of silver dally! All the metals

are here-

Spain s spacious harbours line 1,500 miles of

coast line of two seas- It Is here among all the

European countries that we find &quot;forests of palm
without crossing the desert, and plantations of

sugar without seeing slavery,&quot; Great herds of

cattle and sheep cover the hills. Her fruits and
her oil, her fish and her grains are known in the

markets of the world. The wines and the olives

of Spain, her figs and her pomegranates enrich

a country fairer than the Vale of Cashmere, and
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more fruitful than the Promised Land of the

Israelites. The words of the writer in Deuter

onomy fit Spain:

&quot;For the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good

land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths

that spring out of valleys and hills; a land of wheat and

barley and vines, and fig trees and pomegranates ; a land

of oil, olive and honey; a land wherein thou shalt eat

bread without scarceness, thou shalt not lack anything in.

it; a land whose stones are iron, and out of whose hills

thou mayest dig brass.
*

Such a land, so richly endowed by nature,

where every morning is the opening of a summer

day, where all the elements are furnished for the

making of a great civilisation, would seem to

belong to the &quot;foremost files of time.&quot; Yet for

generations Spain has been an example of abun

dant resources recklessly dissipated. Her splen

did days of opportunity have been shadowed by

neglect. She has been content to abide in the

grace of a day that is dead a faded flower in

the garden of the world.

There come moments of awakening, however,

among nations as among individuals, periods of

transition from the old to the new, from the past
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to the present, when a people are slowly pressed

forward as by a dynamic force into a new and

inevitable destiny* The Indications of such a

transition are seen in Spain today. This old

country that has survived so many eras of ad

venturous and checkered history is stirring in her

sleep- She Is again getting a glimpse of the world

which she once ruled In splendour. Again in the

rolling of the years Spain gives evidence of the

dawn of desire. For this reason she becomes a

country of fresh interest.

No Oriental country Is more complex in glaring

contrasts. In the north one feels that Spain has

caught the breath of modern industry, manufac

turing, mining and shipbuilding. The south is

almost solidly agricultural and moves more slowly

towards modernity. Barcelona and Madrid might
be almost anywhere in Europe; Cordova and Se

ville could only exist In a semi-Oriental and half-

Europeanised Spain. In nearly every one of the

larger cities the traveller feels that the commer

cial instinct, which was evident here in distant

centuries, is beginning to live again.

We travelled through the picturesque Basque

country and saw the sturdy peasantry tilling
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their diminutive farms to the very tops of the

Pyrenees, while their fields of grain, rich in harvest

gold, filled hundreds of miles of smiling valleys.

We passed over the wind-swept plateaus that sur

round the Spanish capital to find the clubs and

cafes of Madrid filled with the land-owners and

men of aristocratic inheritances, to whom any

sort of manual labour has been ruled out for

generations,

At one moment you are face to face with a

solemn, decorous and formal people; at a turn of

the corner you are in the midst of laughter and

dancing, the land of the castanet The Spaniards

like their movies thrilling and morbid and still

reproduce the spirit of the ancient Roman amphi

theatre in the blood-red hazard of the bull-ring.

Among them also one finds exquisite culture, men

sensitive to artistry and beauty, heirs of palace

and cathedral builders, creators of beautiful gar

dens and flowering patios.

Extreme poverty and great riches dwell side

by side. It is a curious land of class and caste,

yet with highly democratic tendencies. Symptoms

of change in dress and customs, in attitude toward

foreigners, in reaching out for new trade con-
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tacts with the outside world all speak of a dif

ferent tomorrow. Every foreigner met in Spain,

without a single exception, if they had resided for

any length of time in the country, said that Spain

was going ahead, in some cases with rapidity.

The coming in of the Dictatorship has pro
duced hope in the minds of many that the long

years of corrupt and lax government failed to

inspire. The present tendency in political affairs

is toward promptness and an efficiency unknown

before. Probably no country has so demon
strated the truth of an old Spanish proverb, &quot;He

who works for the public, works for nobody.&quot;

The failure of the Moroccan campaign was the

last straw, and a bloodless revolution occurred

in 1921 when General Primo de Rivera, who was

at that time in Barcelona, with the army behind

him, became Dictator. The Catalonian city for

quite a period had been the centre of seditionary

troubles, and there is always present there the

possibility of a movement towards separation of

Catalonia from the rest of Spain.

There is at present no government in Spain, m
the sense that this term is generally used; there

is a Dictator and a National Council whose mem*
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bers represent somewhat the same positions as

the members of the Cabinet in the United States.

The doors of the Senate and the House of

Deputies are closed; the political fate of Spain

hinges largely upon one man. King Alfonso XIII

is thoroughly in sympathy with the Dictator, feel

ing that the good results already appearing from

this regime show the wisdom of the change in

political procedure. While the King is always

working, according to his lights, for the good of

Spain, his present active duties, as far as ruling

goes, seem to be in placing his Royal signature

to the decrees passed by the Dictator and his

councillors.

When Primo de Rivera took office he stated

that it was only a temporary plan; frequently the

press announces that the leadership of affairs is

to be given back to some kind of Constitutional

government. The Dictator is not in good health

and evidently would be glad to be relieved of his

office. It is reported that he suggested to the

King that he, Rivera, resign, and that the King

answered,
UA Dictator never resigns 1&quot;

It Is the general attitude among the majority

of Spaniards that a Dictatorship was a necessity,
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saved the country, In fact, from a revolution*

Various reforms inaugurated by the Dictator are

pointed out. These reforms affected railway com
munication and education, and quickened greatly
the procedures of ruling at a time when the old

talkative and dilatory Congress was almost at an

One of the early measures which Rivera put
into action was to declare that all civil servants

were to be in their respective offices at nine fifteen

in the morning, when the register would be closed,

and that these civil workers would be expected to

remain at their work until 3 P.M. The result of

this order was both effective and also somewhat
ludicrous. In many of the offices such a large
number of clerks appeared who were absolutely

unknown to the daily workers there, that there

was no seating accommodation for them. To
quote a press correspondent:

&quot;These new arrivals were the proteges of Ministers,

and political bosses. They were on the list of civil ser

vants merely for the sake of collecting a salary, and were

not expected to attend at their department; some there

were who never put themselves to the trouble of even

collecting their own salaries, but sent agents to do this
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for them. This will readily be seen to have been neces

sary when we know that some of these officials held no

less than fifteen appointments, each with its separate sal

ary.&quot;

It is to the credit of the Dictator that many of

these officials in absentia were dismissed or sus

pended immediately.

Another one of Rivera s reforms has been the

prohibition of gambling by the use of roulette

and similar devices such as has been common in

the large resort centres in Europe. San Sebas

tian and other summer resorts resented this

measure deeply, saying that it sent their clients

to Biarritz and other European cities where

gambling is allowed.

The present slogan is &quot;Spain for the Span
iards.&quot; There is a mania for raising the tariff

on all imports, and Primo de Rivera has put on

the taxes which is never a means for making a

ruler popular. It has made manufactured goods

highly expensive for every one, as Spain is an

agricultural and mining, rather than a manufac

turing, country. Madrid is undoubtedly the most

expensive capital in which to live, in all Europe

today. Thanks, however, to the; European war,
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Spanish government coffers are well filled, which

is revealed by the fact that Spain loaned recently

100,000,000 pesetas to Argentina,

Among the many decrees issued by the present

Dictator was a strict censorship of the Spanish

press. Newspapers in Madrid carry a line at the

heading of the front page to the effect that the

news of that issue has been censored. With a

muzzled press, and with a people who for genera
tions have not cared particularly who ruled them,

providing they did not have to work too hard,

and with absolute power literally m the hands of

one man, Spain is endeavouring to grapple with

her highly complex problems.
The press even before the censorship has not

been anything like a &quot;mirror of the national

mind*&quot; It compares quite unfavourably with the

Latin-American newspapers In cities like Rio de

Janeiro, Buenos Aires and Santiago. The paper
Is poor, the machines are evidently old, advertis

ing is not widely used, and the general illiteracy

of the country gives a limited constituency of

readers. At times the government has found it

necessary to support certain newspapers, but this

support was taken away a few years ago* Many
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of the papers were carried on by politicians for

their own personal glory or for the purpose of

grinding some political axe. The reportorial staff

is comparatively meagre and composed of stu

dents who use their jobs as a makeshift for per

manent positions in law or engineering. There

are, however, two newspapers in Madrid and

one notable one in Barcelona having upwards of

200,000 daily circulation each, and which boast

of contributors of considerable literary ability.

There is a future in the press, but not under the

present censorship.

There is a manifest tendency towards a high

protectionist policy which, while it encourages

home manufacture, is criticised by many business

men as being premature and acting as an obstruc

tion to the entrance of foreign capital and those

foreign products which are sorely needed in

Spain- The value of factory products shows a

steady increase, and coal production, including

anthracite, bituminous and lignite, has been almost

constant during the past decade. There has been

a tendency towards an increase in coal mining

in recent years as the result of a law requiring

the &quot;national&quot; industries, those partly or wholly
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government-controlled, to use the coal of the

country. The agricultural situation shows slight

improvement, in spite of the fact that the working
of the land has for generations been Spain s chief

and most productive activity. The cultivation,

harvest and transportation of crops are all quite

primitive*

The world outlook of the Spaniard, which for

years has been circumscribed, shows signs of

broadening. For too long the tendency has been

to look upon the foreigner simply in the light of

his value to the Spaniard in the immediate trans

action* A bid is being made for American and

European tourists in the betterment of hotel ac

commodation, and the inherited suspicion of out

siders is being gradually worn down.

The attitude towards Americans is not seem

ingly hostile, nor do the Spaniards remember with

rancour the loss of their island possessions re

sulting from the Spanish-American wan The
usual Spaniard will tell you that the loss of these

islands was really a blessing in disguise to Spain,

since they were a constant drain upon her treas

ury, the local administrators getting most of the

revenue. There are still many sections, especially
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in the south, suffering from a lack of receptivity

to foreign thought and influence.

As an old Spanish proverb has it, &quot;Hope is the

last of the dregs that we drain from the bottom

of the cup of sorrow&quot;; and hope with a new

arousal of national pride and world interest, is

evident in the Spain of today. One finds in

Madrid, in Valencia, in Barcelona and Bilbao,

many business men who have crossed the enclos

ing Pyrenees. They have mixed with the men

of affairs of Europe and America and they have

returned with a new vision for Spain, An in

creasing number of women are being found in

the offices, in the professions and in business.

Little help can be expected from the older genera

tion, who are too closely interlocked with ancient

traditions to be of any great assistance in modern

movements, requiring efficiency in service and gov
ernment. The traditional official has been accus

tomed to flee from all social responsibilities and

has rarely been a disinterested patriot working

for the larger good.

We have talked with large numbers of Span

iards, young and old, in different parts of the

country, many of whom are more critical than
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outsiders could possibly be of the trend that

Spanish affairs have taken in the last decade.

Cervantes said: &quot;An understanding of the malady

is the first step to the cure/ This understanding

of Spain s actual position in the modern world,

as well as her internal needs, has given the friends

of this country renewed hope for progress in the

immediate future. A renaissance is certain to

come, Primo de Rivera has accomplished a great

deal already in his reforms. The Dictatorship is

generally considered a transition agency towards

some form of Constitutionalism. It is quite evi

dent that no civilised country can advance per

manently with a muzzled press and a too auto

cratic military leadership on the part of a few

men. Undoubtedly the forces that will be most

effective in hastening this transition will be a wide

spread system of education reaching the scattered

towns and hamlets, reorganised and improved

transportation facilities, together with a new

boldness on the part of Spanish capital to invest

in modern enterprises.
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THE SPANIARD OF TODAY
This extraordinary and perverse people.

of Wellington

IT
is sometimes dangerous for a nation to

inherit a glorious past. It is like a young
man falling heir to a fortune, in the accumu

lation of which he has had no part. In either

case it is the quality and force of character of the

nation or the youth that determine the result.

It Is clear that if any one would learn anything

of value about a country, either as to its resources

or its future, the first subject of study are the

people themselves and the people of this present

generation rather than those of the sixteenth cen

tury. All the knowledge imaginable, archeologi-

cal or artistic, concerning a country s ancient

cathedrals or ruins or mediaeval works of art will

not throw great light upon the people s present

status or their future destiny. The age-old

Sphinx and the broken temples of Karnak hold

39
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quite as much by way of enlightenment concerning

present-day Egypt, as the Moorish Giralda

Tower at Seville or the famed Alhambra Palace

of Granada possess to reveal the tendencies of

modern Spain. History will throw light upon the

understanding of national character, but, as

Emerson once remarked, history is in essence only

biography and institutions are the elongated
shadows of men.

It is of prime importance to discover if possible

what manner of men compose this modern Spain
these twenty-two millions and to learn how

much they possess of those regnant characteristics

which in all the processes of time have distin

guished successful races from unsuccessful ones.

If you would know a nation, make sure to meet
a goodly number of its individuals in various sec

tions, in rural hamlets as well as in the cities

where cosmopolitan ways often hide the true

character of the people* Talk with them if pos
sible in their own language* Be sympathetic with

the objects of their worship, Mark Twain once

said that the only irreverence is our irreverence

for another man s gods. See them at work and
at their play. Study their home life, their club
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life, their political activities. Study them in their

churches, in their schools. One can learn much

about a people by observing their street manners,

by noticing their salesmanship in their shops, their

treatment of employes, their behaviour at the

atres and in public cafes, their use of money, their

treatment of animals, of servants, of children and

particularly their attitude towards women.

In southern Spain, for example, where Moorish

traits were deeply printed upon the native races

for eight hundred years, the stranger s first im

pression is that Spain is the land of the &quot;stare.&quot;

A foreigner is a seven days wonder almost any

where in Andalusia. Neither in Cuzco nor in

Canton do the people transfix the traveller with

such bold, continuous and what appears, first-off,

as rude-eyed attention. If there were any effi

cacy in the &quot;evil eye&quot; superstition there would not

be enough left of the foreign visitor in south

Spain to sweep out. No business seems to be so

important as staring at foreigners. A woman

wearing a hat or a man carrying a bundle at

once marks them as outsiders, and makes them

the cynosure of every eye. The Spanish women

of these parts seldom wear anything on their
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heads in summer but the mantilla with the high

comb, or a thin black veil; no &quot;gentleman&quot; carries

anything heavier than a walking-stick. A Spanish

musician of our acquaintance takes a servant

along to carry his music roll.

Your first impression is that these people who
turn and look at you on the street, or stare you
out of countenance from their wicker chairs be

fore their clubs or from the street cafes, are

plainly savages, that civilisation as it is commonly
known in Europe and the United States is here

conspicuous for its absence. But let the for

eigner, either man or woman, walk straight up
to one of the curious observers, ask him where the

post-office is located, or if he knows of a good

hair-dresser, and his manner changes instantly.

He is all courtesy and polite attention. He begins

to talk volubly, he may take you by the arm, and

Insist upon going with you, at least until you are

in sight of your required destination. Shop

keepers of whom I have asked directions have

left their shops to go with me to show me the

way, and at other times have insisted on send

ing., a. clerk to guide me. A Spanish policeman

in Ceuta Spain s Gibraltar in North Africa,
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walked five blocks by our side to show us the

location of a certain hotel.

The traveller soon learns that the stare, as

ubiquitous in Spain as the native donkey, is not so

much insult as curiosity of an untravelled people,

dwelling in a land at least one hundred years

behind the modernity that many other Western

nations know. The sensible student of peoples in

countries other than his own hesitates to make

snap judgments and forbears to generalise until

he has made quite thorough investigations. Fur

thermore, it is not the best form to select from

any people of an alien land their least praise

worthy traits and hold them up to ridicule. This

is easy enough to do with any country. The

United States has had its share of sharp critics

and sometimes specious detractors in other years,

It was nearly forty years ago that Matthew

Arnold, after his visit to America, wrote in the

&quot;Nineteenth Century,&quot; saying that as he viewed

them, America s dangers as a nation are &quot;self-

glorification and self-deception*&quot; These traits he

attributed to &quot;the predominance of the common

and ignoble, born of the predominance of the

average man.&quot; He searched in vain in America
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for what the English critic styled the &quot;sense of

elevation.
1 Americans are bound to believe that

such sweeping criticisms, while not without some

grounds for belief in the minds of those who

belong to other countries and diverse traditions,

do not touch the real America, which in a sense

is not translatable to a foreigner. A country is

something that the native feels intuitively and

finds it difficult to put into words.

Certain foreigners who have lived long in

Spain seem to have a similar feeling about this

nation. &quot;I feel that I know the Spaniard,
*

said

one American who had lived long among Spanish

people and had married a Spanish woman; &quot;I

can talk with him in his own intricate expressions

and with his own inimitable gestures, but I

couldn t possibly tell you just how I know him.&quot;

There is something inalienably and racially in

herent in the warp and woof of every people, as

one might say. In the very subsoil of the land

secrets that are loath to give their colour and

their key to a transient stranger. It is possible,

moreover, that the American may find it more

difficult to understand the Spaniard than certain

Continentals or Britishers, since distinctions in
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the United States are not of aristocracies or of

titles, or of age, but of merit in material and

scientific accomplishment primarily. Americans

have no
&quot;majesties&quot;

and few monuments, and

their distinctions centre in men and their work.

For an American whose admirations gather about

men like Edison or Henry Ford, or Firestone or

Herbert Hoover, or uncover before such an in

defatigable worker and fighter as Theodore

Roosevelt or a youthful challenger of destiny like

Lindbergh, to come to Spain and try to under

stand the primacy of the &quot;gentleman&quot;
class who

live on their inheritances of fortune and distinc

tions, requires no small degree of imagination and

knowledge of European precedent, if not of tol

erance.

On the other hand it is well that a new interest

is springing up in the United States to visit Spain

and to discover this historic country which was

responsible for discovering America and planting

the earlier seeds of European civilisation in the

southern portions of the Western Hemisphere*

It is well because we have need in the United

States, with Its magic endeavour and enormous

raw material of both hand and heart (material
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which has not yet been worked into such artistic

expression as has been the case in the old world

of Europe) to erect upon this material foundation

a suitable superstructure of gentlernanhood and

a worship of artistic Beauty in all her forms.

One of our renowned school-of-New-England

essayists once pointed out with some sagacity that

it was a good thing to have selfmade men, but for

constant association almost any one would prefer

men whom civilisations of the highest order have

had a part In forming*

It is indeed amazing that people of the western

world have only just begun to study afresh the

country that tempted Hercules to arrest his con*

quering course, this historic gateway between

East and West, the first-born cities of southern

Spain where the original foothold of civilisation

on the Atlantic occurred; where the traveller in

the Pyrenees can still find among the few places

in Europe solitudes and great picturesqueness and

such enchanting beauty as only exists in the land

of dreams,

The first steps of understanding of the Spaniard
of today must include a knowledge of the com

posite and much-confused racial strains with
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which his blood is mixed. This study leads us

back one thousand years before Christ when the

commerce-loving and seafaring Phoenicians pushed
their ancient ships westward to the southern

shores of the Iberian Peninsula. Here, on the

site of the Spanish Cadiz, the Phoenicians founded

a western Tyre or Sidon among native tribes

which have been called Iberians, but of whose

origin the best theories are largely conjecture.

Three hundred years later the Carthaginians re

placed the Phoenicians, only to be followed by
the Greeks whose empire swept along the entire

north Mediterranean coast even to Catalonia.

The Greeks did not colonise and had slight hold

upon Spain.

Then, after two hundred years of historic wars

between the Carthaginians and the Romans, the

famed Scipio Africanus defeated the Cartha

ginian forces and even followed them in their

retreat into Africa. These wars decided the fate

of Spain as far as her being a part of Europe
rather than Africa was concerned. It was Rome,

indeed, who made the Spaniards out of Iberians,

marking deeply for about four centuries her type

of civilisation upon a new people. It was in this
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Spanish Roman world that many of the great

rulers of that empire were born and lived.

Trajan and Hadrian were from Italica, a town

that was once a Roman camp. Theodosius,

Rome s last emperor, was born in Spain, while

Marcus Aurelius belonged to a Spanish family.

One finds Roman remains throughout Spain old

forts along the sea between Malaga and Gibral

tar, the famous old bull-ring of Ronda which was

once a Roman arena, and the camp trails between

Seville and Portugal, along the Sierra Morena
mountain range, where the Romans mined copper
and silver years before the long night of the Mid-*

die Ages shut down.

The next racial strain came from the Visigoths,

who in the early years of the fifth century, after

the Roman Empire had suffered its dismember

ment at the hands of the northern barbarians,

swept across the Pyrenees and ruled over Spain
in their virile way for three hundred years.

While the Visigoths did not contribute greatly to

Spain s glory during their rule, being an illiterate

people and preferring the rude life of the country
to the residence in cities, they did bring to the

Spaniards a physical courage and independence,
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a pride of military aristocracy which is still evi

dent.

Following the Visigoths came their Arab and

Berber conquerors from North Africa. The

reign of the Moors lasted from the year 720 to

1492, and its domination has left its traces every

where in Spain. With the Moors came the devel

opment of agriculture and many of the arts.

Henry Dwight Sedgwick, in his &quot;Spain: A Short

History,&quot; quotes a modern observer of these

Arab conquerors of this much-conquered country;

the Spanish people reveal today the influence of

many of these traits:

&quot;The Arab, one of the finest types of all of the races

of mankind, tall, thin, fine eyes, aquiline nose, spare

frame ; walking with dignity ; a horseman, poet ; treacher

ous and hospitable, a gentleman, and yet inquisitive; de

stroying the civilisation of every land he conquers, and

yet capable of great things witness Granada and Da

mascus; a metaphysician and historian; sensual and yet

abstemious.&quot;

The period of reconquest of Spain by the Chris

tians lasted from 1248 to 1474, the Moors hold

ing possession of Granada and parts of Andalusia

for many years after northern Spain had passed
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out of Moslem control. The height of the Mo
hammedan regime came in the tenth and eleventh

centuries, after which time there was a gradual

disintegration and dissension among the Moslem

leaders, while the subject races Catholics, Jews
and representatives of the Gothic and Aryan
strains presented a problem of government dif

ficult enough for the most united conquerors.

It was in the reign of Ferdinand and Isabella,

probably the most notable and gifted rulers of

Spain m any period, that the Moslems were

finally driven out of Spain, and the splendour of

this country s golden age began. It was the spirit

of progress of these Catholic rulers which

brought about the discovery and early develop

ment of the new Western Continent, which

brought in its train the quickening of life and

industry throughout the then known world, broad

ening the horizons of mankind.

From this time until and during the sixteenth

century, Spain was mounting to the summit of

her political and commercial power, which in

cluded at its height the dominant sovereignty of

a great part of Europe, controlling the principal

centres of production, which were then the

Flemish cities of the Low Countries.
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From the closing of the sixteenth century to

the present day, the stars of Spain seem to have

been gradually falling* As a result of corrupt

government and selfish and short-sighted colonial

policies abroad, she lost her possessions in the

New World one by one, and the influence of these

disasters has had its effect upon the character and

spirit of the Spanish people. Today, with her

Moroccan holdings and with a new attempt to

get a fresh trade grasp on some of her former

possessions in Latin America, th.e Spanish ambi

tion dormant for so long is kindling again. It re

mains to be seen what strain of blood will become

regnant in Spanish character in the years ahead.

The Phoenician sea-loving adventurer and trader,

the Roman or Grecian influence in political ad

ministration and intellectual progress, the physical

prowess of the Visigoth, or the subtle dignity, the

artistic temper, and the religious fanaticism of

the Moor these traits are all there in the Span
iard of the present day in rich potentiality.

One soon discovers that in Spain the pace is

slow. There may be a bit of inheritance from

the Arab here and certainly it Is an Oriental

characteristic to take one s time. It is quite as

impossible to hurry the Spaniard as it is the
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&quot;

Aryan brown.
11 He who has not accepted this

fundamental fact finds life in Spain a constant

exasperation*

To one unaccustomed to living in the Orient,

or in the Spanish-American Republics of South

America, the closing of the shops and all business

promptly at twelve o clock every day, and not

opening again until around three o clock in the

afternoon, seems strange enough. While this

custom Is annoying often to the would-be cus

tomers who may be touring the country, it is in

teresting to see how quickly the European and the

American fall into the habit of the daily siesta,

particularly during the warm summers, when the

blaming sun makes activity either on the streets

or in business offices repugnant*

The interminable delay in service is another

handicap in this country for the foreigner in busi

ness. The inevitable &quot;manana&quot; spirit greets one

everywhere. There is also a kind of lack-lustre

idleness, and what seems at times an absence

of initiative, born in part no doubt of a semi-

tropical climate and also of a disrespect for work

inherited from many generations of a &quot;gentle-
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man s&quot; civilisation, in which the dignity of labour

was an unheard-of idea.

Spain is one of the very few countries of

Europe still retaining the idyllic pastoral charm

of the Middle Ages. The creak of the wheels

of the bullock-cart has sounded here for a thou

sand years* The ages here seem to have stopped

stilL Get a short distance from the large cities

and you are worlds removed from the &quot;step

lively,&quot; competitive and breathless existence of

the twentieth century. These old-time villages,

set quaintly in the hillsides against a dark brown

background of soil, sleep placidly in the sun.

From time immemorial there has been nothing

to do but to grow olives and figs and attend to the

vineyards. &quot;The farmhouses are so white that

they look like stars in a sky of olive trees.&quot;

Here the slow ox team is more common than

the racing automobile. Here the mules and the

cattle tread out the grain on the threshing floor

as in the Orient in old Bible times. Here one can

stand in lofty places, in the eye of all the winds

that blow over countless miles of waving vine

yards, and inhale the sweet breath of the land,
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uncontaminated with smoke of factories and tall

chimneys.

There is here an improvidence and easy-going

air that is typical of the East* The Spanish say

ing runs:

&quot;God gives the sun, a kindly government makes ciga

rettes cheap, the city provides benches in the park why
work?&quot;

&quot;Procrastination and improvidence are their

besetting sins,&quot; writes Napier, who had reason to

know. There is the tendency to overlook diffi

culties, to say the pleasing word since it causes

the least trouble the land of passive virtues,

whose failures are those largely of omission.

Even the Church is more of a retreat than an

active moral and spiritual force. There is the

Oriental trait of talking all round a subject, re

peating and gesticulating over matters that would

seem to need no emphasis to the westerner, start

ing enthusiastically and stopping short; perfect

masters, as some one fras observed, of saying

everything and doing nothing. The Spaniard

seems like one who would limit his needs rather

than increase his labours. A happy, satisfied,
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carefree people, like the Arabs, the better classes

too proud to stoop to agriculture or shopkeeping,
satisfied to dwell serenely in the imagined glories

of a day whose sun has set.

The solemn hidalgo of the country, with his

broad hat and saddlebags, still preserves his high

dignity as he rides along the road on the back

of the ever-present donkey, not fretting at the

pace. No inn (and what romance lies in the

Spanish posada?) in any part of the land at any
time of day or night is without a considerable

circle of leisured customers, who are content to

sit and sit and sit, to drink innocuous coffee or

their native wine, to smoke the Spanish cigarette

and let life flow on. It would seem that Lowell

must have had in mind these deliberate people

in their land of sunlight when he exclaimed:

&quot;What a day!

To sun me and do nothing ; nay, I think

Merely to basic and ripen, is sometimes the

Student s wiser business.

To mix his blood with sunshine, and to take

The wind into his pulses.&quot;

A Spanish trait which has been and continues

to be a drawback to the nation s progress is the
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tendency to isolate themselves, to have little or

nothing to do with foreigners socially or as guests

in their homes, thereby losing touch with the

world outside the rather restricted local or

national borders. We met a very intelligent

American lady who had lived in Seville for four

teen years and during all that time had not been

invited into a Spanish home* She had a number

of Spanish women friends who at times invited

her out to tea at a hotel, but that was about the

extent of their attempt to be sociable.

There seems to be a comparatively slight desire

to travel and to mix with people outside of Spain,

In talking with a bright young man from Bilbao

who had been sightseeing in Madrid, I was sur

prised to hear him say that he never expected to

go beyond the borders of Spain, but wanted to

see his own country* We were impressed in

attending a fiesta in Seville, where many of the

people of the upper classes were present and

where the young ladies of the city s leading

families danced and sang, to notice that all the

songs and references were Sevilllan, or had to

do entirely with the glories of Andalusia,

While this tendency of isolation is more
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strongly felt in the central and southern portions

of the country, there is no doubt that Spain suffers

from this lack of receptivity to foreign influence.

Of course one finds many men who have travelled

and these have quite a different attitude towards

the outside world. One alert Spanish business

man in Madrid told me that he and a number

of his friends made an annual trip to New York;

no one could wish for a more enthusiastic pro

tagonist of America than was this man. These

are the exceptions, however, and the ancient spirit

of the country that was once as comprehensive

in Its cosmopolitanism as the then known world,

seems to have changed to a more or less stoical

indifference to foreign people or foreign activities.

Even the newspapers carry relatively few items

of foreign news.

There is qm anti-social tendency among Span
iards quite i^ contrast to the growing movements

of social service that are to be found throughout

Europe and overseas. The Spanish family is the

chief centre for what social life there is in the

smaller Spanish cities and towns. Like the Ori

ent, there are many relatives and these add their

attendance upon the family social occasions. This
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seems to be quite enough to satisfy the craving
for association. There are few public dinners,

and none where women appear with regularity.

Men attend their clubs and go to the movies, the

races and the bull-ring. In the large cities the

women also accompany their husbands frequently

on public occasions. The foreigner finds Spain
a bit dull for want of amusement and social life

such as he has known in his own country. Rarely
does he see the Inside of a Spanish home.

This tendency to self-centredness is one of the

chief obstacles to the country s progress today.

Many of the best writers and thinkers of the

nation point this out. They urge their country

men to get away from the set forms of the past

in thought and habit and business method and get

into fresh contact with modern civilisation. Pro

fessor Rafael Altamira, a keen Spanish student

of conditions in his own country and the world

outside, an advocate of progressive measures in

education, has led the way of advance in &quot;uni

versity extension&quot; in his own University, in

Asturias, Havelock Ellis, in speaking of this

Spanish scholar, who has a growing number of

counterparts among the thinking educators and
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writers, says: &quot;The learned Altamira who de

sires to harmonise the ideals and the genius of

Spain with all that is good and sound in modern

civilisation is careful to point out that the

greater Spain of an earlier age was singularly

alive to all foreign currents of influence, Christian

and Moslem alike, and the fecundation of its na

tive genius by these relationships was manifested

in mediaeval Spanish literature, in the Spanish hu

manism of the Renaissance, and in many elements

of Spanish Law. Not only was this so, he adds,

but Spaniards deliberately sought to multiply

their points of contact with the ^vorld, both by

attracting foreign professors to their universities,

and by themselves going abroad to study, while

the canons of many Spanish churches were com

pelled by ecclesiastical statutes to pursue a part
of their studies at foreign universities, a state

of things not entirely upset by the efforts of Philip

to isolate Spain intellectually.&quot;

It may be noted that every inducement seems

to have been offered to this country by nature

for an isolated and circumscribed life. Spain is

guarded effectually from Europe on the north by
the lofty Cantabrian and Pyrenees mountains,
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while vast stretches of the Sierra Moreno and

the Sierra Nevada form a high southern ram

part. There are also many lesser ranges and the

deep river valleys of the Ebro, Douro, Guadat-

quiver and Tagus, surrounded often by isolating

hills or barren tablelands, separate the people
themselves from their neighbours, making ac

quaintance difficult, and adding many disadvan

tages to national unity. With the coming of

railways and motor highways which now are

breaking in upon the provincial character of the

land, it is to be hoped, for the sake of Spain, that

her barriers, set up for so long against the world

outside, as well as against herself in her diverse

provinces, may disappear. No doubt the present

trek of Spaniards to Ceuta, where not less than

50,000 people from the Peninsula have gone to

have a part in the game of colonisation, together

with the presence of the large Spanish soldiery

in Morocco (recently the Spanish army numbered

125,000 in North Africa), taken with the in

creasing tendency of emigration to the Republics

of Latin America, is having its effect in broaden

ing the knowledge and thought of the people
towards foreigners. These influences are also
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accelerated by the steadily enlarging stream of

tourists from Europe and America. While the

attitude towards these visitors, in the south of

the country especially, is not as cordial as in such

countries as Switzerland and certain parts of

France, where tourists form a considerable means

of resource, the trend is towards a greater toler

ance and a warmer welcome to outsiders.

As an example of this modernity in advertising

for tourists the following inducement for health-

fulness and longevity was presented by an enter

prising innkeeper :

&quot;Come to Ronda, where even an octogenarian is a

chicken!&quot;

The attitude towards the United States is the

customary Latin antagonism towards the Nordic,

in part the result of jealousy. One finds indica

tion of it in the press occasionally and in the thea

tre, but seldom if ever in personal relations. The

Spaniards have a wonderful brand of apathy and

Oriental courtesy, and this makes it difficult to

find out their true feelings towards another coun

try. They profess to hate the French, and will

usually tell you that they like the Americans.
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This may be in line with the Spaniard s uniform

habit of being agreeable. Anyhow, no person is

likely to tell you to your face that he doesn t like

you.

One hears these people speak with some heat

of the way Spain got the poor end of the bargain

in the Morocco settlement, and French prog
ress in North Africa and in the world s affairs

generally does not seem to add to amicable

Spanish-French relationships. Then, too, the

Spaniards profess to remember with some emo

tion the invasion of Napoleon and the taking of

Gibraltar by the British the two historic

&quot;shames&quot; to Spanish pride. There is evidently

no love lost as between the present Dictatorship

regime in Spain and the Gibraltar neighbour.

The feeling can be well understood; the Britisher

himself will tell you that he does not wonder

greatly that the Spaniards do not relish having a

foreign power immediately in their front yard,

so to speak, and holding the position which for

centuries has been the prize of military hopes of

many nations.

The attempt on the part of Spain to trade

Ceuta, the southern Pillar of Hercules, for
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Gibraltar, failed, although the British were mo
mentarily tempted by the possibility of gaining a

wider hinterland than their present fortress pro
vides. The cost of fortification alone, apart from
other reasons, historical, geographical and senti

mental, would negate such a proposal on the part
of England.

It would seem that the people of the Iberian

Peninsula, despairing of getting back Gibraltar,

are determined to make Ceuta as strong and up-
to-date as possible. They are now spending huge
sums in material improvements there, new break

waters, wharves and fine modern buildings and

means of defence. We found Ceuta one of the

busiest cities visited under the Spanish flag, with

a rapidly increasing population, shipping services

and transportation facilities with the interior. In

cidentally we found eighteen motor-bus lines run

ning out of Ceuta to Tetuan, Tangier and other

towns and cities.

The entire distance between Tangier and Ceuta,

which we travelled in motor buses, was closely

guarded by Spanish soldiers, with frequent forts

on the mountain-tops and armoured tanks every
few miles. Without this protection it would have
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been unsafe for travellers to tour these mountain

regions, where the Riffs have rushed down from

their obscure hills again and again to prey upon
travellers.

At great expense of men and money the Span
iards are bound to be on the safe side, for the

Arab and the Moor are not the most trustworthy

of mankind. The question is certain to arise in

the mind o the visitor to these bleak regions as

to what purpose or real economic advantage the

Spanish can put these Moroccan wastes. It seems

like &quot;the land God forgot,&quot; with its sparsely set

tled fastnesses, deep ravines and range after

range of inhospitable mountains, the scalding

African sun streaming down over all.

Will the sturdy Spanish peasants of the Basque

country come here to plant their vineyards and

sow their grain on these great stony hilltops as

they have done for generations on the precipitous

sides of the Cantabrians? It seems doubtful. Is

the game worth the candle ? Even the Spaniards

themselves are heard to inquire, &quot;What will we
do with this sorry and sequestered land now that

we have got it?&quot; God only knows.
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Anyhow the Spanish pride of colonisation finds

some satisfaction*

No study of Spanish characteristics could be

anywhere near complete without mention of the

individualism of the race. The Spaniards are

probably the greatest individualists of the world,

so truly so that they have made themselves incom

petent for co-operative effort. Football coaches

tell us that their hardest task is to get the young

Spaniards to understand &quot;team play.&quot;
This lack

of the power of working together was not an in

heritance from their Roman conquerors./ The bid

Spanish-Roman Marcus Aurelius spoke from these

very ancient cities, saying, &quot;We are made for co

operation, like feet, like hands, like eyelids, like

the rows of the upper and lower teeth. To act

against one another, then, is contrary to nature.&quot;

The Spaniard in his diverse provinces, shut away
from his neighbours by poor roads and varied

traditions, has not yet learned that his country

must go forward as a whole and not at the ex

pense of any particular class. &quot;Unless every one

prospers, nobody prospers,&quot; was the word of one

of America s ex-presidents, and the land-holders

and aristocratic gentry who live on the hard toil
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and penury of the farmer might study this idea to

the profit of the country.

As an individual the Spaniard has superb quali

ties. He is not wanting in courage, as the history

of the old explorers and valorous seafarers

proved. No martial scenes, were more impressive

than those of the Spanish princes &quot;in their arro

gant and insolent grace&quot; riding to the wars in

Flanders. In almost every human excellence the

Spaniard has proved his potentiality as an individ

ual. &quot;A lover, a soldier, something of a heretic,

much of a saint such has ever been the typical

Spaniard,
1

writes Havelock EllisvjAt the same

time a hard and severe realist, this man of Ara-

gon and Castile has also shown every evidence of

the highest idealism. He has inherited something
of the fatalism of the Moslem. He has a stoicism

J:hat might have been Spartan. There is a callous

element in the Spanish nature that makes him

capable of enduring great discomforts. He can

witness the brutal side of life without wincing ;
he

enjoys bull-fights. Even the children are often

cruel to animals.

Yet with all this combination of individual com

plex traits the Spaniard possesses a marked capac-
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ity for personal loyalty to his friends, reveals

great kindliness and generosity to the poor, and,

whether in business or as a servant, is one of the

most honest and self-respecting types to be found

on the whole continent of Europe. There are not

many countries which one visits where doors of

hotel rooms may be left unlocked with safety as

we found the case in Spain, or where the traveller

is pestered so little by unwarranted demands for

tips. One finds grave courtesy everywhere. There

is a pleasing absence of the grovelling servant.

In the lowest strata of life one meets with self-

respecting manners, with little indication of the

&quot;you-are-better-than-I-am&quot; attitude. Washington

Irving in his &quot;Alhambra&quot; narrates of his experi

ence of giving a loaf and a bottle of wine to a

beggar who sat on a bench in the sunshine near

him:

&quot;He took his seat at some little distance from us, and

began to eat slowly, and with a sobriety and decorum that

would have become a hidalgo. There was altogether a

measured manner and a quiet self-possession about the

old matt that made me think he had seen better days : his

language, too, though simple, had occasionally something

picturesque and almost poetical in the phraseology. I set
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him down for some broken-down cavalier. I was mis

taken; it was nothing but the innate courtesy of a Span

iard, and the poetical turn of thought and language often

to be found in the lowest classes of this clear-witted

people/

Such are some of the outstanding traits of a

people whose writers have lifted human emotion

to its highest flights of genius, and have also de

picted life in its feverish, gross and sensual

phases; whose painters have placed the world of

religious art in their debt, giving us the very

&quot;theology of painting&quot;; whose toiling peasant

farmers have stood face to face with repellent

rocks and desert and mountains, converting them

into smiling gardens; whose soldier-discoverers

and captain-generals have built and lost empires

upon which the sun never set.

Great in inheritance, these Spaniards, great also

in potentiality of individuality and character. Let

this virile people forget something of the splen

dours of a dead mediaeval past, let them fling open
their doors to let, in the light of the present mod
ern day and get down to work then no one need

to fear for the future of Spain. She can
&quot;greet

the unseen with a cheer.&quot;
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IV

OFFICIALDOM

A lien s eyes are where her eggs lie.

Spanish Proverb

THE
Spaniards are obsessed by official

dom. In no country that we have ever

visited has there been such a bowing
down before persons possessing any kind of of

ficial authority. At present the Dictator and his

immediate official family stand at the summit of

political sovereignty, inducing fear where respect

is lacking. But in every grade of life in Spain,

from the Guardia Civil, said to be the best police

in the world and whose power of life and death is

very considerable, to the smallest mayor or cacique

in the most remote village, hats go off to the man
who has any badge of authority.

This does not mean that those who bow to offi

cialdom in public are prevented from criticising

their officials in private conversation. Previous to

the time when Primo de Rivera put the gag on
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the Spanish press there was any amount of plain

speaking about the laxity of officials and espe

cially of the political leaders* Nevertheless one

soon finds here that he is living in the atmosphere

of an ancient feudal monarchy, where the privi

leged classes rule, where the church and the con

servative political party can be depended upon to

unite to maintain their grip upon affairs, and

where a few men and not causes determine the

issues.

There are no Hyde Parks where the soap-box

orator can rant against the government in Spain.

Reformers and social service movements have

hard sledding in this land where the age-long sys

tems of bribery, political awards, nepotism and

favouritism for the upper classes people who
own land and have noble or aristocratic lineage

have held almost undisputed sway. Nothing
would be more difficult than the task of convincing

a Spaniard that a politician could be actuated by
altruistic motives, in a land where self-seeking has

long reigned supreme. Politics is simply another

word for self-aggrandisement.

Even the King comes in for his share of criti

cism as to his acts and motives. The late Sefior
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Vicente Blasco Ibafiez, generally reputed to be

one of the most able of present-day Spanish writ

ers, published a book from his exile in France or

some other country, entitled &quot;Alfonso XIII Un
masked.&quot; In this book, which has been sup

pressed in Spain, and with some justice, this dar

ing author stormed against the offences of the

Military, the Courts, &quot;grafting concessions&quot; to

railway companies, the Moroccan campaign that

he claimed drained the national treasury and cost

Spain some of her best young manhood. &quot;Fossil

ised bureaucracies&quot; together with the King him

self must go, according to Ibanez, before the new

Spain can rise from the ashes of her corrupt past.

This book ostensibly reflects the views of an

extremist, a writer inclining to radical socialistic

ideas, but we were impressed with the number of

young Spaniards with whom we talked who sym

pathised privately with many of Ibanez s posi

tions. Probably, however, one could not expect

thoroughly balanced opinions from an exiled au

thor of the standing and ability of the writer of

the &quot;Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.&quot;

In politics previous to the coming of the Direc

torate, the Conservative Party, strongly backed
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by the Catholic Church and the Military, have

been the ruling force over Spanish destinies for

many years. This combination has been opposed

by a so-called Liberal Party, whose members have

also leaned towards vested interests frequently,

by a so-called Republican Party, and latterly by
the Socialists; also a new party called the Chris

tian Democratic Party with numerous Labour

parties with Communistic tendencies. These lat

ter groups had no small part in bringing about

the Barcelona riots and anarchistic upheavals pre

vious to the coming in of the Dictatorship and

the coup d etat of September 13, 1923.

It is fairly clear that Spain, like Italy, is not a

soil for the successful growth of the Soviet or

ultra-radical views of Russian Communists.

There is a real desire on the part of the intelli

gent classes to see some form of Constitutional

ism return. As a rule they commend the action

of the present Dictator and say that for the time

being the Dictatorship is inevitable.

There are real evidences of improvement since

Primo took the reins. This old soldier belongs to

the upper classes, is well schooled in Spanish poli

tics, and has had wide experience in government
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affairs in Spain* He was at one time Governor

at Cadiz, where he criticised certain policies of

the Moroccan campaign, revealing his independ

ence, and therefor was removed.

It is quite generally conceded by business men

that the Dictatorship has been instrumental in

doing away with the terrorism in the Province

of Barcelona, in the definite decision and what

some call a solution of the Moroccan problem
which has been a source of great anxiety to Spain,

and in the general improvement of the financial

position of the country.

As to the Dictatorship s effect upon business, a

leading Spanish merchant of the south spoke as

follows: &quot;The effect of the Dictatorship on busi

ness is good, as there is no doubt that the sense of

duty of every concern and every person of Spain

in commercial life, has increased, and the business

undertakings begun today are on a much better

and sounder footing than before, when it was nec

essary to have influence in politics before any

thing important by way of business could be

started/

Since Primo s dictatorship began he has proved
his courage by going contrary to the Artillery,
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which has been for years one of the country s

strongholds for traditional and aristocratic au

thority. This body is composed of members of

Spain s best families, and one of the entrance re

quirements was a cast-iron oath to follow the rules

of the order concerning precedence in promotion,

evidently quite regardless of merit. Even if a

man should be appointed or raised above his rank

by some ostensibly worthy action, if this was not

in line with a strict precedent, he was supposed to

decline the elevation. Primo contended that the

State was first and this oath and procedure in the

Artillery might interfere with the welfare of the

country.

&quot;But,&quot; argued the members of this high order,

composing about one-fourth of the Spanish Army,
&quot;this is the Artillery and it must not be interfered

with.&quot; &quot;All
right,&quot; said Primo, Til do away

with the Artillery and then the rules will not mat
ter.&quot; And this is about what has happened,

greatly to the consternation of this self-apprecia

tive body. Of course the Artillery does not like

this, and they are severe critics of the Dictator,

yet remain loyal in the main to the existing

regime.
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Primo is also doing much in the way of equalis

ing taxation, making it difficult for the landed rich

and the old descendants of the feudal barons to

wriggle out of paying their taxes, through
c

in

fluence&quot; with the powers that be. Certain silly

provisions in taxation are being changed. For ex

ample, there were all kinds and varieties of taxes

levied on the different parts of automobiles; now
this has been changed by one tax on the automo

bile as a whole. Dictatorship has curbed the rad

ical and Communistic elements. One hears little

of disturbers of the peace in Spain today. The
Trades Unions are not much in evidence; a cir

cumspect attitude to all officials is the rule.

From time immemorial smuggling has been a

trade in Spain. There is an old saying there that

&quot;if one cannot be a bullfighter, it is good to be a

smuggler.&quot; During the Carlist wars the smug
glers were among the dependable fighters on both

sides, since their wide experience in ways that

were dark and their knowledge of geographical

byways and expert use of the knife and sword

made them indispensable for the intrigue and lie-

in-wait deeds with which Spanish warfare of those

days was punctuated. Particularly was this true
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of southern Spain; Algeciras was a hotbed of

smugglers. This was one of the first places that

caught the Dictator s attention.

The person who gets anything into Spain by

way of Gibraltar must be a pastmaster at the art

of legerdemain. We lived for some time at

Algeciras and made daily trips across the bay to

Gibraltar on the small steamer that makes the

three miles at frequent intervals during the day
and evening. On returning every passenger is

carefully guided by police into a line that extends

through the custom house, the men In one section

and the women in another, where you are inti

mately examined as to your parcels and clothing.

The Spanish customs officer has an uncanny sixth

sense, inherited possibly from many experienced

ancestors, in feeling over your anatomy and dis

covering any undue bulges that may represent con

traband articles purchased in the not any too popu
lar British stronghold over the bay. If, for ex

ample, one happens to prefer a brand of cigars

that can be bought in Gibraltar or wishes to in

dulge in the expensive luxury of American ciga

rettes, he would do well not to try to bring them

into Spain through the present-day custom houses.
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He may take one cigar, providing he holds it in

his mouth, but even a half-dozen of the favourite

Havana brand safely tucked away in one s side

pocket are instantly caught by the X-ray eye of

the inspector, and you either are obliged to pay

duty or leave your cigars with the officials to smoke

at their leisure. The official who fails to find

something dutiable on you is an official with a

thwarted instinct.

The poorer classes seem, however, to get the

hot end of the poker, so to speak, in this examina

tion. I saw a poor labourer who stood just ahead

of me in this inquisitorial line one day made to

take off his hat to see if he had concealed contra

band therein, then had his shoes examined and

even was asked to open his mouth for the inspec

tor s observation. It is the habit of men as they

come before the inspector to hold up their hands

over their heads in a kind of kamerad fashion,

and let the officer do his worst. Women must go

through a like physical examination on the part

of women inspectors and are let out of another

door like sheep, to join their husbands or escorts

on the docks, after which they are allowed to go
on their way.
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In the pre-dictatorship days it was customary
to make this inspection more or less of a farce

; if

the officer knew you, there was no detention, or

possibly a slight contribution to the &quot;cause of of

ficialdom&quot; hastened your passage through the cus

toms. This is not attempted today, since the

inspectors are inspected, frequent spotters appear

ing at unannounced and inopportune moments

from Dictatorship headquarters, and woe to the

customs officer who is found taking a bribe. Spain

has not seen anything resembling this strictness

since Columbus discovered America, and the coun

try is sitting up and rubbing its eyes over the new

state of affairs.

From the Hotel Reina Cristina, at Algeciras,

where the famous Conference was held, one looks

down today upon busy scenes on the Spanish edge
of the harbour where a large pier is being con

structed. Since the year 1914 the Spaniards have

been engaged in building a breakwater and pier

here at Algeciras and as much money has been

spent as the British expended for their great

breakwaters and piers at Gibraltar, while the

Spanish harbour works were only one-eighth com

pleted when Primo de Rivera became Dictator.
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There has been a leisureliness about any public

works in Spain (when the government is the pay

master) that has only been equalled in the old

days in the American southland when the negro

philosophy, caught from his master s attitude to

life, was &quot;Nuthin s right but loafinV

Primo looked into this breakwater business,

took away the contract from the Spanish firm or

firms, and let a new contract to a Dutch company.
As a result, more work has been done in a year
than was accomplished in the ten years preceding.

Among the first things was to build a railway to

carry the rock from the pits in the hills back of

Algeciras to its place on the piers where it was

dumped. Previously, under the old regime, where
time and money were of negligible importance
when the government was doing it, this rock was
first loaded upon flat-bottomed boats, carried for

a considerable distance down to the piers, where
it was unloaded again by hand, necessitating sev

eral more handlings than at present. It is ex

pected that another year will see this large piece

of public improvement completed at a mere frac

tion of the cost expended to build one-eighth of

it by the graft-loving Spaniards. We were told
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that Spanish officials can be about and supervise a

bit but that
&quot;they

handle no money.&quot;

This quickening of industry was seen at Seville,

where the vast Exposition buildings have been in

the process of erection for several years, enormous

sums of money being spent, with still slight signs

of completion. When Primo visited the place

after his coup d etat, it is said that he had only

one comment to make, &quot;You must finish these

buildings at once or give up the Exposition en

tirely and pull them down.&quot;

Government by Dictatorship is not a popular

thought among Anglo-Saxons. Even in Spain,

where there is no overwhelming penchant towards

democracy, one often hears the statement,
uThe

people must have a voice.&quot; - One is told on all

sides that Primo is gradually working in the di

rection of a Constitutional Government. He has

doubled taxes, helped struggling railroads, begun
new schools. He has put the fear of God into all

smugglers, and stopped gambling in the Monte

Carlo fashion, because he thought it bad for the

people. He has established Patriotic Societies

throughout the country, which are criticised by
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some who say that the right people are not at the

head of these. His Alps are not passed, he has

enemies and great problems ahead. However, it

is plain to see that this soldier-statesman has

poured oil on the troubled waters for the time

being at least, and is giving the country the best

government Spain has seen in a hundred years, as

far as honesty and promptness in action are con

cerned two qualities that have not heretofore

signalised either Spanish legislation or its exe

cution.

As far as Constitutionalism is concerned, with

the present great illiteracy and the lethargy and

indifference on the part of the vast proportion of

the inhabitants relative to public affairs, save to

talk about them, anything in the way of repre
sentative government would have a tendency to

drift back into the hands of the old-time politi

cian a state of affairs more inimical to the coun

try s interests than a Dictatorship. Not until a

more adequate system of education arrives and

more satisfactory transportation, bringing the va

rious isolated portions of the land into closer

touch and understanding, will a representative
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government be able to function with any general

co-operation, outside the ranks of the self-seeking

politician.

As to the length of the present Dictatorship, no

one knows. There does not seem to be any man
on the horizon in public life competent to take

Primo de Rivera s place even if he laid down his

rulership. The moment of change from the pres

ent strict censorship of affairs and from arbi

trary power on the part of a handful of men,

with the King as a consenting party, into a repre

sentative form of government will be a critical

one. It can be safely effected only with the lead

ership of strong men at the helm.

On August 8, 1927, the Prime Minister issued

a manifesto to the Spanish nation which read as

follows: &quot;Many people ask themselves, and us,

how long we shall continue in the government of

the country. It is only possible to reply that we
shall do so for so long as may be necessary to

serve the country completely in its desire and in

terests and to be able to restore it to a normal

state.&quot; A somewhat equivocal statement !

The Prime Minister seemed to believe that

with the birth of the new National Assembly the
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second stage of his mission would begin. This

Assembly is supposed to examine the state of the

country as to its present laws and past customs,

and consider what further reforms are needed to

avoid a return to the conditions prevailing at the

time of the coup d etat in 1923.

The Patriotic Union established by the Dicta

torship is mentioned also in this manifesto, the

Prime Minister indicating that the membership in

this body does not carry the surrender of personal

ideals or interests, but simply the adherence to the

plan of &quot;illegal but patriotic&quot; work begun Septem
ber 13, 1923. The following words of the official

statement are interesting :

&quot;All Spaniards, whatever their politics, should join the

Patriotic Union, which is not Fascism or an army corps

like the Somaten, but a civil crusade in which Spaniards

of all political leanings may join in order to help to save

their country. The Union has done well so far, but the

time has now come to reorganise this great national move

ment. With this object the local and provincial branches

of the patriotic union must reorganise themselves before

September 10. By that date the Central Committee must

be in possession of details of the number of members in

each province, details which it is indispensable to know

by the time when the Assembly is constituted . . . We
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are about to begin the fifth year of government ; we have

to attack problems as important as those we have resolved,

and even these must be consolidated, as four years is a

minute in the course of history.

&quot;The new Assembly will be a great organ in which

every interest will become contrasted and every opinion

will have audience, for which it is necessary to reserve,

because of its efficacy and honest behaviour, a place of

honour in the history of the country, and even in that

of humanity. Because Spain does not only aspire to find

the best way to live, but also to influence, by the success

and originality of her institutions, the political transfor

mation of the world.&quot;

Like Italy when Mussolini came on the scene,

Spam in 1921 had come to the last ditch as far as

the government was concerned. Like her south

ern European neighbour, Spain had been fed for

a half-century or more on beautiful words, the

name
&quot;politician&quot;

stank in the nostrils of the peo

ple, and in the words of Bruno Roselli, Spain, like

Italy, &quot;was increasingly willing to exchange all of

her empty victories for a handful of real leaders.&quot;

If Primo de Rivera proves able to carry through
the reforms he has outlined, if he can demonstrate

the not too common ability of the Spaniard not

only to start movements and make laws but to
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&quot;carry on&quot; and enforce laws, he will be a godsend
to his nation and raise the present low estimation

of Spanish officialdom in the eyes of the world.

Furthermore, who cares what the form of

Spanish government may be, providing it works

and gets something done in a nation that has lin

gered so languidly and so long in the mediaeval

airs of yesterday?

Another form of officialdom which, together

with the Army and the aristocratic Government

clan, has ruled Spain for generations is the Roman
Catholic Church. This church includes nominally

the entire population of Spain, except about

10,000 Protestants and 4,000 Jews. The church

and the clergy are maintained by the State at an

annual cost of about $8,000,000. There are

something like 3,250 monastic communities, in

cluding 600 convents for men and 2,650 for

women. It is a thorough piece of organised of

ficialdom, and contains the points of strength and

weakness inherent in a purely authoritative body
in which the individual has little to do but sub

scribe, pay his fees, and obey the rules.

In his famous wanderings as a Bible distribu

tor, George Borrow found Spain no easy place for
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proselytising. There probably is no country, save

those of Moslem population, where it would be

more difficult to introduce a religious form of doc

trine or faith other than that of Catholicism.

Spain is generally considered as the strong pil

lar of Catholicism in Europe today, having still

its hold upon the State as a semi-political as well

as religious body, and through its multitude of

churches, cathedrals, monasteries, convents and

schools, not to speak of its rich holdings in land

and other properties, dominates the country. The

government and the church in twin harness have

decided upon the most important measures for

Spain through many generations. The results of

these decisions do not reflect unusual credit on

either or both of these branches of Spain s official

leadership. The priest and the politician have

been too often synonymous to allow a just observer

to excuse the church from its part in the present-

day backwardness of the country. If there has

ever been a country where the Catholic Church

has had a chance to show its real character, its

ideals and its abilities, it is in Spain.

The difficulty has been, at least from the point
of view of the people where church and state
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have long been separated, that religion and reli

gious teaching has been too intimately mixed up

with educational and political affairs. One finds

many in Spain who are of the opinion that for the

best interests of both the church and the state,

these two handmaids of civilisation, education and

religion, should not be under the control of a sin

gle organisation. Agnosticism and indifference to

dogmatic religion are today found in Spain, as

they have been found for a generation in such

South American countries as the Argentine espe

cially, or where the church has been divorced

from state and educational affairs, as in North

America.

In 1851, the so-called Concordat, signed by Isa

bella II, gave to the Church of Rome her right

to own property, to make certain demands for

monastic and convent endowments, and to have

the leading authority regarding educational train

ing. This was the magna charta of the church

in Spain and has been the source of many a fierce

combat, and doubtless will continue to be increas

ingly so as Spain gradually emerges into the light

of the modern day. The law making legal this

Concordat declares in Article I as follows :
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&quot;The Catholic Apostolic religion to the exclusion of

any other shall continue to be the only religion of the

Spanish nation, and shall be conserved for all time in the

dominions of His Catholic Majesty, with all the rights

and prerogatives which it must enjoy according to the

law of God and the dispositions of the Sacred Canons.&quot;

This thorough-going legalisation of the Catho

lic Church s power in Spain relative to education

is given in the Second Article of this law of 1851 :

&quot;As a consequence of the foregoing, instruction in the

universities, colleges, seminaries, public and private schools

of every class shall, in everything, conform to the doc

trine of the Catholic religion, and, with this object in

view, no impediment shall be placed in the way of the

bishops and diocesan prelates who are entrusted with the

mission of protecting the purity of the doctrine, of the

faith and customs, and of the religious education of child

hood in the exercise of their charge, even in public

schools.&quot;

While this sweeping decree hardly consorts

with Constitutionalism such as was embraced in

the Spanish Constitution of 1876, with its nom
inal freedom of religious opinion, and while fur

ther decrees have made legal secular education

and shorn the church of some of its authority,
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there is still a tendency on the part of the church

to hold fast to its mediaeval control over the minds

as well as the souls of the people. Since this fa

mous Concordat of 1851 upon which the Catholic

Church has founded its rights in modern times in

the Peninsula, other legal enactments have come,

in connection with the Constitution, such as the

Law of Associations, which was passed in 1887.

This law legalised the rights of religious, social,

political and charitable bodies, and seemingly an

nulled all other previous laws contradictory to

this Act. Like many another Spanish law, this

one seems to have undergone a career of &quot;innocu

ous desuetude.&quot; The church still goes on its au

thoritative way in this country regardless of such

modern statutes, all of which Is testimony to the

fact that if education is at a standstill in Spain,

and illiteracy almost impregnable and unique

among nations, the cause must be laid in part at

least to the policies of the Catholic Church,

The church here reminds one of the church as

seen in certain parts of Latin America, where

Spanish ;priests and Spanish monasteries and con

vents are still numerous. It is estimated that

the church and the various orders in Spain con-
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trol one-third of the total wealth of the country.

We were reminded vividly in visiting certain parts

of Spain of the regions in the State of Peru which

we visited some years ago, especially the southern

parts of Peru Arequipa, for instance, the city of

a Catholic See. The authority and the action of

the church and the priests differ widely in such

places from the conditions under which the Amer
ican Catholics or the Catholics in certain parts of

Europe find themselves. As one prominent Span
ish man of affairs in North Spain said to me:

&quot;The Catholic Church in this country, especially

in the south of Spain, holds a sway over secular

as well as religious and educational affairs that

would never be tolerated in America by Catholics

themselves. It is an enemy of progress and dis

trusts innovations of every kind that are not under

the direct control of the church officials.&quot;

That the church has served the cause of edu

cation among the upper classes, no one will deny.

It has furnished also in nearly every secluded vil

lage and hamlet of the country the most preten

tious building of the town, where the romantic

and worshipful side of the Spanish peasant and

labourer gets certain relief from his life of grind-
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ing toil. Worship and ceremonial, a grandeur of

colourful formality, elaborate processions and

fetes, and some satisfaction of the national sense

of pride in the beautiful churches and cathedrals

of the land (and no country in Europe can fur

nish so many and so expensive and elaborate places

of worship) these purposes have been served by
the Catholic Church in Spain.

Just how long Spain will continue to be dom
inated by the interference of religious authority

and officialdom, as to its politics and education

particularly, depends upon the manner and rate

of the country s progress out of a belated condi

tion, resembling the Middle Ages more than the

stirring, progressive and growing life of the twen

tieth century.

Certain it is that Spain sooner or later will dis

establish the Catholic Church, as Great Britain,

France and America and so many of the other ad

vancing nations of the world have done. And
this will come, not because Spaniards disregard

the value of religious life and teaching, but rather

because in the light of history and experience they

have become convinced that government and reli

gion belong to distinct departments of adminis-
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tration, and that the best and abiding interests of

the people are served by absolute liberty of con

science, thought and beliefs, unhampered by undue

official domination.
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V
THE FARMER

Plough or plough not, you must pay me the rent.

Spanish Proverb

IT
was almost precisely one hundred years ago

that William Cobbett spoke in strenuous op

position and in vivid language regarding the

tendency of Englishmen to gather in London and

neglect the proper care of the land. Such people

he described as locusts &quot;who create nothing, add

to the value of nothing, and improve nothing, but

live in idleness out of the labour of the producer.&quot;

To this believer in agriculture and the intelligent

superintendence of labour on the land by men
who possess education and experience, London was

an iniquitous vampire that sucked the blood of

England.
Since Cobbett s day London has continued to

grow and the flooding of the population to big

cities has steadily increased. In the last quarter

of a century, however, the large English estates

97
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have been greatly reduced in size, the small farmer

has been given a greater chance and the country

has profited thereby.

After spending some time in Spanish cities

where the rich hidalgo (son of somebody) spends

the major part of his time, not always at an office

desk, and rarely in the busy marts of trade, we

began to make visits in the country sections, where

the vigorous peasantry toil prodigiously through

summer s heat and winter s cold to support the

rest of Spain s population. While motoring

through the southern part of the country, a friend

pointed out to me one day a great estate with

beautiful rolling hills and verdant valleys,

&quot;See that place,&quot;
said my Spanish friend.

&quot;That estate belongs to Duke . It is twenty

miles long and twenty-seven miles wide. One-

half of it is given up to hunting and game pre

serves. The owner visits it only occasionally.

Think what it would mean to the poor farmers

of this region if they could have a chance at such

land as that, the best and richest soil of this en

tire region!&quot;

&quot;Why has it not been divided?&quot; I asked.

&quot;Because the owner,&quot; was the answer, &quot;has
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wealth and influence with the lawmakers, and until

the present Dictatorship began, helped to fix the

taxes for men like himself; or perhaps it would
be more accurate to say, helped to make it pos
sible for men like himself to evade the taxes, while

the poor farmer tills the mountainsides and has

no recourse when the tax-collector comes around.&quot;

In this connection note the words of a Spanish
writer appearing in a Madrid publication and re

ferred to by Frank B. Deakin in his book, &quot;Spain

Today&quot;:

&quot;The tenant is bound hand and foot by the terms of

his tenancy; everything is at his risk, and no delay or re

duction in the payment of rent is ever allowed, neither

in a bad year, nor when a storm ruins the crops. He
must repair all damage, including that caused to culti

vated ground by animals of the chase; all improvements
are the property of the owner of the land.&quot;

Such conditions it is enlightening to note are in

a country whose main source of existence is agri

culture,, and has been for hundreds of years. The
same author quoted above has this to say about

the Spanish Agrarian problem:

&quot;Who derives most benefits from the land the legal

owner or the toiler who tills, sows and reaps? In Spain
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it is always the legal owner. This is, up to a point, true

of other countries whose system of land tenure is based on

feudalism. But in Spain there are circumstances which

help to intensify the unfavourable position of the tenant.

Landlords are not merely owners, but in many cases rulers

or satellites of rulers. Ergo, every land law which reaches

the statute book favours them and generally to a super

lative degree. No wonder, then, that the small-holders

have gone from dissatisfaction at the system (which gives

the owner, whom they may never have seen, nearly all

the fruits of their toil, leaving them in poverty) to an

intense hatred of the rulers, owners, political bosses and

agents, whose efforts have made existence precarious and

comfort in life non-existent.&quot;

In view of such conditions, which have not been

stated too sweepingly for many parts of Spain

today, we imagine if Cobbett could return to earth

and visit the country sections of Spain, he would

have apoplexy in his attempt to do justice to his

feelings regarding urban and country life.

The cause of the farmer, in Spain, in the United

States, in China, or in any part of the far-flung

British Empire is the people s cause. The drift

of a nation may be towards literature or art or

industry or ocean commerce; leaders may arise,

as they are bound to do, gaining their leadership
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by reason of superior powers of brain or hand or

persevering genius, but we venture to say that no

nation has been permanently great or free that

has disregarded for long the condition of the men
who plant and reap and gather into barns the

food supply. Even in such typically manufactur

ing and industrial countries as the United States,

the farmer and his needs are paramount issues

for politicians and the country at large. The
farmer must be able to obtain a fair return for

his labour and live in some degree of comfort and

happiness or all other branches of human activity

suffer.

There are many students of essentials in na

tions who, with Clarence W. Barron, will main

tain that factories and industrial creation form

the sine qua non of a country s progress. True as

that may be from one point of view, no country
has been able to achieve the saving sense of safety

and independence without the ability to produce
within its own borders a satisfactory food supply.

England has been able to gain vast wealth by rea

son of her manufactures, her cotton and woollen

production, her busy mills and factories, but the

shadow over the British I^les is now and always
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has been the fact that the inhabitants only have

enough food on hand at any one time to supply

their needs for a possible thirty or sixty days.

Hence the endless expense of her vast shipping

enterprises, the age-long effort to control the seas,

bringing about many of England s international

troubles and vexed diplomacies.

China has muddled along for centuries with

every kind of government, good, bad and indiffer

ent, largely because the Chinese farmer had his

own land upon which he could grow his rice and

be independent of politics and dynasties. What
would France have done in her many dire emer

gencies without the presence of the frugal and

industrious French peasant-farmer, who not only

feeds Paris and the other French cities, but must

be depended upon to assist greatly in raising taxes

and paying the interest on the government s bonds

and her internal loans.

The republics of Central and South America

got a late start, having lost the advantage of at

least two centuries over their northern neighbour,

the United States, largely because the early Span

ish colonisers cared nothing for the cultivation of

the soil, felt such manual toll beneath them, in
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fact, expending their chief effort in exploiting the

gold and ready-made treasures of the country,

mistaking officialdom for progress. Not the least

of the advantages the United States derived over

her southern neighbours lay in the fact that the

New England and Virginia forefathers were first

of all farmers, were not ashamed to work in the

fields. Under u
sullen and averted stars&quot; these

pioneers changed the rock-bound coasts of New

England into farming communities where the lit

tle hamlet, the red schoolhouse and the church in

the midst of waving harvests, laid the agricul

tural foundations of all that was to come in the

later years of shining progress. Even today let

a cotton crop fail in any single Southern State, or

some mischance of market or labour or transpor

tation affect the enormous harvest supplies of the

wide prairies of Kansas and Nebraska and other

Middle Western farming areas, and the influ

ence is instantly felt from Boston to San Fran

cisco, and Washington and Wall Street are star

tled into attention.

Gibbon spoke a significant word for nations to

remember when he said: &quot;Agriculture is the foun-
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dation of manufactures, since the productions of

nature are the materials of art.&quot;

With such axiomatic knowledge of what the

careful attention to agriculture means to a coun

try, the traveller from other parts of Europe or

America stands in amazement in viewing the

backwardness of this primal industry in Spain.

The rich Inventions in the realm of agricultural

machinery, the modern processes of planting and

seed and fertilisation and the myriad devices for

labour-saving and perfecting of farm products, all

of which have advanced agriculture in the United

States and Europe to the position of almost a fine

art, are here largely unknown. With the excep

tion of the use of steam threshers in certain parts

of the country, we found almost universal the use

of the old-time threshing floor, usually on a mud
foundation, and the circular tramp of oxen and

mules. In the place of the steam plough one finds

the Spanish peasant still ploughing with a crooked

stick and the locomotion a slow-moving team of

oxen. A dealer in Madrid told me that he had in

stock two tractors which he had been trying to

sell for two years without success. Reaping of

grain is usually accomplished by a hand sickle,
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though I have seen a few reapers in the fields,

which looked as though they might be of the

vintage of the sixties in the United States.

We discovered one firm manufacturing thresh

ers in the south of Spain, but the low cost of

labour and the expense of making repairs in a

country where skilled mechanics are few and far

between, render such advance rather slow. There

is also the conservatism of the farmer, who re

sembles the cultivator in India holding tenaciously

to traditional methods of agriculture, saying that

what was good enough for his father is good

enough for him. There is probably no more rigid

conservative on earth than the peasant farmer.

In Spain his blank ignorance, coupled with a kind

of dumb and resigned fatalism, complicates the

situation. The peasant farmer feels that he is in

the hands of Providence, rejoices in a good crop,

and when the crop is poor simply tightens his

belt. The average price for farm labour is $20
a month. Furthermore, the lands are old and

worn, requiring often at least 10 per cent, of fer

tilisation to get 60 per cent, of crop. The land

is owned usually by grandees or absentee land

lords who have inherited the lands for genera-
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tions. In Galicia and certain other portions of

northern Spain one finds farmers who possess

small holdings of land, often no more than an

acre, which has descended for generations in the

family. A large number of the sturdy Galicians

go to Cuba for the harvest season, as the Italians

go to Argentina, returning to their homes imme

diately afterwards.

There are few experiences more memorable in

Spain than visits to the farmer villages and small

hamlets. These are usually perched on hills,

originally for protection against invaders, and

they are hardly distinguishable from the yellow

ish brown soil and rocks of which they seem to

form a part. The broad fields are without houses

of any sort, and the roads are always filled with

donkey trains loaded with grain or produce, and

the big creaking bullock carts drawn by the le

thargic and patient oxen. Seeing one of these

small isolated country towns against the hills in

the distance, reminds one of Tennyson s lines :

&quot;And o er a weary sultry land,

Far beneath a blazing vault,

Sown in a wrinkle of the monstrous hill

The city sparkles like a grain of salt.&quot;
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The American custom of building large farm

houses and barns on the cultivated land immedi

ately surrounding them, is for the most part un

known here, and much time of the farmer is con

sumed in the long trek between the village where

he lives and the distant fields.

A scarped hill near the village may be crowned

by the crumbling remains of an old Roman or

Moorish fort. Narrow paths climb from terrace

to terrace to the group of small cabins made of

mud, or occasionally of stucco, with thatched or

tiled roofs. There are only two or three public

buildings, as a rule, but always the highest promi

nence is occupied by a church which stands out in

bold relief, the largest and most costly building

of the village, which the peasant farmer supports

by his hard-earned pittance from his daily toil.

The streets of the village are but narrow lanes

and these are filled with files of mules bearing bur

dens, a herd of goats perhaps, and the omnipres

ent burro with paniers bulging with milk-cans or

filled with vegetables.

The houses in the poorer inland farm villages

consist often of but a single room. You can see

the whole establishment by looking in at the door*
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Possibly an iron bedstead opposite the door, two

or three chairs and a bench, some rude cooking
utensils hanging on the wall, always a plentiful

supply of children and dogs, not to mention flies*

There are the ever-present water-jugs, which the

peasants bake with the rural clay. The floor is

often plain hard mud and the walls are white

washed inside and out, as well. Many of these

dwellings are without the luxury of windows,
sometimes the window is a round hole cut in the

wall. The front and only door serves more often

the combined purpose of light, ingress and exit

for human beings, animals, and smoke from the

fire. In summer a heavy piece of cloth serves as

a door and also for the purpose of keeping out

the glare and heat of the sun.

It is here in the heart of the country that the

observer finds the real Spain, where life flows

serenely on as in distant centuries, where the

women and girls with their pitcher-clothed heads

gossip about the fountain in the small plaza as

they do in rural Egypt, and as they have done

since time began. There is always the posada,
the Spanish public house and inn, and usually a

rude cafe where the peasants sit over a glass of
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wine about the doors at night and find the one bit

of romance and cheer of their sordid lives.

&quot;The village inn,
*

says W. R. Lawson, an Eng
lish frequenter of the rural parts of Spain, &quot;still

keeps open its wide, hospitable, well-shaded door,

where the windmills flap their wings as sleepily in

the summer breeze as when they unconsciously

challenged Don Quixote to mortal combat and

where the everlasting donkey trots along the dusty

road as philosophically as when Sancho Panza

favoured him with his confidential views on things

in general and knight-errantry in particular.&quot;

Antiquity and historic associations play an im

portant role in one s impressions in these seques

tered out-of-the-present-world, quiet, rural haunts

of Spain. One s modern sense rebels at the back

wardness of everything, and one cannot but feel

pity for the peasant labourer on these sun

drenched farms, beating out his weary, toilsome

days without conveniences, with few comforts and

with small hope of a changing, brighter future.

Coming out of our freshly made new cities of the

north and being plunged as it were into the night

of time, brings compensating reveries to the stu

dent and thoughtful traveller.
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Here one crosses the trails of Caesar and Pom-

pey and those turbaned African conquerors whose

footprints are still found in many a ruin and

broken monument of past glory. Here one gets

a new viewpoint on the feudalism and lordly

grandeur of those Spanish grandees who rode

their liveried steeds over these selfsame hills in

the middle centuries when knighthood was in

flower. Here also one may meditate upon those

adventurous heroes of Spanish discovery and

world empire, Da Gama and Magellan, and Pi-

zarro, and Cortes who followed Columbus in his

quest beyond the sunset into the then unknown

mysterious realms. Out of the region where this

is written, in later days Cevera led out his squad

ron to their doom. . . .

&quot;It may be that the gulfs shall wash us down,

It may be we shall touch the happy isles.&quot;

It was from these very hills that the Spaniards

drove out the industrious Moors who gave to

Spain some of the greatest creative arts during

the black night of the European Middle Ages ; it

was out of these country hill-top towns, that were

then in many cases teeming cities, that the Span-
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iards expelled the Jews who were the leaders in

finance and Spain s leading capitalists; and later

It was here that the Inquisition wrought some of

its most dark and bigoted deeds, when the reli

gious houses, churches and monasteries swarming

with unproductive inmates, were endowed with

some of the richest of the country s lands. We
sit on these hillsides and watch the unceasing cir

cling of the horses and mules around a threshing-

floor in the distance, and see about us every sign

of life that is mediaeval, rather than of the twen

tieth century, and the answer is more vivid even

than in the cities the too-long rule of a weak and

bigoted race of pride-filled sovereigns, sur

rounded by profligate favourites and ambitious

priests, followed by a pseudo constitutionalism

representative only in name, whose political lead

ers stained the fair face of justice and the rights

of man even to the third and fourth generation.

The Spanish farmer still lives under the spell of

these sad and checkered millenniums, the venge

ance of whose untoward days has fallen upon his

innocent head. Here where might have been the

headwaters of the western world s civilisation, the

Spaniards sowed the wind and are now, In the
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persons of their labouring and submerged classes,

reaping the whirlwind.

It was doubtless an invidious comparison even

in thought, but as we sat in the midst of one of

these untidy, dilapidated and smelly country vil

lages on the ridge of the Sierras one sultry after

noon, our imagination pictured what changes there

might have been in the Latin-American Republics

if an English Washington, or Sebastian Cabot, or

a French Lafayette, had been in the place of Her-

nando Cortes in Mexico, or had sailed in those

frail caravels that carried Pizarro and Almagro
to the golden lands of treasure and possibility in

Peru and Chile, during those New World-creating

days of the early sixteenth century.

What could not the blending of the vigour of

the racial strains of Roman and the fighting Visi

goth, united with the many-mooded mystic spirit

of the Moor, have accomplished in South Amer
ica if some Spanish Clyde or Wellington or David

Livingstone had led those soldier and colonisation

bands of Europeans into the valleys of the Andes

or had built their homes in the midst of the broad

and fertile Argentine pampas? They would

doubtless have eliminated the Incas and the Aztecs
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as our fathers did the North American Indians

after many dolorous wars, not untinged with in

justice, but they would not have sold their souls

for gold as did the Spanish soldiers of fortune.

They would have planted the bases of democratic

states and free institutions in an atmosphere con

ducive for their flowering. They would have re

placed captain-generals of a military, greedy aris

tocracy with farmers and artisans who believed

that by plough and hammer and hand all arts and

progress must stand.

In view of the primal place that agriculture

holds not only in Spain but in all parts of the civ

ilised world, particularly in the light of the fact

that at present and for years to come the Spanish

nation must depend upon its horticultural prod
ucts for its main export revenue as it does today,

it would seem that the state of the farms and the

welfare of the fanner should be matters of first

concern. If one examines the statute books of

this country he might assume that agricultural

legislation had been well considered. Relative to

the land, as to almost every other matter under

the sun, Spanish laws verge upon the ideal. The

chief trouble with Spanish laws is that they are
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not always put into execution. Nor is Spain thus

different save perhaps in degree, from many an

other nation which might be cited. One legislator

of well-known fame has suggested that the nations

would gain if all the multitudinous statutes, now
crowded into the legal archives of states, could be

abolished in a night; and if the next day the wise

men of the country could get together and make
a few fundamental statutes that could and would

be rigidly enforced, the results would be far more

satisfactory.

Some one has said that the most wonderful

thing about the English Constitution is that &quot;it

works.&quot; As far as an observer of Spanish laws

can judge, the most wonderful thing about them

is that they do not work. The Spanish lawmaker

seems to think he has accomplished his whole duty
if he puts a bill through Parliament. After that

the lawmaker, and enforcer as well, proceeds to

forget it as speedily as possible. This pleasant

relief of responsibility in law enforcement was

shared by the old preacher who said to his con

gregation: &quot;I have given you the Gospel, you may
take it or leave it. It s all the same to me. I

have fulfilled my duty.&quot;
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The condition of the farm legislation might
be better in Spain if some of the lawyers and legis

lators had been raised on the farm rather than in

cities, as is the case in the United States and cer

tain other countries. In the United States and

Canada, many of the leading men in public life

spent their early days on the farm. They learned

there the agricultural problem first-hand. Thou

sands of American students in colleges go back to

the ancestral farm to spend their vacations. The

brawn and sinew of the big-statured westerner is

not merely an inheritance. His muscles have been

hardened and his physical constitution has been

gained out on the broad wheat-fields of Kansas

or the Dakotas. He has learned there to love

animals and care for them, to know the character

of seeds and crops and farm machinery. When
stalwart American Senators get up in the United

States Senate to plead the cause of their constitu

ents, the farmers back home, Congress and the

country at large sit up and listen, for these men

and many of their colleagues speak with convic

tion, not as theorists; they speak as men who
themselves have followed the plough and have

seen at nightfall
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&quot;The lowing herd wind slowly o er the lea.&quot;

Imagine, if you can, a Prime Minister of Spain

being inducted Into power by taking his oath of

office from his farmer father, as Calvin Coolidge

did up there on a Vermont farm in a house where

he was born and had spent, as a farmer, his early

youth.

As a matter of fact, the Spanish youth have

been taught to think of \he farmer s vocation as

infra dig, a job for ignorant peasantry. The

young men of the better classes flock to law as a

profession for gentlemen. Agricultural colleges

and technical or scientific study of the soil or

planting or cultivation of land generally, have not

arrived as they have come in many other coun

tries.

I was interested to speak to a Spanish lawyer,

who had been framing bills for farmers, and with

whom I was discussing the agrarian question, con*

cerning the 50,000 young men now studying in

American farm schools and agricultural and me

chanical colleges to be teachers of agriculture and

actual scientific farmers. These, with farmer
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congresses and societies, big agricultural fairs and

annual conventions, increasing the farmers knowl

edge of marketing and transportation, and such

organisations as the Orange Growers* Association

of California these were all a terra incognita to

my Spanish farm legislator.

In all my travels in different lands I do not re

call finding a class of men and women (for here

the women work in the fields along with the men,

and comprise an important part of the agrarian

population) so helple.ss as the Spanish farmers.

They are like dumb driven cattle, utterly ignor

ant and incapable of rescuing themselves from a

slavish attachment
&quot;

to the soil. &quot;They
are

.

happy,&quot;
a Spaniard tells me. Possibly as the

beast of the field is happy, as the Inca Indian on

the slopes of the Andes is happy carrying on his

back the heavy burdens, placed upon him by the

same Spanish tradition, and abandoned as the

farmers of Spain have been abandoned by the

government and by the church, to an ignorance

almost as complete and dense as that of the Inca.

Will this vast farmer population remain thus

subservient to their landholding masters? There
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is a Spanish play wherein was described a son say

ing to his father, by whose neglect and infamy he

had been degraded :

&quot;Are you not afraid the brute you made,

Avenge the man you marred?&quot;

The grave importance of this land problem has

brought about a number of attempts towards solu

tion. The stricter measures of taxation inaugu
rated by Primo de Rivera have set many land

holders against him, which would go to prove that

the cause of the peasant and small holder of land

is getting some attention. The Spanish Congress

previous to the Dictatorship in the year 1921

passed a bill looking to the subdivision of large
landed estates into smaller holdings. To read

this bill one would be inclined to think that

Utopia for the Spanish farmer was at hand. It

aimed at divisions of &quot;abandoned, uncultivated or

deficiently worked private estates,&quot; and also

struck a blow at the Spanish bull-ring by including

the breaking up for agricultural purposes of cer

tain sections now devoted entirely to the breeding
of bulls for the delectation of the Spaniards in

the toreos of the country. Such regions for the
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latter purpose are to be seen frequently in south

ern Spain and are pointed out to the visitor with

evident pride by the Spanish resident.

All kinds of details are given in the bill re

garding the manner in which the money to pur
chase these lands is to be raised, the kind of colo

nisation and the protection of the new title-

holders, all of which seemed to have resulted in

little more than verbal exercise on the part of po
litical orators, whose theories usually outrun their

practical good sense and almost always the ability

of execution. The people of the United States

have frequently seen the futile effect of bills and

even of constitutional amendments, whose pre

scriptions are not supported overwhelmingly by

public opinion or by the personal advantage of

those into whose hands falls the duty of enforce

ment of these legislations.

The Catholic Church has also taken a hand in

this matter of land reform, establishing the so-

called &quot;Sindicatos Catolicos,&quot; or &quot;Catholic

Trades Unions,&quot; which had their beginning in Old

Castile in the year 1912. The leading spirit of

this movement was the Cardinal Archbishop of

Toledo, Senor Antonio Monedero, who helped to
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organise a system of unions which have been real

competitors to the local or secular unions. The

excellent organisation of the church, having a

priest in every town or small village, made such

agrarian unions easy of formation. It has been

estimated that in the year 1914 the National

Catholic Agrarian Federation, which came into

being somewhat after the beginning of the Catho

lic Trades Unions, included twelve district fed

erations, five hundred unions, and one hundred

and fifty thousand members. According to the re

port of the clerical newspaper, El Debate, these

organisations had increased in 1920 to 58 federa

tions, 5,000 unions and 600,000 members.

Quite a flourishing business was built up by

these church unions in the line of fire insurance

policies, buying and selling to the farmers of ma

chinery and fertilisers, and savings and loan

banks. These unions at times bought farms and

subdivided them among their members, giving,

by a process of lot drawing, about five or six acres

to each member. The price of these holdings was

around $300, the peasant being allowed to pay

purchase moneys by instalments. The peasants

after having paid the purchase money would own
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the land. There was a joker in this plan, how

ever, since the contract carried the condition that

the peasant farmer could only resell this land to

the Union.

All the attempted land reforms of recent years

have proved inadequate to solve satisfactorily the

agrarian question for Spain. The old feudal

barons who got from the kings of Spain the large

land tracts after the reconquest of the country

from the Moors, passed on their inheritances from

generation to generation. Possession is nine

points of the law, and only more or less drastic

legislation enforced by a strong hand can bring
about such equalisation of land holdings as can

give the peasantry relief, and some incentive for

a future. Such organisations as Primo de Ri

vera s Patriotic Unions, it is hoped, may mitigate

if not abolish the iniquitous power of the local

caciques, or political &quot;heelers&quot; who have estab

lished a local political bossism in the rural sec

tions, intimidating the helpless farmer-peasant.
The liberal publications of the country have been

filled with accounts of the injustices to the farm

ers wrought by these political satellites of men

higher up, such injustices as would have caused a
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revolution long ago in countries where the spirit

of the workers had not been broken by years of

steady and studied oppression.

It is to be noted that already in such regions

as Navarre and in other northern sections small

holdings have come to be common; it is in the

rural parts of central and southern Spain that the

greatest abuses of land cultivation exist.

This lack of proper dealing with the whole

agrarian problem is a part of the need of the

country s requirements in order to properly ad

just farming and industrial activities to some mu
tual and national advantage. Disinterested citi

zenship and leaders of intelligence and training

are required to study and take up these vital

questions in a vigorous, whole-hearted way. The

King evidently would favour measures leading to

a just solution. Can the present landholders, with

their deep-set traditional, feudal views, coupled

with their own economic welfare, be led to see the

inevitable need, and also the certain baneful re

sult to the nation of continuing this blindness to

the requirements of the hard-working Spanish

farmers, who are so indispensable to the country?

It may not be especially palatable to the Span-
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iards to quote an Italian authority upon agricul

ture, but the word of Luigi Luzzatti, spoken to

his own countrymen, who also have their agrarian

problems, may be taken to heart by the land

holders and intelligentsia of Spain :

&quot;Let us not forget that agriculture needs lib

erty, intelligence, and capital as well as hard work.

There should be no opposition between farm and

factory if we wish to develop only sound industry,

industry that is compatible with our national con

ditions. Complete and loyal harmony between

agriculturists and manufacturers will bring about

the fusion of all useful forces, forces that pro

duce wealth and prosperity, the only forces, that

can lead us to economic reconstruction in the high

est interests of all classes of
society.&quot;

The Spanish farmer toiling out there beneath

an African sun, out &quot;where the pavement ends,&quot;

still in the shadows of mediaeval time, must be

afforded new conditions and a new content. Then

and not till then will be seen the dawning of a new

day for Spain.
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VI

THE WOMEN OF SPAIN

What is most Spanish? The modesty of our women, not

contaminated by feminism

Jacinto Benavente

IT
is as difficult to depict the Spanish woman,

either as to her appearance or character, as

it is the Spanish man, since chameleon-like

she changes or seems to change in accordance with

the location in which you find her in progressive

and stirring Barcelona, in cosmopolitan Madrid,
at the seashore in Santander or San Sebastian, or

among the still half-Orientalised cities of Anda
lusia. There is also the woman of the fields and

the country villages, the &quot;new&quot; woman of the

clubs and social register, the woman of noble

lineage and travel, the business woman in the

offices, the girls with the modern short skirts and

bobbed hair, and the woman who may vote. A
good bit of picturesque tradition lingers about the

colourful dancing gipsy women who live in caves

127
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at Granada and bivouac in tents by the Spanish
roadsides.

Havelock Ellis states in his book, &quot;The Soul

of Spain,
1

that he finds the women of Spain &quot;on

the average superior to the men.&quot; That while

one finds an air of lassitude among the men, not

in keeping with the brilliant and daring activities

of their forefathers, the women are &quot;full of energy
and vigour, even to an advanced

age.&quot; This is

attributed to the wastage of energy and vitality

of Spanish manhood, in wars that have drained

Spain of her best blood for more than a thousand

years. &quot;The warlike nation of today,&quot; says Dr.

Jordan, &quot;is the decadent nation of tomorrow.&quot;

It comes with a surprise to those who always
think of women in Spain as retiring and secluded

somewhat like their Moorish foremothers, to find

that Primo de Rivera, the present Dictator, quite

with his own initiative, struck a blow at Moorish

tradition during the winter of 1924, by giving

municipal suffrage to Spanish women. Just now

they cannot use it to any extent in this &quot;decree&quot;

government, but it will be interesting to note

what they will do with it when, and if, constitu

tionalism returns. It is safe to predict they will
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not resemble the English or the American suffra

gettes. There are no Carrie Nation counterparts

among the women of Spain. In fact these women

made no campaign of agitation for their voting

privileges, and they will probably use the right, if

at all, in accordance with the wish of their hus

bands, as serenely and with the compliance to

masculine demands as shown in other matters.

Like the women of Spanish America, who have

taken so many of their traditions from Spain, the

feminine population of this Peninsula find their

chief arena of activity in the home and in the

church. &quot;The women and the priests keep the

church-going in Latin America
1

is a saying com

monly heard anywhere south of the Rio Grande.

The women of Spain are home-makers. &quot;She is a

pragmatist in love,
5

writes Waldo Frank. &quot;Love

to her is the means of raising children in the grace

of Christ.
3 * The Spanish woman is primarily the

Spanish mother. She is always found with her

children. Her chief interest outside the home is

the church and her patron Saint is Santa Teresa,

a glorified figure of religion^

As the real moulders of the family life of the

nation, In the education and nurture of their boys
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and girls, in their steady hands on the sometimes

wayward husbands, winking at their straying and

matching their impracticality with worldly wise

home economies, the women of this nation deserve

far more attention than they have usually re

ceived.

Spanish women have inherited the habit of

seclusion from Moorish customs and these tradi

tions have proved to be very strong and persistent

wherever introduced. In East India for example
the Hindus have had for generations the purdah,

which is the equivalent of the Mohammedan
harem and which came by reason of contact with

Moslem customs. In the old tribal wars the

women were placed in the inner courtyard as the

safest spot for them, revealing incidentally the

value the Orientals placed upon women. Even to

this day in India there is a feeling among Hindu

as well as Moslem women that the seclusion of a

wife shows the love of a husband. One hears at

times that a man loves his wife so dearly that he

will not allow even the sun to shine upon her.

There is a saying in the East that a common
woman may be seen on the street, the merchant s

wife may look out of the second-story window, the
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lady*may look into the courtyard, while because of

the protecting windows placed so high in her

rooms, the great lady can only look at the sky.

Contact with foreigners and the proximity to

Europe has eliminated much of this tendency to

seclusion of women in the northern parts of Spain,

but in Andalusia, where Moorish influence and

inhabitants from North Africa remained longest

and where the Oriental forces were more deep-

set, one finds it on every hand. Rarely in all

south Spain does one see a native woman or girl

on the street alone. The young lady is attended

usually by an older woman. The young Spaniard

does not have the joys of a courtship of his lady

love as the westerner would consider it, never

having the chance to see his fiancee alone until

marriage takes place. This does not mean that he

does not see his intended at a safe distance and

may even walk with her and another older lady or

duenna on the street.

One evening about nine o clock we were saun

tering down one of the narrow streets in Granada,

leading from the Alhambra into the main part of

the town, when our attention was called to a young
man who was standing close beneath a second*
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story balcony, talking in accents low with his

young lady friend or sweetheart. The girl to get

a bit nearer evidently was lying flat on her stom

ach on the balcony, talking through the iron grat

ing. They were utterly oblivious to our passing,

as lovers in any language should be. All that was

needed to make the traditional Spanish picture

complete was a guitajxl One might call this safe

affif sterilised courtship. It is a moot question as

to whether it is the young man or the young
woman whose romantic ardour cannot be trusted

in closer relationship than at least one story of

a building, or whether this manner of association

between young people is a relic of the firm hand

of Moorish tradition, than which few things in

this world are stronger.

The pity is that in such semi-cloistered life there

can be none of the joyous and free camaraderie

between boys and girls, young men and young

women, as is found in other parts of Europe or

in North America. While it is probably true

that in the United States at least, the more or

less constant meeting between the youth of both

sexes sometimes brings a familiarity that breeds

contempt, and sometimes unfortunate immoral-
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ities, these are quite exceptional, and the normal

natural and wholesome work and play life be

tween young men and young women is a real

stabilising force in the nation.

There never could be those half-surreptitious

and veiled attentions with us, such as the young

Spaniard devotes to girls and women generally

as he walks behind them on the streets. Two

young men will walk behind two or more Spanish

girls or women and keep up a running fire of re

marks, complimentary usually to their beautiful

eyes or feet or ankles, or possibly the appearance

of their shawls or wearing apparel. The manner

in which the eternal feminine takes these remarks

from perfectly strange men varies with the section

of Spain. In Barcelona, the story goes, when a

young man makes such remarks as he follows a

young lady, she turns and cries, &quot;You beast 1&quot;
; in

Madrid, the girls say nothing; while in Seville the

young lady remarks sweetly, &quot;Please say it again I&quot;

A few years ago, when in the City of Buenos

Aires, we learned of an incident showing how this

custom of street etiquette has been passed on to

the Spanish-American Republics. A very pretty

American girl, a blonde, was walking to her hotel
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after doing some shopping, when an Argentine

man began following her, making the usual re

marks customary in Spanish-speaking countries re

garding her personality. The young lady was at

first embarrassed, then exasperated. She crossed

from street to street trying to lose her unasked

escort who continued to follow her- Finally, in

sheer desperation, the young lady turned and

struck the man over the head with an umbrella

which she chanced to be carrying. Whereupon
the man almost instantly fell at her feet, dead of

heart disease. Fortunately for the girl another

Argentine had seen the occurrence and had also

noticed the unsolicited attentions of the victim to

the young lady. He came forward at the trial and

testified in the girl s behalf and she was exonerated

of any blame in the matter.

Many foreign women, especially if they under

stand Spanish, have been and are today annoyed

by these street attentions on the part of Span
ish men. It is no more than fair to remark that

the Spaniard does not intend these little attentions

as rudeness ; the native girls and women seem to

enjoy these compliments, and he sees no reason to

think he should not extend his courtesies to the
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wives and daughters of Europeans and Americans.

The husbands and escorts of foreign ladies in

Spanish cities usually have diverse opinions about

these customs, and frequently the foreigner has

expressed his disapproval of these attentions with

vigour and sometimes with his fists.

When the Americans first went to the Philip

pines this custom of talking about women on the

street caused considerable annoyance and discus

sion, greatly to the surprise of the Filipinos, who
had been trained in Spanish custom and did not

seem to know that this was not a universal habit

in all countries.

Were it not for this secluded air and semi-

cloistered life to which Spanish girls and women
are subjected, this particular form of pleasantry

and the enforced style of balcony courtship would

probably not exist. If Spanish young people could

be brought together in more informal and natural

association in out-of-door life as well as in broader

social contacts, much of the over-emphasis which

seems to be given by Spaniards to sex matters

would doubtless be eliminated.

There is also the Oriental habit of big families,

around which the social life of Spaniards centres.
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While there are parts of Spain where one sees

European customs coming in, the young men and

young women playing tennis together and appear

ing in public together although usually with a

chaperon, there is no wide social life throughout

the country as we know it in the United States.

Spain has seemed to be quite incapable of social

institutions as these are known in many lands*

Big dinner functions for men and women, fre

quent receptions and social events in which men

and women freely come together making new

acquaintances, are very rare, save in Madrid. In

one large and Important family of our acquaint

ance in a southern province, the young boys and

girls rarely mingled with any one save with their

youngster relatives. Even the governess, an Eng
lish girl, was not permitted to go outside the home

save at rare intervals. We asked her, &quot;Why?&quot;

We gathered from her answer, Superiority com

plex,&quot;
that this old family of wealth and inher

itances found all the social life they cared for

among the circle of thirty or more relatives in the

city; they considered their family a class by them

selves, so to speak. There is considerable social
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visiting among the relations, but little real society

life.

In all these social restrictions and reglements

the wife and mother is the power behind the

throne. She steers the family ship of state. She

looks after the educational and religious life of

her children, making sure, first of all, that it is

closely tied in with the church. She seems to be

the family financier, and her thoughts are ever In

the detailed circle of housekeeping, servants and

children. The woman is usually brighter than the

man among the farmer-peasant class, while in

the summit of Spanish society the lineage descends

through the woman and mother as well as through

the masculine line. The mother s name often

appears last on the calling cards of Spaniards, as

one finds it in many parts of Spanish America.

The women of Spain have been handicapped,

not only by this seclusion, but they have received

as a rule only a mere shadow of real education
We knew a rather gruff self-made American busi

ness man who sent his daughter to a &quot;finishing

school,
&quot;

since he was told that was the thing to do.

Meeting him some time later, a friend asked how
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his daughter was getting along. The father an

swered, &quot;I sent Mary to a finishing school and,

take it from me r they finished her.
57 The middle-

aged generation in America may recall how it

was the thing back in the &quot;nineties&quot; and before to

send girls to &quot;young ladies seminaries,&quot; where

they were taught music, elocution and possibly

French. One is reminded of these seminaries

when studying education in Spain. Convent edu

cation is customary for girls, save in cases where

wealthy families prefer home governesses and
teachers. It makes perfect ladies, but takes away
initiative.

Somewhat over a century ago Ferdinand VII
made the examinations for women teachers in

Spain to consist of tests in &quot;catechism, reading
and

sewing.&quot; &quot;Writing and bookkeeping&quot; were
added for teachers in Madrid in the secondary
and also the elementary schools, but these were
not so important as to exclude the taking of a

head-mistress position if they were not known.
This was the educational tradition for the train

ing of Spanish feminines. Of course considerable

advance has been made since the day of King
Ferdinand, but the trend of woman education still
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hovers about the artistic and the
&quot;finishing school&quot;

idea, with always a strong current of religious

training. Education for women leans heavily on

the church, and it, like the activities of the home

through the pietistic devotion of the mother, is

always under the supervising eye of the priest.

The day is probably far distant when any Vassars

or Wellesleys will be found in Spain, or when the

girls and young women will study coeducationally

with boys and youth in large primary and high

school institutions. Private school instruction has

been the rule for young women as well as for

the sons of the best families in the last generation,

for reasons of both tradition and necessity. Only

recently has Spain begun to realise her pathetic

condition as to schools provided by the govern
ment.

This limitation to the ability or incentive for

mental growth and development is one of the

most pathetic conditions surrounding the women
of Spain. While this barrier to progress rises be

fore the masculine portion of a country which, in

parts at least, is shut away from the world of

modern thought and inspiring ideas, it is especially

evident in the life of the women.
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The woman s life, all mapped out and settled

In detail traditionally, leaves little room for men
tal education. With a social life composed of a

round of petty gossip and family daily details, life

flows on without adventure, without even any
&quot;serene radiations&quot; regarding men, since her case,

as far as men are concerned, is settled once for all

when she is married. C, She has no liberties outside

compared with the American woman. Her land

is one of no divorce. She is caught in one of the

most truly standardised domestic circles imagi
nable.

The men have the rights, the women the duties.

Nor do even the changes of fashion affect the

Spanish woman, as a rule, in any such measure as

they absorb women of other countries. Her cos

tume is as solemn as her life is monotonous.

There is little change possible in the regulation
black. Hats are not worn commonly as in other

countries. Still the woman of Murillo s paint

ings, with only slight change in attire, exists in

south Spain. What would the American do with

out the constant adventure of following the ka

leidoscope changes in hat fashions?

In Spain the woman is shut up to the always
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utterly normal and static. Her world is a flat

world of the commonplace. The attractive and

liberating hills and smiling valleys of new scenes

and people, coming by travel and the discovery of

fresh life and new viewpoints through wide social

contacts with strangers and foreigners these are

all closed to her, save in those comparatively few

instances of the rich and powerful families who
have broken their isolation and are found on visits

occasionally to Paris, London and the European

capitals. To the great rank and file things un-

Spanish and untraditional are still irrelevant and

undesired.

Even certain amusements, like the unique Span
ish dances, seem to be dying out in many parts of

Spain one of the most attractive opportunities

ever given to the Spanish woman to give expres

sion to grace and beauty. Certain Spanish critics

were quite incensed a few years ago because some

one wrote a book with the title &quot;The Land of

the Castanet.&quot;

The French Theophile Gautier once said that

in a mantilla a woman must be as ugly as the three ,

cardinal virtues not to look pretty. LJknd Spanish
women are pretty, many of them beautiful. No
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women as a whole are perhaps more charming
in their youth, at least before the buxom stage
arrives. The use of the fan is still a bit of at

tractive and romantic characteristic in the Spanish
women. (JThe fan is always seemingly in the hands

of the woman; even in churchJ have seen women
kneeling and fanning themselves meanwhile. The

opening and shutting of the fan and the peculiar
little hissing noise as it is whirled dexterously
between the fingers is something unknown else

where than in Spain. The shop windows are filled

with fans of every description, and some of these

are rarely beautiful in colour and manufacture.

Let no one think, however, that because many
of the Spanish women in smaller towns and the

country can neither read nor write, they are in

competent or lacking courage and virility. JJSpan-
Ish women have been queens and saints, great
actresses and famous courtesans

; they have in the

past engaged in military careers alongside of the

Spanish knights, while at least one, Dona Maria
de Gauchin, exchanged the convent for the bull

ring where she became famous as a torero, after

wards returning to the convent, with the plaudits
of the people ringing in her ears. It must be
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remembered also that one Spanish Queen was far-

sighted and daring enough to make the discovery

of America possible.

Nor is this indication of strong abilities of mind

and hand lacking today, though instances in line

with those just mentioned are not common* Some

of the best novelists are women. Emilia Parda

Bazan, of Galicia, ranks high among literary

women, and some have placed her among the most

truly notable women of letters in Europe. A keen

literary critic, having a broad knowledge of mod

ern movements in science and sociology, she made

a vivid contrast to the large mass of Spanish

women whose knowledge gets no farther afield

than the home and the church. The daring qual

ity of Spanish women, which has been evidenced

more than once in the crises and wars of this land,

was brought out during the disturbed conditions in

Barcelona, when a working girl appeared in the

midst of strikers, organised and led the hesitating

forces, and then disappeared.

Qrhere is no reason to doubt the presence of the

inner strength, the pride, the intelligence, and the

passion of the Spanish woman. Her traditional

traits have not perished though not called out at
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present by the mediaeval manner of life she is

called upon to live. Her opportunities are chiefly

theoretical ones. The Spaniards will tell you that

women may go to the universities, may study

medicine and law (13 women doctors in Madrid)
and wield their political rights through the ballot.

These privileges are seldom taken advantage of

in this country where the lower and middle classes

are still dwelling in the half-light of a semi-East

ern and cloistered day.

Only the most adventurous of women would

adopt male attire, as some have done to escape the

difficulties surrounding the Spanish women as far

as any world career is concerned. It will take

time and years of education and more and more

the work of such women s organisations as the

large and promising Women s Club of Madrid

and smaller clubs in one or two other cities to

bring about reforms enabling a real freedom of

life and personal development for Spanish women.

At present the Spanish women as a class are

deterrents rather than supporters and abettors of

real national progress. The youth through which

progress and reform always comes do not get

much encouragement in the restricted and secluded
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life of the home. The Spanish mother in Anda
lusia particularly has no positive and encouraging

reactions to the new points of view and fresh life

of the outside world that her sons are now bring

ing into the household. She has no sympathy

with the woman in politics and very little with

the bobbed-haired bathing girls with their ciga

rettes who are taking on European ways in the

seashore places, like Santander.

Her whole force, and this is much, is exerted

on the side of conservatism, and the church to

which the Spanish wife and mother is wedded. It

is doubtful if Spanish women will move much

faster than the church moves, and the church in

Spain is always on the side of the most conserva

tive of the aristocracies and traditional authori

ties, not predisposed to wide promotion of mod
ern education for the masses, and holding on

tenaciously to the middle century ideas of a

Church-State.

The women of Spain, like many of the men

dwelling apart from the throbbing, advancing

life of the world, give themselves small chance at

modernity. Their religion is settled. They have

no doubts. Their minds are free from the stir-
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rings of new thoughts. They are still content to

play in this domestic drama of the Middle Ages,
with most of the exciting and tragic and worldly

parts, that some of their sisters knew in other

centuries, deleted. Living for the most part in a

veiled world, the Spanish woman s children are

not the by-products but the whole world to her,

save as she satisfies certain worshipful emotions in

and through the church. The tragedy of the

Spanish woman, as an outsider sees it, lies in her

present evident content, her perfect satisfaction

with things as they are, with her lack of desire for

mental development. The continuance in such

a state is hopelessness.

&quot;Life that ceases to
struggle,&quot; says Wells,

&quot;away from whatever is towards something that

isn t, is ceasing to be life.&quot;

As soon as the woman of Spain really awakes
to modern education and present-day progress, the

country will change rapidly. Her attitude is

pivotal and vital to the tendencies in the nation.

There are faint signs of the beginning of her

liberation. In this lies a hope for Spain.
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SPAIN AT PLAY

All work is for an end; but play is an end in itself.

Horace Busknell

Anglo-Saxon is immediately im

pressed in Spain with the time the

Spaniard gives to recreation, or to do

ing nothing at all. The American has been trained

in a school of incessant^activity. Work to him is

as necessary and welcome as the flowers in May.
Benjamin Franklin put up this sign in his working
room: &quot;Lose no time; be always employed in

something useful; cut off all unnecessary actions.&quot;

Time saving has become almost a mania among
Americans. We even have efficiency engineers

who would reduce all success to a method of fight

ing waste and extravagance in time and material.

To people who are always trying to get ahead,

even ahead of themselves, the Spaniard s leisurely

pace with his ample time always at hand to play

or to talk or to attend a bull-fight, seems strange

149
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enough. Work to the Spaniard is not the whole

show* Pleasure -takes a large place with all these

people. They like to play.

Although most of the modern sports of the

present day are gradually finding a place in Spain,

the bull-ring continues to be the national recrea

tion, as baseball holds the limelight in the United

States.

While one rarely finds an American or Eng
lishman who takes naturally to the bull-fight, there

is a picturesque feature about the Spanish toreos

and the age-long fascination attending exercises

associated with skill and the risk of life, that holds

the Spanish imagination. There is no institution

of the country more distinctive and none that is

less likely to pass quickly off the stage in exchange
for other and less bloody sports. Breeding bulls

for the bull-ring is a national industry and the

criaderos, or breeding farms, of south Spain con

tain the finest types of animals whose fighting in

stincts are intended to give pleasure to thousands

of spectators. It is said that considerably more
than a thousand bulls are sacrificed each year in

the bull-ring and of course many more horses are

gored to death. Nothing would seem to be more
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unsportsmanlike than watching poor old horses

blindfolded and driven up to raging bulls to be

disembowelled. A lover of animals thinks of the

years these faithful horses have given to their

masters and the reward for such lifework seems

dismal enough in spite of the explanation that

the bull must gore something a number of times

before his neck muscles get sufficiently tired so

that he lowers his head and presents an opening
for the matador s sword.

But criticism of another country s manner of

enjoying themselves is not particularly difficult.

We have heard Spaniards say that they did not

see much difference between bull-fighting and

prize-fighting, and many of them point out that

there is a semblance of cruelty to animals in the

British nobleman s sport of shooting grouse and

deer, bred for this purpose, and driven down be

fore the nobleman s guns so there can be no mis

take about the killing.

We shall not go into the detailed description of

bull-fights, as many writers have visited Spain and

few have failed to record their Impressions of this

spectacle, Hundreds of volumes have been writ

ten on the lives of the toreros, and the names of
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the great bull-fighters are household words in

Spain. The life of the bull is written in many
volumes in all the stages of his bovine existence.

Spanish painters from Goya to Zuloaga have por

trayed the bull-fight, and the libraries are filled

with volumes of rules and descriptions of famous

jousts between bull and matadors. As far as all

these books of rules go, we are told by one writer,

Lagartijo, that success before a charging bull is

a matter of instinct not of rules.
&quot;Bull-fighting

is very simple,&quot; says this writer; &quot;you place your
self in front of the bull, the bull comes and you
move away: you do not move away, then the bull

moves you away. And there you are.&quot;

Suffice it to say that despite the fact that kings
and popes in the past have issued edicts against
this sport, the coronation of the Spanish Kings
and the outstanding celebrations of this country,
such as the famous Feria in Seville, are attended

with a culminating bull-fight, where every one

goes, from noble to muleteer. It was not without

notice, however, that during a recent visit of the

Prince of Wales to Spain, the bull-fight was one of

the occasions when the Briton Prince was not in

attendance.
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Football of the English type is coming to be

another national event in Spanish play life. There

are many who think that the growing popularity

of this sport forms one of the great forces for

renewal and progress among the youth of Spain.

It is becoming a real competitor to the bull-ring.

So true is this that the promoters of the bull-rings

seek to make arrangements with the football exec

utives by which the football games do not come

on the same days as the bull-fights, since they

draw away so many of the youth who used to

attend the exhibitions of the matadors.

There was a short line of English railway in the

south of Spain near Algeciras. The English sta

tion men and ticket agents and young men in the

British offices organised a football team. The

young Spaniards at first stood around and watched

the game. They were invited to come in and try

their hand. Gradually they got into the game and

liked it. The result has been that football has

spread throughout the country. In the larger

cities like Barcelona, Madrid and Bilbao, one finds

professional English and Scotch football coaches,

who have been brought to Spain to train the youth

ful Spaniards to kick the pigskin. In addition to
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its good health values, football is bringing to the

youth of the country a new and important inter

national spirit and a better sense of sportsman

ship. Not long ago an English ship came into the

harbour of Santander. The captain boasted that

he had a crack football team among his crew

a team that had never been beaten. They sent

out a challenge to the local Spanish football

novitiates to have a game. The Spaniards ac

cepted the challenge and gave the sailor team a

sound beating. The Captain was heard to re

mark to a fellow Englishman: &quot;I wish I knew

the bloody Scotchman that taught
J

ern.&quot;

Tennis is also becoming increasingly popular in

Spain. The weather conditions are such that this

game can be played at all seasons of the year in

the open air and sunshine. The influence of

foreigners is seen also in this sport; many young

Spaniards both young men and young women are

taking to tennis. There are fairly good golf

courses near the larger cities, but there is no such

craze of playing as in the United States, where

business men cheerfully neglect their business and

their families for golf. There are no golf widows

in Spain.
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The gambling instinct of the Spaniard is pro

verbial. The present proscription against the

Monte Carlo type of gambling by the Dictator

has not been a pleasant rule to obey, yet be it said

this order, like all others issued by Primo de

Rivera, is heeded strictly. No one cares to join

issues with the famous Guardia Civil of Spain,

who are here and there and everywhere to see

that &quot;orders&quot; of the Dictator are carried out to

the letter. Although Primo himself is said to be

addicted to the gambling instinct, he believes that

this form of amusement is not the most useful

for his people and he engaged one of the deadliest

foes of gambling, as one of his officials, to see that

this order is enforced.

Primo did not include in his gambling prohibi

tion the Government Lottery, which brings into

the Government coffers something like $65,000,-

ooo a year. The lottery ticket pedlars are to be

found everywhere. All ages and conditions of

human beings confront one on the streets, in the

restaurants and hotels and cafes and at public

occasions generally, with the familiar slips of

paper that seem always to hold out the glowing

possibility of a fortune to the Spanish populace.
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Betting on the game known in the United States

and transported from Cuba, called
&quot;jailai,&quot;

is

common. This also is one of the Spanish na

tional sports and one of the most graceful of

games, requiring skill of the highest order. Horse

racing and polo are indulged in by the hidalgo

class, the King taking great interest in these forms

of sport.

The Spanish theatre has been supported by

high-grade Spanish dramatists who are ranked

among the best dramatists of Europe ; it is a popu

lar form of amusement throughout the country.

Just now the cinema seems to be the people s chief

joy and in almost every town and sizeable village

we visited, the entire population flocked to the

open-air cinema where American and French

films are shown with some Spanish films. Harold

Lloyd and Charlie Chaplin and
&quot;Doug&quot;

Fair

banks are as well known in Spain as in America,

and pictures of the more famous moving picture

heroes and heroines are displayed as plentifully as

in the United States.

In Seville one attends a huge out-of-door cinema

where at least a thousand people are found

nightly, sitting about small tables where drinks are
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served. The character of these drinks might not

offend even the strictest of prohibition agents in

the United States. A popular drink is a kind of

milk concoction; occasionally one sees ice cream;

while coffee is often ordered : hot milk served with

two lumps of sugar seems to satisfy many movie

fans. We saw no strong liquor served and very

little wine ; once in a while beer is ordered. There

is no entrance charge to this theatre, but each

person occupying a table is expected to buy a

drink. An entire evening s entertainment plus

refreshments can be enjoyed in these movies for

the princely sum of ten cents.

A large white screen is raised at the far end

of the enclosure, and all the lights are turned off

when the play begins. People outside the walls

of the enclosed space can stand and enjoy the

picture; as a result the whole section for several

blocks Is a solid mass of humanity, silent save as

some thriller brings applause, or possibly when

Harold Lloyd in &quot;Safety Last
*

is seen swinging

from the hands of the clock, many stories above

the street.

There are two pictures or shows during the eve

ning. The first one has six parts, and at the end
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of each part the lights are thrown on for three or

four minutes to enable new arrivals to get their

seats and order their drinks. The play begins at

ten-thirty; at midnight only about four parts of

the first play are finished, and with the usual pro

gramme the show is going strong until around

one-thirty A.M. A fairly inexpensive entertain

ment, if length and price are alone considered.

The people in the hot summer months prefer to

sit at the movies where it is comparatively cool,

than to roast at home in the small rooms of many
of the houses of the poorer classes. Evenings in

Spain, with their soft airs and the fragrance of

flowers, are made for music and happy entertain

ment. The foreigner soon falls into line and for

gets to look at his watch when enjoying the An-
dalusian nights.

Of all recreation in this country the Spanish
dance is at once the most unique and charming of

anything found in Spain. The foreigner usually
is on the lookout for a glimpse of the real Spanish

dancing as soon as he enters the country. The
very click of the castanets carries a thrill, and
the peculiar musical prelude of the Spanish dance,
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with its sparkle and emotional strain, wakes the

blood of the most blase traveller.

We were fortunate in seeing a whole town at

play during our first few days in northern Spain.

It was during a Corpus Christi celebration when
we arrived in Irun and at night the band played
in the centre of a big park, while on the hard

ground floor encircling the band the town, both

young and old, of all classes and grades of society

evidently, made merry in various kinds of native

dances.

One dance was particularly popular. Several

young men would stand side by side as the music

began and beckon to as many young women to

stand opposite them. These would dance vis-a-vis,

turning and whirling about, but never touching
their partners. There was a semblance of the an

cient American square dance and the old Virginia
reel at times, but there was something distinctly

Spanish and dignified about it all. The young
people dancing opposite one another were evi

dently unacquainted, for as soon as the dance was
finished the girls immediately left their young men

partners and were lost in the crowd. There were

probably a thousand dancers in the park on this
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occasion. When a fox trot or something resem

bling it was played the crowds danced in circles

about the bandstand. We could not resist the

temptation of giving the crowd an exhibition of

the way Americans danced the fox trot. Whether
it was because of our foreign dress or the some

what different steps of the American dance, we
were the cynosure of many eyes and evidently

the only foreigners in the whole assemblage.

Promptly at twelve o clock the band stopped and

the crowd dispersed to their homes.

There was something delightfully charming,

fascinating and wholesome about this method of

a town enjoying itself of an evening. There was

no sign of rowdyism, no drinking and no vul

garity of any sort. Perfect respect and gallantry

and joyousness; and, through all, the pervasive,

captivating strains of Spanish music, Some one

said that God gave us memory so that we might
have roses in December. Among our December

roses, as far as Spain is concerned, will always be

the vision of this gladness of the dance in this

little town hidden away among the foothills of

the Pyrenees.

One is told that the typical Spanish dancing is
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going out and the tendency seems to be towards

the modern type of dancing, especially in the

larger cities of the country. Yet the Spanish
dance with the castanets, the Manilla shawl and

rose-in-the-hair accompaniments, with the rhyth

mic handclapping in time with the dancers, the

stamping of pretty feet and the impetuous &quot;oles&quot;

from the audience at an especially good turn or

step of the dancer this is Spain and its spell can

never die. No institution has been more firmly

grounded here than the native dance. Two thou

sand years ago, Spain, especially Cadiz, was the

centre of dancing interest of all the Mediter

ranean regions. The Romans imported their

dancing girls from Cadiz and Andalusia. Re

ligious dancing in the churches was common in

the years gone by, and no great fete, secular or

religious, or national ceremonial occasion was

complete without a veritable orgy of dancing with

the accompaniment of the castanet.

Havelock Ellis quotes a Spanish writer who
said: &quot;Take away the charm of this Andalusian

dance from the Feria, and you have deprived the

Sevillian festival of that essential and typical

something which makes it live.&quot;
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One finds the Spanish dance, sometimes the

Aragonese jota, and again the Andalusian

flamenco, put on as a turn in the music halls, and

if one knows where to go, the regulation old style

dance can be seen still in the large cities.

We were particularly fortunate while in Seville

to have the privilege of attending several evenings

of Spanish dancing in connection with &quot;Fiestas

Beneficias&quot; held in the palace El Alcazar, and at

which the elite of society of the city were in

attendance.

There was an excellent orchestra playing en

tirely Spanish music, and a chorus singing Spanish

or Andalusian folk songs. The place was packed

with Seville s aristocracy, the young hidalgos tak

ing their places in the very front seats from which

they rose between acts and faced the audience,

gazing with rapt attention at the young ladies,

who were attended by their mothers, their duennas

or devoted aunts. This Andalusian custom of

young social blades rising immediately in front of

the row of seats where you may be sitting, lighting

their cigarettes and remaining face to the audience

until the curtain rises for the next part of the

entertainment, is a bit disconcerting to foreign
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ladies; it is so usual that the ladies of the coun

try take it as a matter of course. The lack of

any seeming embarrassment on the part of the

men who by the score take the place of the actors

for the time being, and stand boldly in the eye of

the entire audience, is amazing*

On one of these evenings the pupils of the fa

mous Otero, dancing master par excellence of

Spain for many years, performed for the universal

plaudits of an admiring assemblage. At one time

there would be singing in the peculiar high-pitched

key of the Moorish cafe on the part of a girl or

young man while a musician played the accom

paniment on the guitar. These two performers

sat in the front of the stage while a large semi

circle of dancers formed a background, keeping

time with the weird chanting by clapping the hands

or the click of the castanets.

Then one of the young lady dancers would come

to the front of the stage and perform her typical

number, using the castanets at times and at other

times accompanying her dancing with the snapping

of the fingers. All the girls were dressed in the

time-honoured Sevillian costume, wide skirts and

red slippers, highly coloured gowns and often with
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the native shawl swinging in graceful waves with

the turning and weaving of the dancer s body.

There is no high kicking, but every part of the

body is brought into action. Sometimes the

dancer is facing the audience, at other times her

side is towards the audience and she is dancing to

the semicircle of performers who are seated about

her on the stage. Again her back is towards the

spectators. The movement is usually fast and

furious and often the audience joins in the clap

ping of the hands in unison with the intriguing

music. The dancer ends her dance with a deep

bow and another artist takes her place* Finally

a half-dozen or more girls dance at once, when

the emotion of the audience is at a high pitch

and the air is rent with the almost constant ap

plause of &quot;oles&quot; from admiring spectators.

At another time a man dances opposite a woman
in the manner occasionally seen in Spanish dancing

in American theatres, but nothing by way of the

original Spanish dance can be seen to perfection

outside of Andalusia, where the dance is native

to the soil. Whenever a Spanish dancer goes
abroad she usually modifies the native dance to fit

the foreign surroundings, thereby destroying a
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large part of the charm. Spanish dancing is one

of the most characteristic revelations of the spirit

of the country and the visitor has no more en

chanting memories of this land of sunshine and

joy than that which clings about the rhythmical,

enticing dance of Andalusia,

The average foreigner could survive without

the bull-fight, but in the Andalusian Spanish dance

the romantic and harmonious ideals of music and

movement find delighted satisfaction.

The Spanish sidewalk cafe would hardly be con

sidered in America as belonging in any way to the

life of play. Such sidewalk leisure could never

become popular in the United States, where the

native demands action as the keynote of his work

ing or recreation life. To the American the sit

ting for hours with a small drink in front of him,

and this usually of the non-intoxicating order, do

ing absolutely nothing but watching the trivial

details of street happenings, or talking politics to

a friend, would seem a tame kind of sport. But

this manner of play or at least of passing the

time forms the main outdoor sport for thousands

of Spaniards. Carlyle pictured Novalis by saying
&quot; he sits.&quot; Likewise the Spaniard. Just as into
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every exertion and essay, into every discussion and

every dream, sleeping or waking, the American

injects this active, driving, intense impulse, so di

versely the Spaniard enjoys divesting himself of

all this striving and strenuosity and cultivating the

passive traits of the East, He is pastmaster of

the art of sitting quietly and evidently enjoying

himself. Spain is not filled with sanitariums for

the renewal of men who have overworked. There

is an ease and harmony of life here that often

makes the hurrying westerner stop and think.

The sidewalk club or restaurant is fitted up to

suit the Spaniard s idea of a good time. Inside

there are papers if one wishes to read them, writ

ing materials if one would write, often games if

one would play at hilliards or checkers. For the

most part, however, the ideal of the gentlemen s

dubs would seem to be a very comfortable wicker

chair, placed directly on the sidewalk with its back

to the building, a small table by the side for the

drinks, and nothing to do but watch the Spanish

world go by. It is interesting to note that for

the most part these wicker-chair
&quot;players&quot;

on

the stage of life are men of more than forty,

usually men older who belong to the fading gen-
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eration of the country. The young Spain, even

the sons of the rich men, are more athletically in

clined; these are finding the traditional cafe ex

istence a bit slow. The increasing use of the

motor car, the polo and the athletic fields are be

coming more and more popular, and the play life

of Spain is destined to correspond in a few dec

ades to the recreational activities of Europe.
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VIII

FOREIGN TRADE

May it please your Serene Highness, Your Majesties, Lord

ships and Law-wardships, the proper Epic of This World Is

not now, *Arms and the Man*; how much less Shirt-frills and

the Man1

; No, it is now Tools and the Man ; that, henceforth

to all time, is now our Epic; and you, first of all. Others, I

were wise to take note of that fact

Carlyle

1

World War did many things for

all the nations of Europe. It over

turned governments, doing away with

eighteen crowned heads. War makes strange bed

fellows. This last European war especially mixed

the races of the world in such unusual manner as

to bring acquaintance and understanding, where

before ignorance and isolation and prejudice had

been formidable barriers of separation. The first

fundamental for successful trade between nations

is understanding, psychological as well as com
mercial understanding. Germany s most costly

mistakes came through her evident inability to

understand the motive principles and the spiritual
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adherences of other peoples. She did not know

Belgium, her nearest neighbour. She did not

know Great Britain, with whom there had been

ties of royal blood for generations. She had
had a chance to study and a right to know and

understand the ideals and the nature of Americans

through the vast German-American populations

in the New World. It proved that this was the

country Germany understood least of any of her

foes.

Before the World War there were no Western

nations that were more isolated, perhaps, than

were the United States and Spain: the former

through the division of the sea and a long-stand

ing national policy to avoid &quot;entanglements&quot; with

foreign nations; the latter by mountain barriers

and also by a self-centredness the result of con

tinuous defeats and a suspicion of foreigners in

herited from the Moors, and aggravated by a

national pride of race as fatal for trade with out

siders as it was impregnable for international un

derstanding. To both of these countries, the one

engaged in the war and the other remaining neu

tral, the European conflict brought new and un

expected openings for trade with other countries.
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New trade routes were opened between the United

States and Spanish America, while Spain, by rea

son of her ability to supply Allied markets and

Allied armies, struggled out from beneath the

debts that had drained her resources for genera

tions. She also formed habits of commercial deal

ing with foreigners that did not end with the

ceasing of war hostilities.

One of the first surprises awaiting the student

of trade conditions in the Spanish Peninsula today
is the fact that Spain has money, that she is not a

borrower nation, that she is spending large sums

of money in her North African colonies, that she

is building ships and railways, and seeking to open

up new business relationships with North and

South America.

American business firms established branch

houses in Barcelona, Madrid and in other cities

during and after the war, and there has been an

increasingly large intercourse between the two

countries in latter years, among business men and

tourists, while the exchange of students and the

visits of many American teachers and artists have

helped to enlarge the open door between these

nations. The wide introduction of Spanish into
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American schools and colleges, taking the place

of German in many cases, the learning of Spanish

by so many agents and merchandising salesmen

going to Spanish America, have also made it pos

sible and natural for Americans to turn to Spain

in the enlarging growth of foreign business,

Spanish architecture in the United States, which

has had a remarkable vogue and still continues to

progress, has brought many students to Spain. It

is well known that Spain has furnished the models

for building to a large extent throughout Florida

as well as in southern California, and in other

parts of the United States. Many American fam

ilies journey to Spain, as they do to Italy, to pur
chase furniture and various interior adornments

for their homes and public buildings and offices.

There is another reason for this increasing

rapprochement between Spain and the United

States. TEis exists in their mutual markets as

well as in the potent fact that Spain and the

United States have no territorial or political am
bitions that clash. The American relation to

Spain resembles in this regard the relation exisk

ing to Italy.

A few years ago, while studying trade matters
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in Italy, Signer Arminio Conte made to me this

statement :

&quot;As regards our foreign trade Italy leans towards North

America particularly because of the fact that the latter is

rich with raw and semi-worked material, machinery and

agricultural implements, plentiful capital for financial

public enterprises and up-to-date organisations, speedy and

practical methods. Besides, the United States do not

entertain imperialistic views of any sort as far as Italy is

concerned.&quot;

The same facts hold true of the relationship

between Spain and the United States. In addi

tion it might be noted that there are no war

debts between these two countries to complicate

matters or ruffle sensitive Latin feelings.

In view of these things one is not surprised to

find that in the year 1926 the United States

ranked first in Spam s total foreign trade. This

amounted to 613,000,000 pesetas, or about

$102,000,000, with the peseta at the present value

of approximately six pesetas to the dollar. The

United States had a long lead over other countries

in supplying Spain with her imports in 1926, this

amounting to 400,000,000 pesetas, while she was
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third as purchaser of Spanish products, approxi

mately 212,000,000 pesetas.

The total foreign trade of Spain in 1926
amounted to 3,760,000,000 pesetas in round fig

ures ($626,666,000 approximately) of which

2,154,000,000 pesetas were in imports and 1,606,-

000,000 represented her exports.

The chief items of imports from the United

States in 1926 consisted of petroleum products,

65,000,000 pesetas; lumber, 20,000,000; animal

products other than meat, 16,000,000; copper,

bronze and brass metal, 8,000,000; automobiles,

trucks and accessories, 55,000,000; electrical ma
chinery, approximately 8,000,000; agricultural

machinery, 7,000,000; raw cotton, 165,000,000;
automobile tires and other rubber goods, 8,000,-

ooo; tobacco, 4,000,000.

The chief items which Spain supplied to the

United States in 1926 consisted of copper mineral,

8,000,000 pesetas; cork, 55,000,000; lamb skins,

5,000,000; copper ingots, 20,000,000; mercury,

2,700,000; rice, 3,700,000; onions, 6,000,000;

almonds, 23,000,000; olives, 27,000,000; olive

oil, 25,000,000; other horticultural products, 72,-

000,000.
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The total Spanish imports from Great Britain

in 1926 were 216,000,000 pesetas, and the total

exports to Great Britain were 360,000,000 pe

setas. Great Britain ranked third as a supplier

and first as a purchaser of Spanish goods, and

third in total trade.

Spain imported from Great Britain in 1926, as

the chief items, coal and coke, which were by far

the largest purchases, amounting to 40,000,000

pesetas. Machinery and cotton goods came next

in order. Her exports to Great Britain in the

same year chiefly consisted of oranges, onions,

wines, copper metal and automobiles and other

machinery.

In the total trade with Spain in 1926, France

ranked second and next to the United States, with

344,000,000 pesetas imports from France and

226,000,000 exports to France. The largest im

ports from France were in machinery and elec

trical goodt : the largest exports to France were

In wines and liquors and oranges.

Germany comes fourth in the ranks in supplying

Spain in the year 1926, 181,000,000 pesetas; and

fifth in purchases from Spain, 86,000,000 pesetas.

The principal imports from Germany were in agri-
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cultural and other machinery and ammonium sul

phate, while the largest exports into Germany con

sisted in oranges, wines and liquors and other food

products.

Italy ranked seventh in the year 1926 as a

source of Spanish imports, 101,000,000 pesetas;
and fourth as a destination of Spanish exports,

94,000,000 pesetas. Spain s chief imports from

Italy consisted in lumber, automobiles and raw

silk; while the products of greatest value sent

to Italy were olive oil, wines and liquors and lead

metal.

Spain s largest total foreign trade with Latin

America was with the Argentine in 1926, 216,-

000,000 pesetas; Cuba with 83,000,000 pesetas;

Chile with 32,000,000 pesetas; and Brazil and

Mexico following with about 23,000,000 and 22,-

000,000 pesetas respectively.

The following information furnished by the

American Consular Service in Spain will be of

help to foreign shippers and merchants doing busi

ness with this country :

Customs duties are excessively high and designed to

protect home industry, although levied indiscriminately on
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competing and non-competing goods. These duties are

assessed generally on weights, and are paid at ports or at

the frontier, there being no inland custom-houses. Ex

porters are advised to ascertain in advance, whether the

merchandise of their shipment is dutiable on the gross or

the net weight. If on the former, packing should be as

light as safety permits.

Certificates of origin issued by Spanish Consular officers

abroad are required for certain merchandise specified in

the tariff list. Many shippers find it to their advantage

to take out such certificates whether prescribed or not.

These must be prepared with extreme care, as a penalty

for errors in statements or form is rigorously enforced.

Consular invoices are not required.

Quotations should be c.i.f. Spanish port and in the

money of the country (Spain). Quantities and weights

are better expressed in metric terms and correspondence is

best in Spanish.

There is an import duty of 160 pesetas for 220 pounds
on bulk advertising matter printed in Spanish, and of ten

centimes per 220 pounds if in a foreign language. Cata

logues and booklets sent in single copy are admitted free.

There is no duty on samples if mutilated so as to be of

no commercial value.

Credit terms on exports from the United States to

Spain are usually cash against documents, but payment
of 30 or 60 days after acceptance by draft is allowed to

customers of proved liability.

Representatives of the Department of State at Consular
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offices at Madrid are ready to assist American exporters

by preparing specific reports pertaining to market possi

bilities of commodities and will furnish lists of dealers,

agents, etc., in the district. Communication should be

addressed to the American Consulate, Apartado 723,

Madrid, Spain.

Letter postage to Spain from the United States is at

domestic rates, two cents per ounce.

It is worthy of note that American business

with Spain has been most efficiently served by the

intelligent and obliging Consuls and Commercial

Attaches of the United States residing in Spain.

These foreign trade figures show a steady ad

vance in the amount of Spain s trade with the

outside world, but they give little indication of the

potentiality and resource of this richly endowed

land. Neither her mining nor her agricultural

riches have begun to be fully exploited. In magni
tude and value the Rematite iron mines probably

have no rival in Europe. The famous Rio Tinto

copper mines have had a romantic history. The

Romans left their camp-trails all the way between

Seville and Portugal along the Sierra Morena

mountains where they mined copper and silver.

Rio Tinto, San Domingo and Tharsis, three
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great Peninsular mines, were as famous two thou

sand years ago as they are today. The Moors,

following the instructions of the Koran, favoured

agriculture and let the mines lapse. After the

Moors were swept out of Spain, the Spaniards

sought a new Golconda in the West, while their

own home land was rich in treasure for the dig

ging. Columbus left a more marvellous mine

within only about fifty miles of his sailing port for

the Indies, than existed in the new lands he found.

But this was the age of navigation and adventure

and quick riches by capture and discovery.

It was not until about the middle of the six

teenth century that we find the renewal of interest

in mining in south Spain, during the reign of

Charles V. In these days, when Spain was the

happy hunting-ground of adventurers, we find rec

ord of Frenchmen, Scotch and Germans and even

the Swedes taking a hand in the exploitation of

Spain s rich mining wealth in this southern region.

Yet here the famed Rio Tinto lies today, 5,000

acres or 8 square miles of copper mines, a treas

ure-house par excellence, waiting for the energy

of Spain s awakening to her prizes.

Then there are the iron mines in Santander and
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Bilbao, the vast coal reserves in Asturias. The
world s largest quicksilver mine is in the Province

of Ciudad Real. The textile manufactories are

considerable, but only an earnest of future possi

bilities, at Barcelona; the shipbuilding at Carta

gena, Ferrol and Bilbao; the enormous castile

soap industry in Castile and Andalusia. These

and a score of others are potential factors for

Spain s foreign trade future, even before one

comes to the main industry of Spain agriculture.

One must travel through the south, wheire he

finds about Seville the world s greatest olive cen

tre ; at Jerez, he will be taken through the mighti

est wine cellars of the earth and see the chief

region for sherry and the comparatively new

brandy industry going rapidly forward; or one

can drive through the spacious cork forests, as we

did in a different part of this fertile potential

semi-tropics, where all the products of the Medi

terranean are easily grown.
Resources ! Potential future ! Spain is a land

of wide and diverse wealth for the most part yet

to be coined, sought and sent throughout the world

to her enrichment.

The future of Spam s foreign trade depends
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largely upon a new attitude of tolerance towards

the foreigner. It is doubtful whether she is in a

position at present to erect a high protective tariff,

as she seems inclined to do against foreign manu

facturers. As a matter of fact, Spam s tariff laws

are higher at present than those of the United

States. Some domestic manufacturers are being

brought in, but there is a feeling that this high

tariff wall is premature. The bringing in of Brit

ishers to work and supervise labour in the Spanish

shipyards is a more sensible tendency. If it is not

impertinent for an outsider to suggest, it would

seem a practical move to encourage foreign capi

tal and foreign engineers and foreign merchandis

ing and textile experts to take a hand with the

Spaniards themselves in opening up some of the

rich veins of mineral and industrial wealth which

the land most certainly possesses. One is struck

with the vast possibilities of water power in the

mountain regions, power enough to run the mills

of Europe.
The deep-seated Spanish pride may not be

ready to follow the course of her sturdy South

American offsprings across the seas. These Span
ish Americans have eagerly invited foreigners
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with experience and success in building railways

over rugged mountains, In discovering the wealth

of copper and silver and tin mines in Bolivia, in

pouring money and labour into the nitrate fields of

Chile, or in building for Peru whole towns around

flourishing cotton mills or cities about mining

camps.

The genius and the money and the scientific

skill of Britishers and Americans, of French and

German and Belgian traders and men of finance,

have pushed these republics a century ahead of the

mother-country. One of the leading Peruvian

men of affairs once stated that the situation of

his country as he saw it was something like this :

Here was a race of men who had inherited from

Spanish forefathers and farther back from the

Moorish ancestors certain traits, such as the love

of political affairs, of the arts and music and let

ters and gentlemanhood. Religious ceremonial

and form and the theoretical side of life, with

cultural accompaniments, had been stressed at the

expense of the scientific ultra-practical and the

money-making instinct. Certain other nations had

become by nature and practice proficient in these

latter exercises. Why not harness up some of this
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foreign capital of utilitarian abilities to exploiting

and enriching of the agricultural, the mining, the

industrial riches of the country. When these

things have come our South American Republics

will have a place in the sun, and in the meantime

thousands of our sons will have learned the indus

trial and mechanical arts, which we have neglected

in the past . . .

It would seem that there was wisdom in this

theory upon which the leading republics of Latin

America have laid the development of their civil

isation during the last half-century. Millions

upon millions of foreign gold have been poured
into these countries, in new utilities. Argentina
has been crisscrossed with railways by the help of

British gold and British experienced engineers.

Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil s leading

cities, have become modernised and industrially

rich and independent, and a big electric light and

power company with Canadian capital and Ameri

can expert engineers and electric railway experts

have contributed many more millions of profit to

Brazil than the owners have taken out or ever

will take out. Let one stop to think how long
it would have taken the Central American States
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and Colombia to have developed and carried to

such profitable interest for those States the ba

nana industry, without the White Fleet of ships

and the millions of wealth spent in cultivation and

railroads by the United Fruit Company.
Even since the year 1869, the American and

British Houses of W. R. Grace and Company
have been giving the time and abilities of hun

dreds and thousands of trained foreign traders

and shippers and mill and mining engineers and

builders of cities to assist in the opening of the

West Coast of South America to trade and inter

national commerce. The traveller who has stood

at Colon and watched the long lines of ships of

every flag passing through that wonderful water

way, carrying and returning the rich exports and

imports of the western Caribbean and Ecuador,

and Peru and Bolivia and Chile, to all parts of the

civilised world, does not need argument to ap

preciate what foreign material accomplishment has

done for the republics that Pizarro and his in

trepid followers discovered, but could not de

velop.

Spain, rich, potential Spain, is today where
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these offshoots of her adventurous genius were

one hundred years ago. Spain today is courting

foreign markets in these republics of Latin Amer
ica because there have been in these young coun

tries far-sighted men who have buried some of

their pride of race, welcomed into their borders

races of men who are willing to strike hands with

them in this new age of modern scientific and ma
terial achievement, helping them to put their here

tofore almost unregarded countries on the map
of the world.

When Spain takes to heart such examples of

modern prosperity as the rapidly arising new re

publics of the southern Western Hemisphere are

now exhibiting before the eyes of the commercial

world, when she becomes awake to the fact that

no country ever becomes great without every class

of her population getting to work, her commerce

will grow. When she leaves off neglecting her

real resources and fastening her attention on col

onising dreams and imaginary projects, and par

ticularly when this old and wonderful country

forgets her intolerance of foreigners and thinks

of their possible aid to her developments then
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shall we see her foreign trade going out to the

ends of the earth, and her fair lands becoming,

materially as well as historically, places of re

nown and progress.
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EDUCATION

The value of all true education is in giving a man the

ability to do the thing he ought to do when it ought to be done,

regardless of whether he feels like doing it or not.

Huxley

KING
ALFONSO XIII on his twenty-

fifth anniversary of reign over the Span
iards was to be presented with a me

morial statue by the people, as one is told in

Madrid. The King, who is not unmindful of

the outstanding needs of his country, suggested

that instead of a statue they build a university in

his honour.

In view of the fact that according to the offi

cial figures of a recent year relative to schools

and education, Spain lacks 10,148 schools in order

to serve her youth adequately, the King might
have shown even greater insight by asking for

primary and secondary schools to be established

in his memory. The educational requirements of

this country are among the most pressing, and

191
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these requirements are for schools for the masses,

whose illiteracy runs all the way from sixty per

cent, to eighty per cent., according to the section

one may be describing. In Galicia alone there is

reported to be a need of 2,280 schools. The sons

and daughters of the aristocratic and wealthy

classes are usually provided for in the matter of

education between the church schools, the con

vents and private teachers. The old universities

at Salamanca, Oviedo, Madrid, Barcelona and

Seville also care in a way for the upper strata of

Spanish youth. It is the rank and file of the popu
lation where education is at its lowest ebb; in fact,

according to the statements of those who know

the situation well, Spain is today no farther ad

vanced educationally than she was seventy-five

years ago.

We were amazed in talking with a proprietor

of a large hotel in southern Spain to hear him say

that he had many employes who not only could

not read and write, but were unable to sign their

names. They did not know when they were born

save by saying, &quot;It was two years after the big

earthquake,&quot; or the year some large building was

destroyed by fire*
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Were it not for the private institutions which

contain nearly seventy per cent, of the students,

secondary education in Spain would be about on a

par with some of the most backward countries of

the Orient. A student attendance of something

around 50,000 students in secondary schools in a

country of 22,000,000 people, while England with

only about double the population has considerably

over a million, reveals a somewhat dismal situa

tion. Compare Spain with the Philippine Islands,

where over one-half million children have been

gathered into schools with official supervision.

Statistics as to education are difficult to obtain and

one of the Madrid newspapers confessed that we
&quot;still do not know the exact number of the schools

in Spain, their classes, scholars on the rolls, at

tendance, etc., nor the number and condition of

school buildings.
3

It seems strange that a country known the world

over for the University of Salamanca, which Luis

de Lion once called the
&quot;light not of Spain only,

but of all Europe,&quot; and other great seats of

mediaeval learning, should allow education to fall

to so low an ebb*

Of the Spanish universities, Salamanca, founded
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in 1239 by Alfonso IX, is the oldest educational

institution in the country. In the fourteenth cen

tury this university boasted of 16,000 students.

In the sixteenth century under Philip and the In

quisition, the numbers had dropped to 7,000. The

French invasion hastened its decline, and in Octo

ber 1846 only 30 doctors and 400 students ap

peared. This old institution, of which Luis de

Lion was probably the most brilliant alumnus,

has had a checkered career; today its former glory

has departed. One finds possibly 1,200 students

all told here, drawn for the most part from the

surrounding provinces. No longer do the stu

dents and scholars of Europe flock here as in the

Middle Ages, when the universities of Salamanca,

Paris, Prague, Leyden, and Oxford were the rul

ing institutions of letters in the whole world.

There are at Salamanca a handful of about 19

professors on very small pay; and the famous

university press and bookshops, that in the days of

Luis de Lion employed 3,600 men, have gone.

No book or pamphlet falls today from the

printing-presses of this Royal-Pontifical university

of the Middle Ages. Only three out of its one

time forty colleges remain open, and the whole
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place is filled with the air of forgotten centuries*

In a short run of about twenty-one miles from

Madrid the traveller will reach Alcala de Hen-

ares, a town of about 12,241 inhabitants today,

and which was made famous by its being the birth

place of Cervantes, and the location of the Uni

versity of Alcala. Here also in the early days of

the sixteenth century came students from the ends

of the earth* The Romans were here long before

the sixteenth century and the town was the native

place of Catharine of Aragon, first of the wives of

Henry VIIL The university was founded by
Cardinal Ximenez, and at one time, before the

university was removed to Madrid, there were

gathered here 10,000 students and teachers.

Erasmus bears witness to Alcala, saying, &quot;The

cultivation of languages and polite letters has

given celebrity to the University of Alcala.&quot;

Speaking of the facade of this notable old uni

versity building at Alcala de Henares, Henry

Dwight Sedgwick remarks: &quot;Part of our interest

in the fanciful lines of its elaborate Renaissance

ornament lies in the thought that very likely a

little barefoot boy, Miguel, son of Rodrigo

Cervantes, a modest surgeon of the town, played
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about the materials before they were put in place,

and watched, with bright, tender observant eyes,

the busy architect directing the workmen. &quot;

At Valladolid the visitor will be shown what

remains of the famous University of Valladolid,

which in antiquity comes next to Salamanca and

came into importance only on the decline of Sala

manca* Its founding-date is given as 1346, and

the fagade shows the statues of its patrons, among
whom Alfonso XI, Juan I and Enrique III ap

pear to have been its distinguished supporters.

Then one visits in Spain, if he is interested in

mediaeval learning, the University of Oviedo,

founded in 1608 by the Archbishop de Valles.

The present-day remains of this old institution is

a dignified building in the classical style, such as

might be seen in almost any good-sized town in

southern Europe. At Seville the original uni

versity was founded in 1472, but the present uni

versity was originally a Jesuit college built in the

middle of the sixteenth century, an inconsiderable

affair, not largely attended. One is told of its

flourishing condition one hundred years ago. At

Valencia the guides will point out the beautiful

university building as a place where Ferdinand
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VII &quot;raised the noble sport of Tauromachy, or

bull-fighting, to the dignity of a
faculty.&quot;

In the University of Barcelona one finds a more

modern note. The institution was completed in

1873 and the library contains 160,000 volumes*

Higher educational instruction in Madrid is

also on a more modern and flourishing basis, but

here there Is much to be desired. The great

period of Spanish university education lies in the

a. new renaissance of learning and a generation

devoted to culture and
&quot;quiet

and delightful stud

ies,&quot; such as came to exquisite flower in Spain dur

ing the middle centuries.

The entire matter of education seems to have

been given comparatively little attention during
the last hundred years. The following extract

published several years ago in a Spanish paper,

Correspondencia de Espafia, is presented by Mr.

Frank Deakin as an evidence of the trivial way
the politicians and legislators have regarded the

training of their youth :

&quot;It would appear that we Spaniards look upon every

thing to do with our public education as though it were

a game. We begin by attaching slight importance to the

ministry charged with the care of such trivial matters.
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Politicians call it the Ministry of Entrance/ which means

that the holder of the office is a ministerial apprentice, who
is in office for the first time, and who may or may not

have devoted his attention and intellectual activity to edu

cational problems. . . . The present state of public edu

cation in this country was minutely dissected in Congress

yesterday: places without schools; institutes, universities,

and specialised schools which are merely incubators of

academical degrees held by persons who are not qualified

to earn a living by them, nor to be useful to the country

in the sphere of culture. In any country a little more

impressionable than ours, the criticism in the Chamber

yesterday of our public educational system would cause

an extraordinary upheaval, which would sweep away the

methods which have so greatly contributed to our present

backwardness in cultural matters. We fear greatly, how

ever, that as in so many cases, it will all turn out to be

nothing but talk.&quot;

Since the Dictatorship, new schools have been

opened and some new buildings for school pur

poses which have been sorely needed have been

provided. Primo de Rivera has had the matter

of education in mind in connection with his re

forms. The whole system has been in the past

honey-combed with graft and attended with in

excusable procrastination, even in carrying out the
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provisions of the educational appropriations.

Politics have been mixed up with appointments of

teachers, as has been the case in more than one

country, but here these regrettable accompani
ments of school administration seem to have been

unusually flagrant.

We have not discovered as absent a single ob

stacle to education to which the nations of the

world have been subject from time to time. Poor

pay for teachers (about $540 a year) ; distrust of

schools run by foreigners; lack of all kinds of

modern facilities, such as laboratories, workshops,

playgrounds, as well as poorly housed and badly
ventilated schoolrooms ; untrained teachers ; igno

rance on the part of the proletariat; lethargy of

public sentiment about educational matters; not

to speak of the evils consequent upon political and

clerical Interpositions and interferences.

[One intelligent Spanish business man in answer

to my question as to the needs of the country

answered, &quot;Too many churches, too few school-

houses.&quot;!

Fitzgerald once said of Carlyle that he had sat

for years quite comfortably in his study at Chel

sea, fiercely scolding the world for not being
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heroic, but without being precise in telling people

how.

No Spanish discoverer of the renowned past,

no king or artist or leader of governments in

Spain in her most halcyon days, would go down

the ages as a greater benefactor to this country

than some really well-informed and courageous

educationalist. Some Horace Mann or Dr. Ar
nold is needed, who would realise the vital place

education holds in a modern state, and lead his

country into a thorough-going educational system.

It is almost the first, the indispensable step in this

country s emancipation from her heritage of cen

turies of fixity of thought, her medievalism in

religion and social customs, and her undemocratic

constitutionalism. As truly as the Crusades broke

the yoke from the neck of the Middle Ages for

Europe, so surely would education, country-wide

education of the mass population of Spain, break

this country s bondage to a civilisation that dis

credits her glorious past.

&quot;The world is founded upon thoughts and

ideas,&quot; said Emerson, &quot;not on cotton and iron.&quot;

The secret of America s success in the latter lay

in her initial emphasis on the former. The &quot;lit-
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tie red schoolhouse&quot; of the Puritan fathers in

New England was the forerunner of one of the

widest and most carefully considered educational

programmes for a nation yet to be seen. No
small hamlet throughout the length and breadth

of the United States is without its school facili

ties. Some of the best educated and most effi

cient guides and critics of national progress have

come out of the American towns and villages

where the library, the primary school and the

high school have brought enlightenment and the

power to grasp the principles and ideas of a de

mocracy. &quot;If a man empties his purse into his

head,&quot; cried Franklin, the early founder of the

American press, the man whom Phillips Russell

calls &quot;the first civilised American,
5

&quot;no man
can take it away from him. An investment in

knowledge always pays the best.&quot;

This was but an echo of the principle laid down

by the English Carlyle and followed as a primal

policy by Britishers the world around:

&quot;My purse is empty: it can be filled again; the

Jew Rothschild could fill it; or I can live with it

very, very far from full. But, gracious heavens 1

What is to be done with my empty head?&quot;
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Spain talks about the return of constitutional

government. The friends of the present Dictator

say that Primo is preparing the way for a period

when the people shall have a larger voice in the

running of the nation. What people? The old

or middle-aged politician who learned his politics

in a school of bribery, graft and twisted govern

ment? Who is going to vote and determine the

kind of government Spain shall have in the next

generation? Merely the aristocratic classes and

the priests the two sections of society which al

most alone hold the ability even to read and write

and think about political affairs? What of the

farmer, the miner, the artisan, who are doing the

work of the country and must continue to do it

for years to come?

If constitutionalism in Spain is to be saved

from the specious travesty on representative gov

ernment, such as it has experienced for years, the

Spanish people of all classes must get educated.

Ignorance and bigotry and isolation and belated

habits of business and agriculture must be swept

away. The darkness of the mediaeval night which

still hangs over many parts of this great land,
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must be dissipated by the light of universal knowl

edge.

The trumpets that sing to battle in any country

are its youth. Unless these become enlightened

and capable of giving the right signal, the battle

is lost at the beginning. Not merely artistic cul

ture, such as Spain has known famously in other

years, and in which many of her sons are still pro
ficient, but broad educational foundations for the

entire population must save the State* Spain s re

newal depends primarily today on whether she is

willing or able to pay the price of universal knowl

edge.
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SPANISH RAILWAYS

It is the task of statesmen to learn from failure no less than

from success.

Stanley Bald&amp;lt;wln

WITH
the possible exception of more

and better educational facilities,

Spain knows no more insistent need

than railways and improved transportation facili

ties. Fortunately, the motor bus has arrived on

the scene and makes better time than the railways

as a rule, is usually cheaper and is quite as com

fortable, and permits the visitor to get a glimpse
of small villages and the farming sections en

route. In southern Spain we travelled a great
deal by these motor buses, which run everywhere,
between the main cities at least. To be sure, one

must allow for an occasional break-down which

does not seem to bother the drivers. The Spanish
motor bus chauffeurs have inherited evidently the

characteristics of the former drivers of the dili

gence in older days, Gautier discourses at length
207
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upon the nonchalance of these conductors back in

the roaring forties. &quot;Spanish postilions are like

the Morlach coachmen of Dalmatia,&quot; said Gau-

tier; &quot;they
do not care in the least what goes on

behind them, and provided they reach their des

tination, if only with the pole and front wheels,

they are satisfied.&quot;

The longest wait I encountered was on the way
from Malaga to Algeciras when, at a stop in a

small country village, it was discovered that our

bus had a broken spring. There was a telephone

connection with Malaga and the twenty minutes

promised wait for another bus lengthened into

three hours, giving us time to photograph the

town and register in moving camera the scenes at

the village fountain and the goatherd, who oblig

ingly drove his goats to the door of the houses

and milked them, while the customer stood by and

passed the time of day.

Every contact of this kind with the small Span
ish hamlets convinces one more and more of the

kindliness and hospitality of the small tradesman

and peasant. In such communities a moving-

picture camera is a curiosity, and you soon pick

up a sizable gallery of interested spectators, com-
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posed of small boys, stray loungers in the little

fonda, or cafe, muleteers, peasant-farmers, all lib

erally attended by dogs, perhaps a donkey or two

led by farmer boys, and an assortment of goats,

pigs, sheep and barnyard fowl. The latter wan
der more or less at will about the narrow streets

of these rural villages, far from the sounds of a

modern world. For such people the coming of

the motor bus is the event of the day, and all work

stops while the big, dusty, noisy car stops before

the one cafe to unload passengers or produce.
The tops of these buses look a good bit like the

first-of-May-moving days in the United States.

Everything is piled up there furniture, bedding,

trunks, baskets of oranges and cases of wine

anything and everything that happened to come

along with the variegated crowd of travellers.

This potpourri of duffle is usually covered with a

big tarpaulin in the case of rain, and also to keep
off the dust. This is so securely bound down and

around with ropes that nothing short of a West
Indian hurricane could remove it from the sway

ing deck of this latest ship of the Spanish desert.

While this may not seem an inviting picture of

locomotion for visitors who wish to get about this
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country in perfect comfort, to many this mode of

travel is preferable to the trains, &quot;which as yet

have not seen fit to cater greatly to comfort-loving
tourists.

In crossing the border from France, the travel

ler must change cars; the Spanish narrow-gauge
does not allow of through trains. First-class is

none too good on Spanish trains. The terms

&quot;express trains&quot; and &quot;train de luxe&quot; are terms

that soon lose their original significance, when one

is taken along at the terrible rate of twenty or

thirty miles an hour, amid soot and dirt that

makes every one look alike at the end of the jour

ney. The dining-cars are also of an ancient order

in the manner and matter thereof, but the uniform

Spanish good nature and courtesy of the guards

help somewhat to make one forget the inconven

iences. These discomforts must be eliminated be

fore the country can expect to secure the largest

possible influx of visitors.

Personally, the rate of travel in north Spain
was quite welcome, for it gave us the opportunity
to see and admire the unique coast and mountain

scenery of the wonderful Basque country. It is

a kind of Spanish Riviera, flashing one through
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tunnels, and out into matchless views of green

valleys far below, while all about are the green

and half-cultivated spurs and hillsides of the

southern Pyrenees. One will go far before find

ing again such pure pastoral scenes.

Here are four men asleep at siesta time in the

middle of a ploughed field beneath a bit of a

blanket rigged on poles to shield them from the

sun. A picturesque peasant with all the pride of

his Castilian ancestors in his bearing, with his

farming implements over his shoulder, is return

ing from the fields to his humble straw-thatched

cottage. A woman leading a burro on the brow

of a high hill is silhouetted against a red sunset

sky. Slow-moving oxen with sheepskins on their

necks are pulling a load of straw piled as high as

a haystack, the wagon wheels creak is heard

above the noise of the leisurely train as we pass.

Little boys and girls throw bouquets into the car

windows, asking alms by giving first a hint of

nobility and poetry. Little villages are dotted

here and there in deep valleys. Transient

glimpses of idyllic peacefulness far removed from

the modern world s carking cares. The picture

of intensive hand labour everywhere. Work and
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sunshine and dreams in the open fields. Health

and ignorance and a dash of superstitious piety.

Still life in the half-light of the present, with a

background of the very long ago. This is rural

Spain in the north; one may not forget it easily.

But what is the trouble with the railroads?

Why should a country like Spain of 190,000

square miles in area have less than 10,000 miles

of railway while the United Kingdom, for ex

ample, with an area of 121,000 square miles has

long boasted of upwards of 25,000 miles of rail

way with nine-tenths of the lines double and thou

sands of miles of three or more sets of rails?

If there is a country in Europe needing a thor

ough-going system of railways for the sake of

national unity, it is Spain. It is a disunited peo

ple. Catalans, Andalusians, Castllians, Basques,

Galicians these are only a few of the larger

differing and distinct divisions, which until com

paratively recent times were little nations in them

selves, carrying on a life quite independently of

the rest of the country. Here are races of various

origins, with varying ideals and ambitions, never

having learned to compromise and co-operate or

to unite for the sake of the greater common-
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wealth. It is impossible even to unify these re

gions by the daily papers since the train service

in many parts of the country is so slow and irregu

lar that important towns, only three hundred

miles from Madrid, for instance, do not get their

newspapers from the metropolis until forty-eight

hours after they are published. No great daily

papers can be published in Spain for the country

as a whole until better means for transportation

shall be furnished.

One of the results of this lack of ready com
munication appears at once to a person reading
a daily paper in Seville or Granada, for example,

which sheets are evidently published almost en

tirely for the local inhabitants. No state-wide or

nation-wide news, as is the case with our large

American dailies. Localism and provincialism

in extremis, and until the roads are opened into

the country and into the mountain and desert

towns and villages, not even the literates of these

sections can get the news of the world or of their

sister provinces with any degree of regularity.

Think what it would mean for the farmer in

Kansas far out on the plains, or the mill-worker

in some secluded part of the Southern States, not
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to get his daily paper the one authority of the

day-labourer with little schooling, the Bible of the

country-folk. The one answer to all questions on
the part of the most secluded of the American
farmers or small storekeepers is, &quot;It must be so,

for I saw it in the paper I&quot;

This lack of proper railway facilities is an im
mediate block to increasing trade and business,

while the prices of all foodstuffs are necessarily
advanced inordinately over what they would be

with easy and rapid train service between pro
ducers and consumers.

There has been under discussion a new railway
between central France and Madrid. It reminds

one of the proposed and again proposed Pan-
American railway between the United States and
the Argentine still under proposal.
One is told that oranges and grapes from the

fair fruit section of Valencia can be shipped to

England, a journey of about seven days, and then

transhipped to the city of Bilbao, a three days

journey, at a lower rate, with little loss of time,

and with smaller damage to the fruit, than if

shipped directly to Bilbao from Valencia by the

Spanish railway* One sometimes wonders, when
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residing in the inland cities of Spain, .why it is that

Spaniards must pay more for their own wonder

ful fruits and other produce than Frenchmen or

Englishmen have to pay for the same privilege.

The answer is poor railway service. Galicia, with

her abundant meat supply, cannot economically

supply the interior with meat; and Argentine
wheat competes with Spanish cereals for the same
reason. Hotel keepers in Madrid will tell you of

the difficulty of securing fresh fish, in spite of the

fact that Madrid is only about 150 miles from

Valencia, a three hours run by trains in most any
other part of Europe. One is told that there are

many hundreds of thousands of Spaniards in the

distant inland rural towns who have never heard

a locomotive whistle in all their lives.

The coming in of the big motor-freight trucks

that are now found swinging along the dusty paths
of Spanish interior towns will alleviate these con

ditions, to an extent, but can never take the place
of efficient and rapid freight service by rail.

The same frauds in railway construction and

control of the roads by privileged classes have oc

curred here as in certain parts of South America,
where the railways were built by foreign compa-
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nies at so much a kilometre. As a consequence,
the economic trick has been to take as roundabout

course as possible in getting to a given point. A
straight line is not the shortest distance between

two points in the minds of companies that are

paid by the kilometre rather than for the service

that may be rendered to the people living along
the line.

It was not so long ago that at least fifty per
cent, of the offices of the directors or those hold

ing positions in the railway service of Spain were
said to be held by the political leaders and hang
ers-on of the Spanish Parliament. Primo de Ri

vera turned his attention to the betterment of

Spanish railway service, than which no single

thing is more insistent today for the country. The
statement of G. H. B. Ward in his book, &quot;The

Truth About Spain,&quot; is as true today as when he

made it In 1911, since which time little has been

done to change radically this vital utility affecting

every function of Spanish life:

&quot;The renovation and extension of railways are a cla

mant necessity. Want of them vitally handicaps trade,

stifles progressive influence, maintains the insularity and

ignorance of the interior, enhances the price of necessities,
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lessens consumption and production, and increases poverty

and ill-health. Compulsory compliance with statute law,

added to a loan of 250,000,000 for new railways, would

add fifty per cent, to the national commerce and enlarge

the general prosperity by ten to twenty per cent&quot;
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INTELLECTUAL LEADERSHIP

Literature of Spain in the twentieth century will shed those

dangerous and tedious extremes and return to that substantial

and essential Spanish realism, which deals not with narrow

phases of the life in modern cities, but with the broad eternal

passions of real men and women, and, deeply rooted in the

soil, pierces to the heart of humanity,

Aubrey F. G. Bell

AMONG
the choicest of the country s

riches must be reckoned the spirit, the

character and the leadership of Spain s

intellectuals, her writers, her dramatists, her

poets and her dreamers her men of spiritual and

artistic achievement. &quot;By
the soul and by the

soul only,&quot; says Matthew Arnold, &quot;the nation

shall be great and free.&quot; More important than

her monuments are her men who think and are

able to lead the way to progress. There must be

real thoughtful criticism ;
there must be bold and

genuine character behind the present-day accom

plishments, lest all the aristocracies and military
221
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orders become hollow and futile. Spain has

money now, but money without brainy guidance is

a god with feet of clay. As Burns said :

The rank is but the guinea s stamp,

The man s the gold for a* that.

If Spain is incapable of raising up vital, force

ful and intelligent leaders of thought, seers and

prophets who can see life steadily and see it whole,

then her vast earth treasures and her pride in a

great history must perforce lie impotent for more

generations.

Spain cannot live In the present age on the

reputation of a Cervantes, or a Velasquez, or Mu-

rillo; nor will her marvellous cathedrals or the

crumbling ramparts of mediaeval fortresses and

temples, Interesting as they may be to antiquarians

and tourists, save her from mental and spiritual

decay. There must be now and then an Emer

son, a Victor Hugo, a Carlyle or a Dante to re

mind Spain of her true destiny, to point the way
to new ideals. &quot;Spain Is awaiting her Cavour,&quot;

said an intelligent Spaniard recently.

The need of Spain is the realisation embodied
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in strong leaders. In the pregnant words of

Senor Benavente, Spanish playwright, native of

Madrid who won the Nobel prize: &quot;There is

something more sacred than a grave: a cradle;

there is something greater than the past : the fu

ture.&quot; A similar thought opportune for Spain

today is suggested by that virile Basque essayist

and novelist, Don Miguel de Unamuno, when he

cries: &quot;I am something entirely new; in me is

summed up a past eternity and with me a future

eternity starts.&quot;

The spirit of criticism has arisen among Span
ish writers and thinkers. When men of brains

begin to bring constructive criticism to bear upon
the people of their country, it usually marks the

revival, rather than the death, of a nation. A
distinguished Spanish novelist, Pio Baroja, at the

end of one of his best novels speaks through one

of his characters, far more disparagingly of his

native land than most foreigners would wish to

do:

&quot;On arriving at the frontier and noticing the

calm and order which reigned in France, his imag
ination turned back at once with melancholy to the
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land of Spain, to that ship of fools muddled,

bloody, swashbuckling and impoverishing, which

was his country.&quot;

Unamuno, Spain s philosophical writer, many
years the Rector of the University of Salamanca,

has shown clearly by his writings and words that

he was no admirer of the military of his country,

and had his say also about the Royal family. For

all of which frank criticism he was deported to

the Canary Islands. The immediate cause of his

exile was a published letter to a friend in the Ar

gentine in which he aired his views about Spain

and her needs. He was rescued by a French ad

mirer and, together with the late Ibafiez, is un

loved by portions of the upper classes. The Direc

torate was not moved especially by Ibafiez s

pamphlets, but the criticisms of essayists and nov

elists are finding echoes in the minds and conver

sations of many of the younger generation, who

believe implicitly in their country s potentiality

and regret her backwardness.

The reason that the outside world has known

so little of modern Spanish artists and writers lies

in the fact that only comparatively recently have

many of the most intelligent of these taken the
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world as their field. They have not abandoned

the local novel or ceased to paint Spanish colour

and background into their pictures, but they have

done so with the thought of a world wider than

the confines of the Pyrenees and the Sierra Ne-

vadas. Zuloaga, for example, has not left off his

storm-clouds and wild scenery of his native coun

try. He does this, however, for foreigners as

well as for Spaniards, and he displays his paint

ings in New York and at Palm Beach and Miami.

He also takes a hand with other international

artists in painting women and men of lands other

than his own, thereby helping the co-ordination

between the Spanish and the modern world.

Furthermore, Spanish thinkers do not organise
schools of philosophy and science and band them

selves together in conventions innumerable, as is

the case among scholars and poets and artists in

America. The Spanish temperament is so highly
individualistic that it dislikes to be cramped and
confined by rules and by-laws of any sort what
ever. One can hardly imagine an &quot;Authors*

League&quot; in Spain, or a Congress of sociologists

or metaphysicians. Dislike of methods and love

for individualistic theory are both characteristic
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of the &quot;intellectuals.&quot; To act individually rather

than nationally is very Spanish.

A list of brilliant names can be made easily of

the modern men and women of letters.

Emilia Pardo Bazan, who died in 1921, was

one of the most remarkable novelists and critics

among women in all Europe. Of aristocratic

birth and training, this Galician woman of letters

has a long list of literary accomplishments to her

credit. Her genius as a writer comes out in her

graphic depiction of the life and character of the

cigarro girls in the tobacco factories of her na

tive Galicia; she has written notable essays and

critiques upon her nation and her contemporary
writers and artists. She, like other modern in

tellectuals of Spain, has spoken daring things for

the love and betterment of her country. It was

she who made the statement: &quot;Our religiosity is

part of our legend. We are no longer a religious

people,, even in observance.&quot;

There was also the well-known Spanish novelist

who has been compared to Dickens, Perez Gal-

dos, who died in 1920, and made a distinct mark

upon the thought of his time. There was the
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artistic novelist of present-day writers of Spain,

Juan Pardo, who said notably that
&quot;writings be

come famous and immortal by their beauty and

not by the truth they teach.&quot;

Angel Ganivet, essayist and epigram-maker, has

won enduring place in literature by his famous

essay, &quot;Idearium Espanol.&quot; It was Ganivet that

placed his emphasis upon the Spaniard s lack of

persistent will, as being one of his countrymen s

chief defects. He had a broad view of the world

from living abroad considerably, and was a keen

student of the spirit of his people, which he re

garded the essential thing to educate and guide

in the right direction.

There is the satirist who writes under the name
of &quot;Azorin,&quot; and for twenty-five years has been

known in the press of Spain, who in one of his

works gives an imaginary picture of a distin

guished English surgeon who visits Madrid with

eagerness to write a book about a great country.

In the pursuance of his study he encounters such

constant procrastination, such delays over every

conceivable trifle, that he finally decides to call the

book, &quot;The Time They Lose in
Spain.&quot;

As an
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essayist Azorin is brilliant, charming and sugges

tive, always trying, like his contemporaries, to

outline the best for Spain.

Another essayist, Unamuno, who has been lik

ened to Nietzsche, has been perhaps the most

daring in painting the real conditions of his coun

try in dark colours, for the purpose of arousing
the people. He is an arch opponent of the

&quot;pro

fessional cult&quot; of tradition. He rails against

anarchy and dogmatic religion as well. At one

time he says, striking a note quite contrary to the

characteristic of the age, &quot;I have always believed

the important thing to be not to know things

quickly but to know them well.&quot; This essayist

urges his countrymen to give &quot;attention to every

thing that happens everywhere,&quot; a note that may
be taken to heart by present-day Spain.

These men who are intellectually keenly alive

are among the finest hopes of the country. To
such names as have been mentioned there could be

added many more of writers and critics : Ricardo

Leon, Pfo Baroja, Ramon del Vall^Inclan,
Eduardo Marquina together with many more
men and women who not only are including writ

ing and criticism with political and soldierly duties
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as did the traditional men of letters, but are find

ing an increasing audience and sale for books and

essays and plays originating in the soil, so to

speak.

The mind of Spain is surely awakening. It

needs leadership into a greatness that marked the

intellectual life of Italy fifty years ago and Ger

many a hundred years ago. The god of efficiency

may well be worshipped somewhat more devoutly,

and, as some one has expressed it, speaking of

Spain s penchant for great religious pomp and

ceremonial and things &quot;eternal,&quot; &quot;supernatural

values must be made practical values.&quot;

The great trend of Spanish painting of the

older schools at least was toward religious and

pietistic subjects, matters concerning another and

a remote world rather than the immediate and

very near life of today. In Andalusia, particu

larly, art was a devotional thing. The painter s

art was a handmaid of the Church to enforce her

teachings. Pacheco, the master of Velasquez,

said: &quot;The chief end of art is to persuade men to

piety and to incline them to God.&quot; There was a

delight in martyrdom and in the hideous effects of
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sin or temptation. The beauty of nature, the pic

turesque and wonderful peasantry, the marvels in

the Spanish landscape, the light and colour, the

soft tints of the sunset in the tropics and the

dawns over the tawny hills beauty for beauty s

sake is now getting more of a following.

Spain has much to give the world out of the

depths of her peculiar individualism, her quality

of life, her restraint and respect for human na

ture. She may be &quot;magnificently imprudent,&quot; but

Spain is never despised by those who really know

her, save perhaps by those who worship merely

money and things that money can buy. Our west

ern world needs the philosophy of her writers, her

essayists and her painters our strident rushing

western world caught in:

&quot;That vain low strife

Which makes men mad, the tug of wealth and power,

The passion and the cares that wither life

And waste its little hour.&quot;

It is to be sincerely hoped that Spain in her

growing tendency to discard many things Spanish

In exchange for outside means and methods, may
keep her solemn and high respect for the dignity
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of the human individual, may not take the modern

slavery to things along with modern efficiency;

else that particular contribution that every coun

try must bring to the world s great melting-pot

shall be lessened and civilisation shall be the loser.

Better might Spain remain as during the past

hundred years,

&quot;Aloof from our mutation and unrest,&quot;

than simply come into the modern arena to play

the old wearying game of the nations for the

stakes of hollow, selfish, material gain and greed.

Too much stress may be laid on modern material

civilisation as a counsel of perfection. It is quite

possible that modern men give the name, success,

to the wrong thing. The keen Unamuno was told

by a foreign friend that he should have no illu

sions, for the Spaniards were generally &quot;inca

pable of and opposed to modern civilisation&quot;; at

which the Spanish critic answered; &quot;And is that a

misfortune ?&quot;

Spain has been many times great, and she has

known what it was to be small and disregarded.

She is now becoming conscious again, in the pas

sage of the centuries, of her natural wealth, of
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the glory of her people, of her inborn intelligence

and of her distinguishing individualism.

She has a chance to profit by the mistakes and

false emphases of other nations. Japan awoke

and took on by imitation almost every western

trait, annexing inventions and all kinds of social

and physical and mechanical improvements, forg

ing rapidly forward towards the front rank of

modern nations. With all this acceptance of out

side Occidental civilisation, Japan did not beggar

her own individuality. She assimilated rather

than exchanged. Modernity became coloured by
the spirit of an old race which shot its virile and

distinctive vitality through all the new life of

change and acceptance of foreign ways. She

never ceased being Japan while becoming modern

and westernised. Down deep within her the cur

rents of her traditional character flowed on, still

and untouched. She took on possessions and ex

ternal appearances of the west, but never bar

tered her distinctive soul for these.

In a faint similitude, Spain stands today as did

Japan at the end of the Japan-Russian War,

awakening to her strength and resources about

ready for the next step towards modern progress.
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If she may realise through her intellectuals and

in her leaders of political and social renewal and

revival that, as Emerson said, &quot;imitation is sui

cide,&quot; that she has much to give as well as to take

from modern civilisation, the result may be all

that her friends hope and dream for her.
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SEVILLE AND OLD SPAIN

Seville has ever been for me the symbol of light, the city of

love and joy.

WHEN
the hidden things of memory

rise and flood the heart, when the

varied scenes and experiences of one s

travelling days clamour for recognition, the mys
tic and romantic charm of Seville will have its

way.
It is worth a trip to Spain to get the sense of

isolation from the breathless modern world that

this old city with her storied past affords one*

To a traveller, touring through many rather com

monplace towns and suddenly coming on Seville,

is like waking up on an ordinary morning and

finding it Christmas Day*
When George William Curtis dreamed of his

castles in Spain while he lived in a New York

tenement house, it must have been of this old city

of the Moors, for so long time saturated with the

237
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very spirit of the East, that held his imagination.

Some have said that Barcelona was the head of

Spain and Seville was her heart. Certain it is

that Seville has won the love of her people in

every generation, drawing them back to her with

strong cords of attachment. For many years

after the conquest when a turbaned Moor became

especially pensive and one seemed to see a distant

thought in his dreamy eyes, they said, &quot;He is

thinking about Granada.&quot; To those who go to

Spain with imagination and with minds open to

the message of yesterday, there will come recur

ring thoughts of this Sevillian city, where history

has been arrested in its course, made to stand

still, that we might behold some of the mystery
and magic of the Past.

Seville contains the atmosphere that travellers

go to Spain to find. We may rant about the back

wardness of the country, and big business men

may have a pitying look in their faces for this

sleepy air of yesterday that is found in so many
Spanish communities. Yet it is this very differ

ence that has drawn artists, and writers, lovers of

antiquity and ideals in art through the years to

this land south of the Pyrenees. It is this which
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will make Spain the most popular tourist country

in Europe presently. When she becomes thor

oughly modernised and gets to look exactly like

Belgium or Germany, with broad streets and

smoking chimneys of industry, people of imagina

tion and love for things that are individual and

golden with age, will turn their steps to other

lands, where the beauty of past greatness can still

be traced in ancient monuments, and distinctive

people.

Here in the shadow of her mighty cathedral, in

the narrow paths that lead through squares that

might be still in the Middle Ages ; with the glid

ing forms of black-robed women with mantilla-

clothed heads, with balconies overhung with

flowers but holding still some mystery behind the

half-closed shutters, it is easy for one to picture

old knight-errant days

&quot;Cloaked shapes, the twanging of guitars

A rush of feet and rapiers clashing

Then silence deep with breathless stars

And overhead a white hand flashing.&quot;

In Barcelona the man of the present-day world

is at home and can be as practical and scientific as

in Fall River; in Seville it is easy to give
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&quot;The colour of romance

To every trivial circumstance.&quot;

Seville is filled with wonderful gardens and with

magnificent palaces, enlarged and maintained and

beautified by Spanish kings. In these gardens of

splendour, beautiful women danced to the rhythm
of Moorish and also Spanish music. In many an

old palace high-born potentates of other centuries

have wandered and dreamed of greatness. Gor

geous processions have floated through these wind

ing thoroughfares. Religious pomp and cere

monial have reached the zenith of magnificence

here. In these high mansions have lived grave

sovereigns of a grave people, with their counsel

lors and courtiers, with their servants and their

slaves. The nightingales still sing in the orange

trees and the birds still build their nests in the

rose gardens where minstrels and dark-eyed, beau

tiful women have sung their love madrigals. The
breath of olden days seems still to linger in the

rustle of the palm trees that guard with their

thick tops the rich Sevillian gardens. It is a place

to drearn.

Spain is a book of history containing many
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pages. No page is more entrancing than that one

turns in the soft air of this old city of Seville.

No other city can boast of anything just like

the Giralda Tower, most renowned of minarets,

emblem of Moslem genius, and distinctive among
all the works of architectural beauty and grandeur
in Spain. Bartolomeo Morel s gigantic statue of

&quot;Faith,&quot; in gilt bronze, crowns the summit and

signifies to the Spaniard the triumph of Christen

dom over Islam. The lofty minaret is seen from

afar, with its 350 feet of brown eminence, Its

bronze figure at the top looking out across the

Sierras, and, as Gautier remarked, able to &quot;talk

on a level with the passing angels,&quot; This was the

minaret of the great mosque begun by Yusuf in

1171 and finished by his son Yakub al Mansur.

One climbs to the summit of this great tower by
means of a graded ascent instead of the usual

steps. The grade is so easy that a man on horse

back is said to have made the ascent to the belfry.

The view from this summit is memorable. Se

ville, with its dazzling white houses and many
churches and green gardens, lies far beneath you,

flooded with sunshine. A wide plain stretches in
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the distance, threaded by the meandering flow of

the Guadalquivir River. In the background the

Sierra Morena range of mountains show faintly

an irregular line of peaks against the clear hori

zon. One looks straight down upon the famous

and beautiful El Alcazar and into the matchless

gardens of the palace which was the former home

of Moorish kings; this palace in point of radiant

magnificence competes with the Alhambra at Gra

nada. There is also, not far away, the Torre del

Oro, an octagonal tower built on the banks of the

Guadalquivir, receiving its present name from the

fact that the gold from the newly discovered

America was stored there.

One can never forget the Giralda s bells. We
do not recall their equal in tone or grandeur of

sound. One of them we are told weighs eighteen

tons. One can well believe it. One night after

climbing to the lofty belfry at the sunset hour, we

arrived at the top when the bell-ringers were

swinging on these vast bells, their bodies swaying

back and forth as they clung to the great ropes.

The sound was well-nigh deafening; but when the

great giant bell of all pealed out its deep rich tone

like the lowest note of a vast organ multiplied
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many times, it seemed to speak of the doom of

empires, stirring one s spirit like the resounding

voice of the pines heard in a midnight gale*

Seville Cathedral to me is the most grandly im

pressive of any cathedral in Europe. &quot;Let us

build a church so great that those who come after

us will think us mad to have attempted it&quot; this

was the ambition of those great builders who

began this structure in 1402 and took 117 years

to erect a &quot;thing
of beauty and a joy forever.&quot;

During our residence in Seville we rarely missed

a day without entering this vast church, as cool

and silent as the outside air of the city in summer

is hot and raucous with sound. The exquisite

symphonies in coloured glass of one hundred

stained windows, its eighty or more decorative

altars, the massive iron screens for which Spain

has world-renown, the impressive tomb of Colum

bus, whose last resting-place is justly here from

whence he started to find the New World, and

above and beyond all, the grandeur that comes

from size and enormous height and spaces 1

Seville Cathedral is not only the largest Gothic

church in the world, competing with St. Peter s

in Rome for the first place in size among all the
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churches in Christendom, but it is filled with a

warmth and naturalness of worship and constant

use that makes it the mecca by day and night of

all classes and conditions of men and women.

One finds here the spiritual elevation, the sense

of vital and active worship, the mystery and gran

deur, the feeling and romance, which is Spain.

Never have I felt Shelley s lines so fitting :

&quot;Without the world s unceasing noises rise,

Turmoil, disquietude and busy fears.

Within there are the sounds of other years:

Thoughts full of prayer and solemn harmonies

That celebrate on earth the tuneful skies.&quot;

There is something distinctly feminine and age
less about Seville, as Barcelona impresses one as

masculine and modern. It is a singular mixture

of reality and dream. The tortuous, narrow

streets and the vistas, greeting one constantly,

into cool-looking patios musical with falling water,

the boot-maker or artisan sitting in the street cor

ner as he might do in Cairo, the artistic balconies

wreathed with flowers and the half-light slanting

through the vine-covered roofs made of climbing

plants meeting one another across the lanes and

winding alleys these with the ancient palaces and
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mediaeval churches, with massive half-ruined walls

that speak of the fears and hopes of days that are

dead these are the characteristics of a city that

is far away, worlds removed from the glaring

practicality and modernity of the twentieth cen

tury.

There is also a drowsiness and easy pace about

all the life of Seville. Although the city is the

home of upwards of 250,000 people and Seville

is the commercial centre of southern Spain, it is

here that one finds the very heart of Andalusia.

No distinctively Spanish or Moorish tradition to

be found in the country is foreign to Seville. No
where in Spain did we find the world-famous fla

menco, or the native dances, which are always

connected with Spain, so well done or to the man
ner born as here. Nowhere in Spain is the travel

ler so conscious that he does not quite understand

that peculiar something that Oriental, equato

rial, reserved and withdrawn attitude, half sus

picion, half curiosity, with a thin layer of religious

bigotry and prejudice against the foreigner. I

have seen a similar expression in the eyes of Chi

nese villagers along the Yangtse, and in small

towns in the Fayoum around Egyptian fountains
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in the public square, when a foreigner passes by*

In the famed Calle de la Sierpes, for example,

the Broadway and Strand of Seville, though in

this case sans automobiles and sans motor-buses,

where &quot;the people sit in the cafes to see the others

pass and the others walk down the streets to see

the people in the cafes&quot; what foreigner can un

derstand the blissful insouciance of steady staring

observance. The only busy persons on the scenes

are the old lady sellers of lottery tickets or places

for the next Corrida de toros. Day after day I

have been interested to observe certain men sit

ting in the selfsame chairs, before their clubs and

cafes on this street, smoking the omnipresent

Spanish cigarette that the Spaniards roll them

selves, peaceful, content, languidly curious of

street happenings, but unscathed by care or busi

ness urge.

&quot;No fears to beat away, no strife to heal,

The past unsighed for, and the future sure.&quot;

But if the days are attractive and other-worldly

in Seville, the nights are even more so, for then

the imaginary night gods of legend, fancy and

mystic dreams come forth. Every street and
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square has its own legendary history of art, of

love, of religious faith and of death. If there be

&quot;Castles in Spain&quot; it is here in old Seville that

they must have had their origin.

It was our good fortune to secure residence

during our stay in Seville in the ancient Santa Cruz

quarter, the very centre of the city, among the

most devious windings of narrow streets where

only two persons may walk abreast, and sur

rounded by the beautiful gardens, historic build

ings and ancient churches and the palace of El

Alcazar. This quarter was the old Jewish Ghetto

where in other days the despised members of the

Jewish race were segregated and where the doors

were closed at sunset and opened at dawn, so that

this persecuted race should be secluded from the

rest of the town by night.

We engaged rooms in an old palace which has

been kept in a fine state of preservation, thanks to

the traditional love of ancient landmarks of King
Alfonso XIII and the Marquis de la Vega Inclan,

who carried out the King s desires, making this

section one of the most beautiful in all Spain.

Our retired palace-hotel was situated in Calle

de la Pimienta (Pepper Street). This street, like
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all others in this section, has a history. It was so

called because according to the legend a pepper
tree grew up miraculously overnight before the

door of a Jewish spice-merchant. This Jewish
merchant was heard bewailing the fact that he

lacked this particular spice in his business when a

Christian gentleman, overhearing his remark, as

sured the Jew that &quot;God would provide.&quot; The
Hebrew expressed decided lack of faith in the

Christian s God, and as a consequence on the fol

lowing morning lo, a rich and beautiful pepper
tree was blooming before his door. The miracle

was the cause of the conversion of the Hebrew,

who, repenting, bedewed the tree with his tears.

One is told that for every tear that fell on the

tree a peppercorn bloomed. Such was the legend

of our street.

We can think of no haven of rest and luminous

beauty more to be desired by wayworn travellers

than this old retired and secluded Santa Cruz

quarter of Seville. Leaving the carriage at some

distance we make our way through the narrow

defiles to our house where we enter through a

great wooden door. We pass an iron-grilled door

into a tiled, cool courtyard where a fountain is
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playing. Thence we walk on into a lovely Spanish

garden surrounded by a high wall, with a fountain

also in the centre. There are luxuriant trees, and

bougainvillea climbs over the ancient walls and

forms a roof above the entire patio. Flaming red

geraniums and plants of tropical growth abound,

while at night the perfume of the night-blooming

jasmine pervades the air.

Our rooms open directly off this patio and our

meals are served in the garden by the side of the

fountain. One realises how cleverly the Sevil-

lians have adapted their houses to the climate here

in south Spain where the days are as torrid as the

nights are charming and salubrious. The ceilings

of the rooms are high and beamed with natural-

coloured wood. The floors are of tile, the walls

white with dados of coloured tiles about half-way
to the ceilings. The heavy wooden inside shut

ters are painted dark green, and are closed about

eleven o clock in the morning, and not opened
until four o clock in the afternoon. This assures

cool houses during the most tropical of summer

heat.

The nights in Seville are memorable. Evening
steals on without sensible chill, yet there is a fresh-
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ness in the air that in the Santa Cruz section is

perfumed with the odour of flowers. We sit

about the open patios or wander in the parks

near by, or if one is a movie fan there are series

of open-air cinemas lining the parkways, where

hundreds of people sit at small tables with their

drinks and enjoy films, for the most part made in

America.

In the patio by the fragrant gardens there is

electric light and one may work or read or dream

of historic deeds enacted in these narrow streets

and within the walls of these old palaces. There

is the sound of castanets, and young men are sing

ing as they pass. It is in the old Moorish high-

pitched chant usually, though occasionally a young

ster will go by whistling some modern Spanish

love-song. The beauty, the artistry, and the mys

tic charm of the ages is held captive in these sen

tient walls. Here as elsewhere when night comes

one realises that Spain belongs to the imagination

and the dreams of the human spirit. The place is

filled with the poetry of remembrance, to which

Moor and Christian and Jew have all contributed.

A tremendous emotional force is wrapped up in

these old traditional cities which have come down
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the ages so nearly unchanged : adventure love

religion knight-errantry and artistic dreams.

Those whose spirits are attuned to read its mys
terious language walk in a Sevillian night like

those who dream.

As a buenos noches in old Seville, a friend re

peats to me this old verse:

&quot; JTwas an Autumn eve ; the splendour of the day was

gone.
And the twilight, soft and tender, stole so gently on

That the eye could scarce discover

How the shadows, spreading over

Like a veil of silver grey,

Toned the golden clouds, sun-painted,

Till they paled and paled and fainted

From the face of heaven away.

And a dim light rising slowly o er the welkin spread

Till the blue sky, calm and holy, gleamed above our

head.

And the thin moon, newly nascent, shone 1

in glory

meek and sweet,

As Murillo paints her crescent underneath Madonna s

feet.

And we sat outside the villa where the waters flow

Down there in old Sevilla years and years ago.
7
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BARCELONA AND NEW SPAIN

Catalans are essentially Europeans in sentiment and devel

opment, whereas Old Spain has not yet entirely shaken off the

shackles of the Middle Ages, nor outgrown the strong Moorish
strain in its blood.

Frank J5. Deakin

HE
who reaches Barcelona, especially

after being in other parts of Spain, is

first of all impressed with a city that

might be almost anywhere in southern France or

the north of Italy. All the signs of modernity
and material progress are here revealed. In

short, the traveller who inquires of Spaniards
about business enterprise in the country will usu

ally receive the question, &quot;Have you been in Bar

celona?&quot;

Here one finds a people with a separate lan

guage, the Catalan, a city with a population of

759,394 persons, the greatest port of the coun

try, through which passes one-third of the imports
of Spain. While the majority of the newspapers
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and leading periodicals are published in Spanish,

the masses of the people speak the Catalan tongue.

It must be remembered that Catalonia did not

become a part of the Spanish State until the be

ginning of the fifteenth century, while Catalan was

spoken in this region as far back as the fifth or

sixth- century. It is a region with a life and tra

dition of which all Catalonians are proud, and

for these reasons Barcelona and the province of

which it is the chief city have not been easy to

govern from Madrid, with its different modes of

thought and action.

The outstanding character of Barcelona relates

itself to business, especially to the textile and

other manufacturing activities; and this applies

as well to the four provinces which compose Cata

lonia. There is a highly intelligent and thrifty

population, an excellent harbour with all kinds of

modern equipment for handling freight and pas

senger traffic, together with a good railway and

public highway system connecting this region with

other parts of Spain and also with southern

France.

Here, in marked contrast to some other parts

of the country, one finds little or no prejudice
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against trade. Commercial enterprise and mari

time adventure have attended Barcelona since the

days of the Phoenicians, the pioneer international

traders, and this progressive, alert city has been

a Mediterranean port of consequence for many
centuries. The English speak of Barcelona as

the Spanish Manchester, while the inhabitant

of almost any of the textile cities in New
England would feel at home among the tall fac

tory chimneys and in sound of the singing cotton-

spindles.

In Barcelona and in other cities and towns near

at hand there is to be found the manufactures of

cotton, woollen and silk goods, cork products,

cement, furniture, chemicals, locomotives, motor

cars, shoes and a wide variety of other locally

used products. There are over 100,000 labourers

employed in the cotton-mills, about 20,000 in the

woollen-mills, and upwards of 12,000 in the silk

manufacturing establishments. One only needs

to take a trip through some of these
&quot;going con

cerns/ especially through the cotton-mills, where

he stops his ears lest the whirr and rattle put him

entirely out of business, to realise that this is no

make-believe manufacturing town. One is told
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here of the 56,000 looms, with more than 2,000,-

ooo spindles, which consume annually about 350,-

ooo bales of cotton. This somehow does not seem

like Spain with all its Moorish tradition and easy

going life as in Andalusia. We found the old

cotton-mill couplet of our own New England
towns running through our minds:

&quot;Have you ever been down to Pawtucket?

Good Lord ! What a racket it makes !

Like a thousand live crabs in a bucket.

What a big lot of cotton it takes!&quot;

Nor is this highly developed business section

devoid of agricultural pursuits, viticulture and pas

toral industries. Agriculture here includes prin

cipally cereals, olives, almonds and filberts; viti

culture consists in grapes for food and winemak-

ing, while the raising of sheep, goats and cattle

engage the attention of the rural population in

the country surrounding this northern city of the

Peninsula.

To many the name of Barcelona is associated

with labour disturbances, strikes and anarchists

and Separatist movements. There have been

lively times in this region and the Communist and
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Socialistic elements have had here greater hold

than elsewhere. The coming of the Directorate

put an end to these labour troubles, for the time

at least, and there have been no serious disturb

ances in this district for three or four years.

&quot;Trade unions exist, but,&quot; according to one of

the leading business authorities, &quot;are not disturb

ing factors, confining their activities to what ap

pear to be quite reasonable and legitimate de

mands.&quot; The usual wages of labourers are from

6 to 15 pesetas ($1.00 to $2.50 approximately at

the present rate of exchange) per eight-hour day,

which is a higher scale of wages than prevails in

other parts of Spain. The standard of living is

about that found in southern France. The indus

trial character of the Province of Barcelona is

shown by the fact that it utilises more than 350,-

ooo H. P. of hydro-electric energy, and contains

an industrial population of 1,340,906 workers.

The size and importance of Barcelona as a

shipping port is gathered by the fact that its im

ports amount to 1,500,000 tons annually, valued

at $150,000,000, while its exports aggregate

about 150,000 tons and are valued at $35,000,-

ooo. Barcelona is a large distributing centre
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for other parts of the country, and her chief im

port is raw cotton, the greater part of which

comes from the United States. This cotton is all

manufactured in Barcelona for Spanish consump
tion and these facts explain the excess in the value

of imports over exports.

One finds here a different attitude towards for

eigners than in certain other parts of Spain. Bar

celona is as cosmopolitan as is Madrid, and the

frequent contacts with southern European coun

tries and with foreign nations by sea, give the

city the air of the usual European city. One does

not notice the same number of tourists here as in

some of the other historic and antiquarian towns.

The impression is that the people have so much
to engage their attention in the line of industries

that they have found little need or desire to cul

tivate the tourist trade. The Barcelona Exposi

tion, which is scheduled to open April i, 1929,

and which promises to be the most important gath

ering of its kind ever held in the country, will

doubtless bring many foreigners here and thereby

draw the attention of travellers to this interesting

old Catalan city, and its independent, active and

progressive people.
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&quot;What is the attitude of the Catalonians to

wards the United States?
* we asked. The fol

lowing answer, made by an old resident of Bar

celona who knows the life and business of the city

and province thoroughly, is quite comprehensive :

uThe attitude towards the United States of the

people of Cataluna, and indeed of all Spain, is

very friendly. No country in Europe today is

more friendly towards the United States than is

Spain.&quot; My informant goes on to point out that

in the city of Barcelona, there are about 150

Americans from the United States, an equal num
ber from Porto Rico, and perhaps as many more

Filipinos owing allegiance to the United States,

who are engaged in various lines of business. The

flourishing American Chamber of Commerce in

Spain has its head office in Barcelona, with a

branch in Madrid. There is also a successful

Rotary Club here which is a constant tie between

business men travelling to Barcelona, and a fra

ternal link with America, as well as with men of

affairs in European countries.

The farmer s needs in this region are similar

to the requirements of all parts of Spain. He is

in want of scientific instruction as regards the
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proper treatment of the soil, selection of seeds

for his crops, and suggestions as to the kind of

crops which may yield him the greatest profit and

are adapted to the market. Modern agricultural

machinery is needed here as elsewhere through
out the land, and attention to irrigation is re

quired in the entire province of Cataluna, and

more particularly in the adjacent provinces of

Aragon, Zaragoza and Huesca. The irrigation

and power plants already constructed in this sec

tion have added greatly to the improvement and

prosperity of this region. The numerous moun
tain streams and fertile valleys, together with the

mild temperate climate, would seem to set Bar

celona apart to be one of the important future

industrial centres of southern Europe.

Motor transportation is increasing as in other

parts of Spain, there being 26,000 motor ve

hicles registered in the Province of Barcelona.

Improvements are being made in railway and

highroad transportation, which could be still fur

ther bettered to the advantage of the section.

The water transportation to the United States is

served by one American and one Spanish steam

ship line between Barcelona and New Orleans,
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Galveston and other Gulf ports, and by one French

and two Spanish lines between Barcelona and At
lantic ports of the United States. There are also

occasional and irregular sailings to Pacific and

other ports*

The character and customs of the people do

not differ greatly from those in central Spain*

There is less of the sombre black worn than in

the south of Spain, and there is gaiety and light-

heartedness that finds expression more readily in

the northern freer air of business and increased

social contacts. The Ramblas, the main, preten

tious broad avenue of the city, with its rows of

beautiful trees in the centre and seats for pedes

trians, is the scene of the usual promenades, while

the street cafes, where coffee and chocolate and

the other non-intoxicating drinks of Spain are

served, are everywhere in evidence. The great

Gothic cathedral, built on the site of a Roman

temple, is worthy of careful attention. Begun in

1238, it was long in completion. One is reminded

that the Romans after the Phoenicians, the Goths,

Arabs and the French have all been here to

spread their social and racial traits. It is signifi

cant that the Catalonians, probably more than
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any other Spaniards, have preserved their own
character and individuality through the vicissi

tudes of wars and peace in the many changing

years.

To Americans the lofty pillar of Columbus, or

Colon, as the Spaniards know the great Genoese,

Is perhaps the most impressive and thought-pro

ducing of anything in Barcelona. This beautiful

iron column, ,200 feet in height, has a gilt globe

on the summit, on top of which stands in erect and

immortal bronze the figure of Christopher Colum

bus, by Rafael Atche. Four great bronze lions

guard the discoverer at the base of the statue,

while in a panel, also at the base, is seen the fa

mous picture of Columbus being received at Bar

celona by Ferdinand and Isabella, when returning

from his first voyage of discovery to the New
World.

No city save perhaps Genoa possesses so fine a

monument to the man whose bravery, intrepidity

and perseverance did so much to change the map
of the world and the destiny of nations.

In the year 1486 Columbus waited upon the

Catholic Kings at Cordova only to be refused co

operation in his
&quot;crazy&quot; plans of finding the
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&quot;Indies&quot; by sailing west. Although it was a

period of discovery and maritime adventure, this

idea was too preposterous to be given attention.

Unsuccessful in Spain, Columbus turned to Por

tugal, where Henry the Navigator was already

going adventuring in sea explorations. The Por

tuguese would have nothing of the Columbus

scheme, and now the determined mariner was

about to go to France for aid in fitting out his

caravels for voyage over unknown and uncharted

seas. On the way it was Columbus good for

tune to meet Fray Juan Perez, at the monastery

of La Rabida. This priest was a former con

fessor of Queen Isabel and interested himself in

Columbus behalf with Spain s royal sovereigns.

The result was that Columbus was recalled to

Court in the plains before Granada, promised

such aid as he required, was made Admiral, and

with a sublime manifestation of faith or irony,

Viceroy and Governor-General of all the lands in

the mysterious western seas he might discover.

A Royal Charter was signed April 17, I49*

and on August 3, 1492, the diminutive fleet of

three caravels, sails and oars for steam, left be

hind them the Gates of Hercules and began the
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most stupendous voyage of discovery, as it later

proved, in the history of mankind.

The Santa Maria, the
&quot;flagship,&quot; was the

largest of these frail craft, the only one possessing
a deck. No one from these distant daring days
until the flight of Colonel Lindbergh has ever

dared so bravely, and not even the extraordinary

&quot;Lucky&quot;
flier of the Atlantic in his lonely voyage

was more alone in his imagination than was Co

lumbus, whose gleam was merely a faint but

steady flame of faith in his dauntless spirit. No
one has better described the weary strain of these

long days and nights of anxious vigil, of mutiny
and of undeviating decision on the part of the

&quot;brave AdmYl,&quot; than has Joaquin Miller, the

&quot;Poet of the Sierras,&quot; himself a lonely dreamer,

but rich in imagination :

Behind him lay the grey Azores,

Behind the gates of Hercules.

Before him not the ghost of shores;

Before him only shoreless seas.

The good mate said : &quot;Now must we pray,

For lo ! the very stars are gone,

Brave AdmVl speak.&quot; &quot;What shall I say?&quot;

&quot;Why, say : Sail on ! Sail on ! and on I

1 &quot;
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They sailed, they sailed. Then spoke the mate:

&quot;This mad sea shows his teeth tonight,

He curls his lip, he lies in wait,

He lifts his head as if to bite !

Brave AdmVl, say but one good word:
What shall we do when hope is gone?&quot;

The words leapt like a leaping sword:

&quot;Sail on! Sail on! Sail on! and on!&quot;

Then pale and worn, he paced the deck,

And peered through darkness.

Ah, that night!

Of all dark nights ! and then a speck . . .

A light ! A light ! At last a light !

It grew, a starlit flag unfurled !

It grew to be Time s burst of Dawn.
He gained a world: he gave that world

Its grandest lesson: &quot;On! Sail on!&quot;

This graphic picture of the prairie poet returns

upon one as he stands before this wonderful pil

lar of commemoration here at Barcelona. The
first land sighted at the Bahamas and named San

Salvador, October nth. When have five weeks

of duration been more notable ? Then the return

to Palos March 15, 1493, an(i tike procedure to

Barcelona, where he was to report to the King
and Queen and lay before them the trophies of
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their new and then incredible empire of the

&quot;Indies.&quot; Well might Spain build here a lasting

memorial to the great Colon, for it was here

that the old Admiral stood at the pinnacle of his

fame, it was here that his cup of happiness over

flowed* The artist has carved upon his face a

satisfied content, his eyes, as Eugene O Neil once

said of this dreaming Columbus, &quot;were full of

golden cities.&quot;

Is it because the shadow of this vast pillar of

the great adventurer and conqueror of difficulties

has fallen across their daily lives, that these Cata-

lonians have been, through the centuries, the peo

ple of unrest and change and great individual dar

ing and enterprise? The traveller feels certain

that when Spain finally opens her portals wide to

every new thing of trade and progress of the new

world their great Colon discovered, Barcelona will

be found in the advancing column, a happy herald

of the dawn.
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ALHAMBRA NIGHTS BY MOONLIGHT

AT GRANADA WITH WASHINGTON IRVING

ROMANCE BEING SERVED BY ANDALUSIAN YOUTH





XIV

SPANISH NIGHTS

The glory and the freshness of a dream.

Wordsworth

ROBERT
LOUIS STEVENSON said

that he looked forward to Heaven as

to a place where he wouldn t have to

keep any hours. R. L. S. could have found such

a retreat considerably short of Heaven, by visit

ing the cities of Spain, where day is turned into

night and where hours of eating and sleeping,

working and playing, are more or less topsy-turvy

as judged by the standards of most western coun

tries.

It may be due to the natural attempt to adjust

the mode of life to a semi-tropic climate, or the

presence of a considerable leisure class and an of

ficialdom to whom office hours and any rigorous

attention to business affairs are of minor impor

tance; anyhow, curfew does not ring at nine

271
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o clock in Spanish cities and all those multitu

dinous reglements by which we bind our days and

nights in the United States or in England, particu

larly, are to the Spaniards &quot;uncomfortable works

pf God.&quot;

There is evident in Spain the Oriental desire

for ease and freedom from harassing systems, the

wish to be free from detail, to be waited upon
rather than personally to trace things down, to be

exempted from the worry and vexations of busi

ness and social affairs, such as are inextricably in

terwoven with most of our modern practical ma
terial civilisation. Like the Egyptian, the Span
iard is always conscious of a tomorrow. He is

too individual to be easily bound into a social or

commercial system in which he may become merely

a unit in a perfectly working machine. The
standardisation such as is common in the United

States would seem to him to be a strait-jacket.

He does not fancy engagements to be remembered

and fulfilled a fortnight afterwards* He likes a

life that glides away without trouble. He can be

idle like a gentleman. There s a touch of splen

dour in his ease.

The men have almost complete social liberty.
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Their families are usually safely sequestered in

the home, and the &quot;always afternoon&quot; spirit as

seen in the cafes where men sit and talk and smoke
hours upon end, utterly oblivious to the passage
of time, is Eastern rather than European. &quot;Your

social despotism,&quot; said an intelligent Spaniard,

speaking of America, &quot;your despotism of the

salon, your code of little rules and observances,

your prohibitions and exigencies, affecting the

comfort of everybody, every hour of the day or

night, these we do not like. We do not live to

work, as you do in your strenuous country; we
work when we must in order to live. We like to

enjoy the long, cool nights in Spain after the tor

rid days are over. Therefore we dine late and

go to the theatre at ten o clock, visit with our

friends afterwards, unhurried by closing hours.

Our life in Spain is easy and pleasurable to us,

because we spend it as we like.&quot;

In no country short of the Orient does one find

people of such unrestrained will, save possibly in

matters of religion, where the Spaniard is ruled

considerably by traditional habits and prejudices.

He does not wish to be obliged to do things. His

art of living is laissez faire. One often thinks of
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Kipling s line when residing among Spanish

people :

&quot; E don t obey no orders unless they is is own.&quot;

In the southern cities of the country especially,

anything like exactness, promptness, regularity,

and steady responsibility become the bete noir of

existence. It is, as Kipling says again :

&quot;All along o doin things rather more or less/

We are told that Carlos II was afflicted with

what then was known as a mental low fever. In

Spain one is often impressed with the Oriental

ennui, a trait that amounts almost to hopelessness

when any kind of executive or administrative or

ganisation is concerned. Life to be delightful

must be always afternoon, and the afternoon of

a holiday. The efficient foreigner, wishing to

make it
&quot;snappy&quot;

in commercial or social affairs,

is not so content in Spain, and to the native he

is often a disturbing factor. He is looked upon
somewhat as an East Indian expressed to me once

his idea of Englishmen who &quot;for some mysterious

purpose of the All Wise are permitted to make
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penknives and sell piece-goods and conquer the

world.&quot;

The present Dictatorship in Spain has placed
restrictions upon certain phases of the national ac

tivities, but the life of the nights, all night, in

Spanish cities seems to be untrammelled. I am

writing this in a hotel in Madrid in the early

morning hours. In fact, it is three-thirty A.M.

The sharp shrill horns of the flying automobiles

puncture the night air hideously. From the high
veranda where I am sitting the sky lies dark blue

and low and is sown with stars. A soft wind, soft

as the balmy airs of Africa, foster-mother of this

romantic land, blows gently, ruffling the heavy

tree-tops that line the boulevard. Knots of happy
cabelleros are singing their way homeward.

There is a plaintive high-keyed lilt in the rhythm
that reminds one of nights in Cairo. A soft fall

of water comes from a fountain in a park near

by, and myriad lights are reflected in the waters

there. A lad passes whistling &quot;Valencia.&quot;

The old hotel watchman, with a lamp attached

to his stomach, stands in the street opposite ready
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to light in the guests who are taking a late supper

after the theatres, which closed only a couple of

hours ago. A young man on a bicycle weaves

along slowly up the avenue, leading seemingly a

noisy group of five Madrid students why in

groups of five? They are all talking at once.

Now a cluster or procession of eight automobiles

with resonant horn-blowing move swiftly by no

speed laws in Spanish nights. A group of three

men standing exactly in the middle of the street,

all indifferent to traffic, discussing volubly. Of

what are they talking? One often wonders what

all the incessant conversation can be about here in

Spain. They move slightly to let the cars pass and

return immediately to their talk. It is said that

when the news of the destruction of the Spanish

Armada was given to the Spanish King Philip II,

he was gambling. He stopped long enough to re

mark nonchalantly that he was glad he had money

enough to buy another Armada, then returned to

his play.

A horse-cab passes, horses hoofs resounding in

the distance. An old church-tower raises its

square belfry against the brightening sky to the

east. It is silhouetted distinct and clear on a dis-
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tant hill above the surrounding buildings, and one

can see in a soft grey light through the towers

where bells are hung. From the selfsame tower

one can Imagine how a Moslem Muezzin In days

long dead walked in a circling song calling the

faithful to prayer: &quot;There is no God but Allah,

and Mahomet is his Prophet.&quot;

More autos. More liquid voices calling

&quot;Buenos noches!&quot; More groups of singing youth,

modern troubadours of modern Spain. Does the

city never sleep ? Is life .here always play, al

ways floating down a slow-moving, mystic stream

to the airs of soft music? Now they are singing

with a guitar

&quot;We ll take the road again, lads,

Well take the road again,

And every road s a good road

That leads towards Spain.&quot;

Is it all a dream? Is this civilisation, too? It

is nearly daybreak the air comes in with a bit

of chill off the great wastes of desert-plateau

about the city. The horns still shrill. The foun-

tain still sings with gentle laughter. Cabelleros

still saunter by. The birds are waking. I close
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the shutter and say: &quot;The world is of such stuff

as dreams are made of&quot; in Spanish nights*

Nothing is probably more difficult to express
than the emotions sweeping the imagination and

flooding the heart by reason of the silence of the

night. It is the distinct and compelling voice of

romantic beauty, beauty that is first of all free

and big and unfettered by the tasks of the work

ing day. It is from such visions of beauty, indel

ible as the experiences of childhood, that memory
selects from her treasures in after years and holds

them to her heart.

Add to night silences a glaze of moonlight,
mountains in the misty distance, a slow-moving
river &quot;too full for sound and foam,&quot; or the breath

of soft airs as they are felt only in tropical or

semi-tropical lands, and you register thoughts and

impressions that are a part of you forever. There
is something also in the sense of age and the track

of thought back across unmeasured years, that

adds to these unforgettable moments. The pres
ences of other centuries and the deeds of bygone
glory rise in a kind of subconscious background,

stage scenery of the past explaining and giving

point to the present.
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There are three night pictures that are fixed

forever in my memory; strangely enough each of

these is associated with the mysterious East and

lands of Moslem influences. One is a moonlight

night at the Taj Mahal in Agra, another is a

sapphire twilight and then an Egyptian darkness

struck through with a late rising moon, on the

River Nile ; and the third Is a warm Spanish night

at Granada, when the Alhambra was flooded with

the white light of a semi-tropic moon, and the

subtle silences and magic beauty of those historic

halls isolated the human spirit from the world of

men. This beautiful old Moorish palace, the last

precious touch of home to the Moors, a place to

which the North African Moslems still look back

with the inherited love of their forefathers, exerts

a charm by night that is not unlike the impression
one gains by being in the presence of a beautiful

personality. The blotches of age are concealed

by the shadows, the flooding of the long colon

nades and the great open patios glowing with

moonlight seem to conjure up another day when
the proud Moorish kings swung through these

selfsame halls in their radiant flowing garments
to the strains of soft music, and the murmur of
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singing fountains. But no one may compete with

Irving in the description of this great hall of

grandeur and home of Moorish and later Spanish

magnificence. Washington Irving, who lived in

these historic places for months and wandered at

will by day and by night through these ancient

spaces, dreaming again of this race of men who
left here a lasting monument to Beauty, was the

first and should be perhaps, by right of his own
excellence in word painting, the last to draw the

picture of the Alhambra by moonlight. . .

&quot;The Moon/ he writes, &quot;which when I took

possession of my new apartments was invisible,

gradually gained each evening upon the darkness

of the night, and at length rolled in full splendour

above the towers, pouring a flood of tempered

light into every court and hall. The garden be

neath my window, before wrapped in gloom* was

gently lighted up; the orange and citron trees

were tipped with silver; the fountain sparkled in

the moonbeams, and even the blush of the rose

was faintly visible,

&quot;I now felt the poetic merit of the Arabic in

scription on the walls: How beauteous is this
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garden; where the flowers of the earth vie with
the stars of heaven. What can compare with the

vase of yon alabaster fountain filled with crystal
water! Nothing but the moon in her fulness,

shining in the midst of an unclouded sky P
&quot;

It is here in the renowned airs that one can
read by the light of the radiant Andalusian moon
Irving s memorable and packed sentences. He
makes these venerable halls re-echo to the feet of

the turbaned conquerors, who bequeathed to Spain
an artistry of spirit and an unfailing beauty of

architecture, which will turn the feet of pilgrims
for generations to come to these storied ruins and
monuments of other days.

&quot;On such heavenly nights,&quot; continues Irving, &quot;I

would sit for hours at my window inhaling the

sweetness of the garden, and musing on the check

ered fortunes of those whose history was dimly
shadowed out in the elegant memorials around.

Sometimes when all was quiet, and the clock from
the distant cathedral of Granada struck the mid

night hour, I have sallied out on another tour

and wandered over the whole building; but how
different from my first tour. No longer dark and
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mysterious; no longer peopled with shadowy foes;

no longer recalling scenes of violence and murder;

all was open, spacious, beautiful ; everything called

up pleasing and romantic fancies ; Lindaraxa once

more walked in her garden; the gay chivalry of

Moslem Granada once more glittered about the

Court of the Lions 1 Who can do justice to a

moonlight night in such a place? The tempera

ture of a summer midnight in Andalusia is per

fectly ethereal. We seem lifted up into a purer

atmosphere; we feel a serenity of soul, a buoy

ancy of spirits, an elasticity of frame, which ren

der mere existence happiness. But when moon

light is added to all this the effect is like enchant

ment. Under its plastic sway the Alhambra seems

to regain its pristine glories. Every rent and

chasm of time, every mouldering tint and weather-

stain, Is gone; the marble resumes its original

whiteness; the long colonnades brighten in the

moonbeams ; the halls are illuminated with a soft

ened radiance we tread the enchanted palace of

an Arabian talel&quot;

One does not forget such scenes. On this oc

casion we looked away to the distant guarding
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mountains of the Sierra Nevada with their snowy
summits gleaming in the moonlight. We leaned

over the parapet and saw the quaint and pictur

esque old Granada lying white and still in the val

ley below. The gipsies homes in the rocks at the

left, in the bleak sides of the hills, were still, save

for the faint click of castanets before a firelit

camp. The strains of a guitar floated up from

the town and we knew that tonight, as in days

of old when knights were bold in Spain, some

youthful Castilian was singing sonnets to his

lady s eyebrow, and romance that never dies was

being served by unquenchable youth.

Did the ancient Moors attain their fairest

dreams in this vast emblem of their transcendent

genius ? Or did they in passing on to build again

their dream castles in other lands find new en

chantments, new reaches for their artistic imag

ination, new satisfactions for their defeats and dis

contents ? As has been said :

&quot;It s not so much the gold I wanted as the search for

gold.&quot;
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YOUTH, THE HOPE OF SPAIN

Do not stand aloof, despising, disbelieving, but come in and
help -insist on coming in and helping.

Sir James Barrie, to the students of St. Andrews

^IT yTEARS ago at a time of political crisis in

^f France, the school-boys of Bourges
JL formed themselves into a corps, adopted

a uniform, and engaged a drill sergeant. Upon
their flag they wrote the legend:

&quot;Tremble, Tyrants! We are growing up.&quot;

While youth is being served generally in the

world today, the youth of Spain are in a particu
lar position to save the State. Their fathers

have had their chance and failed; generations of

politicians have made laws that they were incom

petent to enforce. One by one the Spanish colo

nies have escaped out of the fold of the mother-

country. Spain has not seen fit to adjust her poli

cies to the advancing life of a swiftly moving
modern civilisation. She is now at a point when

287
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her energies and her thought are being guided
and controlled by the external force of police dic

tation, while the. voluntary initiative and eager
enthusiasm of youth have little chance for expres

sion.

A &quot;League of Youth&quot; for Spain today would

give new hope for this land. The country needs

contact with the outside world by men who are

not set in traditional opinions. This is the job

of youth.

&quot;The rudiments of Empire here

Are plastic yet, and warm;
The chaos of a mighty world

Is rounding into form.&quot;

The country also needs the awakening of the

dormant spirit of adventure which in the past has

characterised her brilliant periods. The old days
of daring and courage and indomitable will are

required in this new day of the country s oppor

tunity, not for discovery of new planets, but for

the practical domination and development of what

is already possessed. This means a study of

world progress in commerce, In science, in the

life of trade and finance, in social and political
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matters, and a willingness and desire to learn,

adapt and assimilate the best that has been said

and done in the world. This must come through
the buoyant spirit of youth which has not been

fettered and disillusioned by years of repeated
failure.

&quot;In youth,&quot; says Barrie, &quot;you
tend to look

rather frequently into a mirror, not at all neces

sarily from vanity. You say to yourself, What
an interesting face : I wonder what he is to be up
to? Your elders do not look into the mirror so

often. We know what they have been up to.&quot;

Very soon Spain s material possessions, her

abundant riches in art and literature and religion,

her matchless inheritance of character and dignity

and self-respect, are to be placed in the hands of

her young men and her young women, to do with

them as they will. Will they insist on their eman

cipation from the old forms of life that have been

so inadequate in actual practice? Will they be

satisfied to drift along in the ancient well-worn

grooves, letting him save who can?

During the summer of 1927 a play was running

in London, a very daring and outspoken comedy
in three acts written by Miles Malleson, called
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&quot;The Fanatics.&quot; The &quot;fanatics&quot; were the youth

a young man and his sister, a young woman,
who thought for themselves; and quite to the

tragic consternation of their conservative parents,

these young people took the bit in their teeth, so

to speak, and started out on what they considered

to be a road that would safeguard the rights of

youth in the future, both as to determining when

wars would be waged and also regarding the solu

tion of certain social evils. To the tradition-

bound father, who was determined to run his son

into the same mediocre, money-loving mould with

himself, the son in a final surge of indignation and

disgust hurls the following thunderbolts against

the middle-aged generation :

JOHN (*o his overbearing father) : You don t know
what I am talking about! You ve forgotten. I ll tell

you. Your generation has done ours in! Smashed it!

Millions ! If we were to stand at that window and they

marched past us, they d march all day, and all night and

all day again for days and nights. Dead men. Dead.

For what? They died to end war; to make a better

world; and before their corpses have rotted into earth,

new wars are preparing and the world s a dam sight

worse and you? Is there one word of apology in you?
One word of humility? No. The same old pride; and
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blindness and intolerance. Because I don t want to live

as you ve lived, I m lazy; because Gwen wants to live,

not exactly as her mother and grandmother lived, she s

mad or wanton! Good God in Heaven! if there s one

way that s been proved wrong it s your way! If we live

exactly as you lived, it ll all happen over again !&quot;

Here was a plea by resurgent youth for a

chance at leadership. This is where America has

won out and is continuing to win over many Con

tinental nations of the Old World, in this placing

of youth at the head of the procession in business,

in politics, in foreign trade and in the financial af

fairs, all of which require initiative and new meth

ods and imagination, in order to compete in the

greatest game of activity that has ever been played

on the stage of life. The Britishers are awaking
to the fact that no nation can go ahead without

its leaders have flexibility of mind and are un

afraid of new ideas and new methods. Sir Syd

ney Skinner, who is the managing director of a

big London firm, told the men at Cambridge re

cently that youth should be allowed more voice in

the management of business. An English writer

has pointed out in this connection that in the

United States &quot;practically every active managerial
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position is in the hands of a young man of about

twenty-eight years old.&quot; It is true that in Amer
ica there are comparatively few cases of banks

or offices holding governing control of business

that are held or directed by men much above

forty. The young man is the key to national suc

cess in this age of rapid movement requiring im

mediate adjustment, the taking of risks and ini

tiative all of which are the qualities of youth.

Spanish youth are the trustees of posterity.

They represent God s undiscouraged attempt to

save the world. Their awakening means the dawn
of Spain s new day. They are learning gradually

that the youth of other lands are not idle or lazy,

but leading the forces of business and political

and social affairs. There are over 100,000 per

sons, for the most part youth, employed in the

cotton textile business industry alone in the city

of Barcelona, brought into contact daily with mod
ern processes of business, and learning that match

less boon to young men or young women eco

nomic independence. With the growth of such in

dustries throughout Spain, the old cult of
&quot;gen

tlemen s sons&quot; who are supposed to live on &quot;fa

ther s&quot; income, is becoming to look more and more
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foolish and mediaeval. The old universities are

getting at their heads such progressive leaders as

was Don Miguel Unamuno at Salamanca, and are

sending their students and professors abroad for

intellectual contacts with men of other nations;

these also are, with every passing year, ringing

the death-knell to obscurantism, to provincial

prejudice and to the closed door for Spain.

It is often stated that Spain needs above all a

transfusion of new blood. The best transfusion

for working purposes is one of young blood, of

the blood of Spanish youth who have seen new

visions and will follow the gleam. Spain s wealth

today are her young men who are learning to play

football from English coaches and finding it so

inspiriting to health and manhood that they are

preferring it to the bull-ring. The wealth of

Spain today consists in the raising up more and

more in all sections of such young men as Signor

M. Gonzalez Gordon, of the great sherry firm of

Gonzalez, Byass & Co., located in Jerez in old An

dalusia, whose father determined to give him a

trade instead of an income and made an engineer

of him, then gave him a niche in one of the largest

industries of the kind in the country. This young
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business man, speaking excellent English, well

educated, alert, cultured, with a beautiful wife

and children, was on the steamer upon which I

sailed from Gibraltar to London. He was mak

ing a business trip among the European agencies

of his firm. With every trip abroad such a man
of wealth and intelligence and wide influence

brings back to Spain a fresh breath of new life

and new ideas saturated with progressive meth

ods and policies.

To young men of this kind the idle leisure of

the cafe and club is flat degeneration and never

can the easy-going, indifferent life of the past

generation hold such youth again.

In one of Blake s exquisite vignettes he has

pictured a ladder set up to the crescent moon from

a bleak corner of the universe. Two figures are

conversing earnestly together at the foot of the

ladder, while just placing his foot on the lowest

rung is the virile figure of a young man, who has

the air of beginning to climb. The simple legend
inserted beneath the picture is, &quot;I want ! I want 1&quot;

Blake has drawn the portrait of the awakening

youth of Spain, which is her fairest hope for the

days ahead.
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One Spanish youth had in his notebook as a

model of ambition the words of Carlyle to his

friend, Henry Inglis: &quot;Diligence, unwearied,

steadfast Endeavour : like the stars unhasting, un

resting ! This is the sceptre with which man rules

his Destiny; and though fragile as a reed, re

moves mountains, spiritual as well as physical.&quot;

With such magic key the youth of Spain, sup

ported by tremendous natural resources, by an in

telligent and honest people, with a peasantry un

equalled in any country for industrious applica

tion, must unlock in the course of time every store

house of the nation s power, bringing freedom

and deliverance from every dilemma.
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